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Speech Enabled E-Learning Technology for Adult Literacy Tutoring
Jason Meade

This research presents the work involved in developing a speech-enabled e-Learning
prototype for use in literacy tutoring.

As the main objective was to develop an

interface for literacy learning, initial research concentrated on establishing a
framework for literacy e-Leaming through the use of speech technology.
Requirements for best practice e-Learning and the relevance of learning theories to an
e-Learning application were also investigated.

The technologies to facilitate this,

such as text to speech technologies and mark-up languages, were addressed during the
implementation of speech-enabled prototypes.

Both server-side and client-side

prototypes were implemented to investigate speech technology. Testing found the
server-side version impractical due to high bandwidth requirements.

Moving the

speech functionality components to the client made the prototype more scalable,
llexible and efficient.

Internet architectures were also investigated by the

implementation of Active Server Pages (ASP) and extensible Mark-up Language
(XML) client-side versions. A comparative study found the XML version to be more
efficient. Third-party developers used the final prototype and research findings to
develop Literacy Tools, a complete literacy e-Learning application. The evaluation
phase was conducted by perfonning a Website Analysis and Measurement Inventory
(WAMMl) analysis on Literacy Tools with literacy learners and the help of tutors.
The results of the analysis were also documented as part of this research.

Chapter Summaries
Chapter 1 gives a general overview of this thesis.

Chapter 2 provides an overview of the background research into several areas
relevant to literacy tutoring and literacy accessibility requirements. The problem of
literacy was investigated in order to understand the requirements of adult learners.
This chapter also defines e-Learning [1] and best practices for e-Leaming. Finally the
problem of how to make the Internet more accessible to groups with literacy needs
was examined.

Chapter 3 details the two main speech technologies, namely text-to-speech and
speech recognition.

Chapter 4 explains Markup Languages, and extensible Markup Languages (XML)
used in this research including IMS Question and Test Interoperability (QTI),
VoiceXML and Speech markup tags.

Chapter 5 describes the implementation of the e-Learning prototypes utilising speech
technologies for adult literacy tutoring, and how a Literacy e-Learning application
was developed in conjunction with third party developers.

Chapter 6 presents the process and the outcomes of evaluating the prototype,
including usability questionnaires and statistical analysis.

Chapter 7 presents the conclusions of this research and future work that may be
undertaken as new research and technologies emerge.

Chapter 1

Introduction
This thesis presents the development of an Internet e-Learning application that uses
speech technologies aimed at literacy learners, or adults who have difficulty in
reading, writing, speaking in English, problem solving and numeracy.

The literacy issue, from both global and national perspectives is both complex and
wide reaching. There are 862 million adults with literacy difficulties in the world,
which amounts to over 20% of the world's population [2]. The majority of these
adults are in the developing countries of Sub-Saharan Africa, Arab states and South
Asia. The literacy problem however, is not solely confined to developing countries.
In Ireland it is estimated that about 500,000 adults have literacy difficulties [3], To
address this, most countries have at least one national organisation to develop
awareness of their literacy situation and improve literacy statistics by training and
tutoring.

In Ireland, the National Adult Literacy Agency (NALA) performs this

function.

The fact that literacy learners may have difficulty reading and writing English, but
few have difficulty understanding simple words spoken to them, motivated the
direction that this research took to avail of current speech technologies. These
technologies were embedded in Internet-based NALA literacy worksheets to examine
if learners benefited from speech output complementing the visual text, and how well
these technologies enable the usability of an e-Learning web site for literacy.

Internet-based speech prototypes were developed, in conjunction with NALA, to
provide a basis for this examination. NALA provided the learning content, used to
form worksheet style quizzes. Figure 1.1 outlines the prototype development process,
from gathering requirements to evaluation of the third-party literacy e-Learning
application.
Research Development

[
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Figure 1.1 Diagram Outlining the Development Process
An exploratory server side prototype was initially used to determine usability
requirements for literacy groups, and the feasibility of speech-enabled Internet
applications.

A client-side version was also developed and has more potential

because the speech audio generated by a client program provided superior quality
speech and is a more scalable solution. As scalability could be further improved by
the use of a standard way to describe the content. Extensible Mark-up Language
(XML), a W3C language to describe data, was used as it separates data from
presentation.

A third party software development company implemented a literacy e-Learning
application, based on the client-side prototype, at http://www.literacytools.ie/.
Accessibility and usability evaluation was performed on the application, achieved by
means of applying World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) accessibility guidelines and
presenting questionnaires to literacy learners, completed with the help of tutors.

Whilst on one level such e-Learning might seem ideal for enhancing the learning
experience for literacy learners, given its llexibility and the relative anonymity it
potentially offers, things are not as clear cut as they might seem. For example, the
debate on whether e-Learning is a better method of learning than the traditional
classroom is both lively and ongoing. This research does not directly address this
debate, but rather focuses on the accessibility and usability of e-Learning web sites, as
the application developed from the research prototypes was evaluated by literacy, the
findings of which are presented in Chapter 6. Moreover this e-Learning application
was intended to support and complement existing traditional teaching methods, and as
such was part of a holistic programme, which maintained the primacy of the role of
the tutor in face to face literacy learning.

Adult literacy learning is based on the principle that adult learning is most effective
when the learner can use and apply their learning immediately in their everyday lives.
For this reason, tuition should centre around learner requirements.

Parents for

example may feel inadequate if they cannot assist their children at homework, or help
them complete application forms.

Gaining knowledge in these areas will restore

confidence and authority. Access to this knowledge is another issue in developing
literacy learning applications.

Though it is impossible to estimate the number of

potential learners who have a personal computer, it is probable that the majority of
people with literacy difficulties will not own a home PC [4], It is therefore essential
to explore ways in which computers can be accessed in supportive environments. All
of these issues are reviewed in Chapter 2, which provides the foundation for
subsequent chapters by outlining the theoretical influences, contexts and practical
purj30ses for which the research prototype was designed.

Chapter 3 describes the two main speech technologies used in speech-based
applications, Text-To-Speech (TTS) and Speech Recognition (SR) by explaining the
requirements, configuration and application of a typical TTS and SR system. TTS, or
speech synthesis, involves converting text to spoken words. SR systems, on the other
hand, attempt to recognise words, spoken by the user via a microphone. The final
version of the prototype used an interactive TTS technology system to provide a
speech interface to the learner and assist, if required, in the completion of literacy
worksheets.

SR client side components are large, resulting in an unacceptable

download time. Furthermore, many SR systems need to be ‘trained’ to recognise the
learner’s voice to improve accuracy.

Training is achieved by speaking a given

paragraph to the SR system, thus it is not suitable for literacy learners. Indeed once
training is performed the most limiting factor with speech recognition for such a
system is the accuracy rates of SR software. One recent survey reports that current SR
conversational accuracy is only between 50% and 80% accurate [5]. Such low
accuracy rate would make the online experience for literacy learners less practical.
Hence the focus on speech technology in this thesis will be the use of TTS software,
through the use of Microsoft Agent Technology [6], which includes a freely available
TTS engine.
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While Chapter 3 describes the relevant speech technologies, Chapter 4 explains
markup languages and markup tags used in this research to describe both e-Learning
and speech content. These Internet technologies promote flexibility and scalability by
separating content data from presentation data.

Chapter 5, which fomis the core part of this thesis, describes the implementation of
web-based prototypes utilising speech technology, and how they evolved into a
version suitable to form a more substantial literacy e-Learning application to meet
literacy learning requirements.

This description includes user-interface design

techniques, the programming languages used, and other implementation tools used in
the implementation phase.

As speech-enabled literacy learning is not commonplace in literacy tutoring, extensive
evaluation was performed. This evaluation process, along with the findings, are
described in Chapter 6.

Evaluation began by consulting with the Human Factors

Research Group (HFRG) at University College Cork (UCC) to develop usability
questionnaires, which were completed (with assistance) by literacy learners. Analysis
was also carried out to ensure that the literacy application conformed to priority one
Web Accessibility Initiative (WAI) accessibility guidelines.

Satisfying these

guidelines is a basic requirement in making the application accessible to learners.

In conclusion the basic motivation of this research was that “reading is a basic tool in
the living of a good life” [Mortimer Adler, educator and philosopher, 1902 - 2001].
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Chapter 2

Background Research

2.1 Introduction
This chapter provides the foundation for subsequent chapters by outlining the
theoretical influences, contexts and practical purposes for which the research
prototype was designed.

It starts by defining literacy, and how the Irish National

Adult Literacy Agency (NALA) literacy schemes work. Given that trained tutors and
quality learning material are key requirements of successful literacy schemes, this
section describes the role of a typical literacy tutor, followed by a summary of the
various types of questions that may be used in literacy worksheets. Having explained
tlie issue of literacy, the next challenge is understanding how adults learn, and the
specific requirements of adult literacy learning.

Learning theories account for where and how a learner forms knowledge, be it
acquired externally or induced in the learner’s mind.

These theories can then be

applied to define the role of the teacher, and the teaching environment, based on how
each theory views ‘knowledge’.

Many of these pedagogical theories, including

behaviourism, cognitivism and constructivism, focus mainly on how children learn,
from conception to their schooling.

The term andragogy, which is derived from

pedagogical theories, explains how adults, as opposed to children, leam. It states that
learners are self-directing, motivated, responsible for their own decisions and can
relate to previous knowledge, thus the role of the teacher may be different to that of a
teacher in the context of child learning. Andragogy, though quite distinct from the
principles of behaviourism, echoes many of the assumptions of constructivism.

An

understanding of learning theories is essential for literacy organisations when
developing an optimal environment for literacy learning.

NALA, for example,

utilised adult learning theories in the construction of their literacy worksheets, thus
bearing in mind the different learning styles of adults, as compared to children.
12

The phenomenon of adults learning online raises other questions. Online learning, or
e-Learning, is seen to have several advantages over traditional classroom learning, not
least the fact that Web-Based training (WBT) utilises the Internet to enable constant
availability of the learning material. Debates as to whether or not e-Learning is more
productive than traditional classroom learning is also outlined. Whilst availability is
one important requirement of a literacy learning application, this chapter also
examines several other requirements that should be expected of legitimate learning
courses for the effective application of e-Learning.

As a growing number of e-

Learning applications enter the market it is desirable that they conform to an eLeaming standard so that they may share common mechanisms and be more usable.
An e-Leaming standard is a set of technical guidelines and recommendations set by a
standards organisation such as the IMS global consortium [7].

This chapter

summarises these organisations and their most common standards relevant to eLearning. Even with standards in place, there are some potential barriers relating to eLearning that need to be addressed for literacy learners.

The final section investigates the main goal of this thesis: addressing accessibility
issues with the Internet for learning applications. This is crucial in order to provide
sufficient access for literacy learners to the e-Learning content. Guidelines describing
how to improve accessibility for an estimated 610 million people worldwide with
various disabilities [8] are also introduced. These guidelines, developed by the Web
Accessibility Initiative (WAI), are categorised into 3 levels. As recommended by the
WAI, priority I guidelines must be implemented, priority 2 should be implemented
and priority 3 may be implemented. The majority of these guidelines are very easy to
apply to a web site and will result in fewer people with disabilities, including literacy,
being excluded.
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2.2 Literacy
Literacy is defined by NALA as [10]:
the integration of listening, speaking, reading, writing and
numeracy. It also encompasses aspects of personal development social, economic, emotional and is concerned with improving self esteem and building confidence. It goes far beyond mere technical
skills of communication. The underlying aim of good literacy
practice is to enable people to understand and reflect critically on
their life circumstances with a view to exploring new possibilities
and initiating constructive change.

This is a broader view of literacy than just a person's ability to read, which is the
more common concept of literacy.

In modern society, literacy skills now include

writing, speaking, listening and numeracy [ 10][ 1 1J.

In recent years literacy organisations and educators have expressed dissatisfaction
with the use of the term “illiteracy”. The term “illiteracy” focuses on the inability to
read and write. It also has associations with a lack of education and knowledge. The
term “literacy,” by contrast, adopts a more positive attitude, assuming varying levels
of literacy and focusing on improving literacy skills through education and training
[9]. NALA found that users preferred the term “Adult Learners”, which is utilised in
this thesis.

NALA identified several factors that contribute to low literacy skills, including [12]:
•

educational (poor schooling or large classes);

•

physical/psychological (poor hearing/vision or learning difficulties);

•

social and economic (poverty, poor housing);

•

family (large size or no habit of reading).

While those with low literacy skills often have a good memory, good observation
skills and can cope well in stressful situations, the negative effects among adults
include poor self-esteem, a sense of failure, poor social participation and fewer
employment opportunities [13].
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2.2.1 Literacy Statistics
Reports about levels of literacy often refer to functional literacy as the borderline
separating the literate from the illiterate. The Organisation for Economic Cooperation
and Development defines functional literacy not as the ability to read and write but as
“whether a person is able to understand and employ printed information in daily life,
at home, at work and in the community”. In Ireland approximately 500,000 adults are
not functionally literate. [3].

In May 2003, the UK Department for Education and Skills (DEES) found that 29% of
adults in the UK - as many as 11 million people - could not calculate the area of a
Hoor, in either square feet or metres. More than 10% were unable to understand the
instructions on a packet of seeds.

Furthermore, only about 30% of the people

examined successfully computed the amount of plastic covering needed to line a pond
- even with a calculator, pen and paper [ 14J.

According to the UNESCO, an increasing number of countries are starting to collect
data on different levels of literacy skills. A high number of developed countries have
developed and applied new methodologies to assess the different levels of literacy and
life skills required to perform adequately in modern society. NALA performs this
role in Ireland.

2.3 Irish National Adult Literacy Agency (NALA)
NALA, established in 1980, is a membership organisation with voluntary status,
concerned with national co-ordination, training and policy development in adult
literacy work in Ireland [15]. Much of the development in this research has been done
in consultation with NALA to gather requirements for prototype evolution.

The

literacy learning content used in the prototypes is retrieved from NALA worksheets
used in tutor/learner training sessions and also the literacy workbooks distributed as
part of the “Read Write Now” television series.

NALA is currently engaged in several research projects, which include:
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•

Assessment Research - This research aims to develop an assessment
framework and methodology for assessing literacy levels within Irish literacy
schemes. Testing, validation and elaboration of this framework was carried
out in 2002 and implementation is currently under way.

•

Developing guidelines for employers - This was to develop a workplace policy
and guidelines for employers for workplace basic training provision.

•

Training Needs Analysis research - This was done by a third party consulting
company who developed a report using surveys and consultation with tutors.

•

Health and Literacy Research - Research has shown that adults with literacy
difficulties are at a disadvantage in relation to a variety of issues such as health
[15]. NALA seeks to explore barriers to good health and possible ways to
remove these barriers by interviewing adult learners as well as other people in
the health area and producing comprehensive health and literacy guidelines.

In 2001 NALA conducted an Information Technology (IT) and Literacy Survey to
establish the extent to which computers are being used for literacy tuition. The next
section describes IT, or Infomiation and Communication Technology (ICT) as it is
known now, and the findings of the NALA survey.

2.4 Information and Communication Technology (ICT) and Literacy
ICT merge computers (information technology) with telecommunication networks
(communication technology) to include technologies such as the Internet, e-mail,
mobile phones and interactive TV. The use of ICT in Ireland has grown considerably
in the last 6 years, for example 80% of adults own a mobile phone, 61% of adults
have a home computer [16] and 34.1% of households have access to the Internet [17].
The ongoing rollout of broadband throughout the country is also expected to attract
more people to use the Internet if the price is reasonable [17].

ICT can benefit adult literacy schemes by giving the learner the option to improve
their literacy skills by using computers [4]. Learners are willing and motivated to use
computers and “ICT can improve the quality of the educational experience by
providing rich, exciting and motivating environment for learning” [18].

Other

potential benefits of using ICT for literacy tutoring include [19]:
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•

ICT provides a powerful motivation for adults with poor literacy skills;

•

ICT can increase the value of a learner’s study time;

•

the use of new technologies can enable tutors to provide methods of learning
(such as interactive worksheets) that may not be possible with print
worksheets;

•

the Internet can offer new ways to reach adults with poor literacy skills,
including independent learners in their homes, and to encourage them to learn.

A problem, however, faced by literacy tuition centres is that literacy learners are
among a group who are slow to adopt ICT [20]. Though it is impossible to estimate
the number of literacy learners with computers, it is probable given the socio
economic profile of home computer owners that many learners do not have access to a
home PC [4]. The challenge is to provide support and training by first training tutors
and providing adequate resources. These were among the issues outlined in an IT and
Literacy Survey conducted by NALA in 2001 [15]. Though the majority of learning
centres had computers, the survey cited the following barriers to their use as a
learning tool:

lack of ICT knowledge among tutors;
lack of knowledge in how to effectively use ICT in adult literacy learning;
lack of training in ICT for literacy tutors;
limited technical expertise in centres;
limited availability of, and access to, computers in suitable environments;
lack of funding for computers, upgrades and packages;
lack of suitable material for Irish based learners. [4]

Despite these bankers, many literacy learning centres are providing basic computer
training in conjunction with literacy learning. One Government funded initiative used
to provide this training is Equals kills [21], initially piloted in 6 counties in the south
and southwest in 2002, to assist slow adopters of ICT (including literacy learners and
tutors with no ICT experience) by providing a “fun, infomial and uncomplicated
introduction to computers and the Internet” [21].

The initiative was (and still is
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today) very successful and is now available countrywide. The learning content is
readily available and a certificate is awarded on completion of the course.

Finally, it is important that those providing computer training to literacy learners are
familiar with adult literacy learning and literacy issues. It is unlikely that tutors in
other domains would understand the unique requirements of literacy learners [4]. The
next section describes tutoring in more detail, including the learning content of
tutoring worksheets.

2.5 Literacy Tutoring
Literacy tutoring schemes normally involve tutor/learner classroom sessions at a
designated learning centre such as a vocational education college. According to the
Department of Education and Science in Ireland there are over 5,250 literacy tutors in
the country. This figure roughly amounts to 4,000 volunteers and 1,250 paid tutors.
Few of the paid tutors are full time and many also do voluntary tutoring.

In Ireland, it is not necessary that a tutor be a teacher, or have a degree. Experience is
not a requirement as full training is provided by local literacy organisers [22]. Tutors
are initially trained for one-to-one tutoring. Group tuition is important because it
gives learners the opportunity to progress at a faster paee. Computer skills training is
another popular area with both tutors and learners.

This research focused on e-Learning, or online tutoring. It is worth noting that the
learning prototypes developed are not intended to replace the tutor, but rather provide
an alternative means of interaction using speech interfaces. Many of the questions are
retrieved from NALA worksheet eontent and computerised. It has been shown from
NALA research that learners are willing and able to use e-Leaming applications once
tutors provide the relevant training [23].

NALA have explored alternative means other than one-to-one and group sessions to
provide literacy tutoring. The Read/Write Now television series is a very successful
initiative whereby learners may receive assistance at their own home through a
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telephone helpline. The largest audience for any one programme in the series so far
was 273,676 viewers [24].

Alternative means of accessing literacy content through the Internet and television
allow far more learners access to the learning material. Learning can take place, both
with and without tutors in the comfort of a learner’s home, at a time that suits the
learner.

A core part of the literacy schemes, other than the tutors, are the worksheets. These
provide the learning content to learners, usually taught in one-to-one or group
sessions.

2.5.1 Literacy Worksheets

Literacy worksheets enable practice and reinforcement of key reading, spelling,
writing and numeracy skills. While it is possible and advisable to develop a supply of
re-usable support materials, worksheets arc most effective when they are based on the
needs arising in learners’ own current work, as outlined in adult learning theories.
Tutors should be familiar with the range of methods and exercises which might be
useful, and share that knowledge with learners so that they can work on specific
literacy needs as they arise [22].

This research concentrates on computerised worksheets, implemented on a web-based
application for literacy tutoring. Much of the content for these online worksheets is
sourced from NALA textbook worksheets used for one-to-one or group tutoring
sessions and the Read Write Now television series.

In the literacy e-learning

application (where worksheets were specially commissioned) there is a printable
exercise section, so that worksheets can be completed on paper, without the use of a
computer.

There are several types of question that may be used in worksheets as follows:
{For a graphical example of these see Appendix 1.)
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•

True/False Questions - The user selects either true or false to answer a
question.

•

Fill-in-blanks (FIB) - These require the user to type the answer of a question
into the allocated space. Providing a list of possible answers makes it easier to
check the answer and eliminates ambiguities.

•

Multiple Choice Questions (MCQ) - These are similar to True/False questions
but offer more choices, which may be textual or graphical.

•

Image Hot-spot Rendering - Hot-Spot rendering allows the user to click on a
particular part of an image, such as identifying the windscreen of a car.

•

Sorting/Ordering Objects - Sorting often involves question such as arranging
the seasons of the year, or the days of the week in order.

•

Short Answer Questions - These allow the user to enter text into a text area
provided. Such questions may be to write a shopping list, describe a picture,
or explain a simple procedure such as starting a car.

In computerised

worksheets it is very difficult to verify the input without a tutor present, as
there is no set answer. One possible solution is to identify keywords or verbs,
for example “starting a car” keywords may include key, ignition, gear, neutral
etc. The program can search for keyword sub-strings, and the more keywords
present in the answer the better the score.
•

Numerical Questions - These often take the form of FIB and/or MC questions
with numerical input.

These questions are easy to implement and verify

because there is only one coiTect answer.

•

Drag and Drop - Drag and drop questions involve dragging an object from one
location to another. This may be useful for matching a graphical object with
Its textual name or description for example matching “4” with “FOUR”.
Some fomi of feedback, possibl audio, should be provided after the drop event
to indicate a correct or incorrect answer.
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•

Cloze Tests - Cloze tests use the FIB method to eomplete sentences in a piece
of text. A simple Cloze test with the solutions provided may be useful in a
worksheet.

NALA have published several worksheets that use the above question types to
complement their literacy schemes, designed specifically for adult learning. These
worksheets were designed using a theory of adult learning [25] and tutor’s first-hand
experience in dealing with learners. However not all question types were used, such
as short-answer questions, as they were not suited to interactive e-Learning.

2.6 Theories of Adult Learning
Learning theories provide a general explanation of how animals (including humans)
learn.

The most recognised

theories are behaviourism, cognitivism

and

constructivism, which describe pedagogy (the art or science of teaching, especially
relating to children). There is also andragogy (teaching adults), whicli is derived from
pedagogical theories, but include provisions for adult learning with particular
emphasis on experience [26]. An overlap between learning theories is most evident
when comparing andragogy with constructivism, whereby both describe a learner
defined environment, and learning is a process of building on experience and previous
knowledge. An overview of learning theories is given in Appendix 2.

It was Malcolm Knowles, a professor in adult education, who created the theory of
andragogy in his book “The Adult Learner: A Neglected Species’’ [27]. The first
mention of the word Andragogy actually appeared in 1833, a term coined by the
German educator Alexander Kapp.

Knowles made five assumptions about the

attitude of adults to learning [27] as follows:

•

Learners need to know why they need to learn what they are learning;

•

Learners are self-directed and responsible for their own decisions;

•

Learners have a variety of experience which is a rich source of learning, thus
topics should be related to experience;

The Cloze test was designed to assess the readability of pieces of text rather than test an individuals
reading skills (Taylor, 1953). Simple Cloze tests however are a useful learning tool.
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•

Learners are motivated and willing to learn;

•

Learners may need help overcoming pre-established beliefs about learning.

All of these may also apply to child learning except that children have fewer
experiences, thus less existing knowledge relating to what is being learned. Many of
the basic principles of andragogy are the same as those of constructivism, whereby
learners are seen as contributors to the learning experience and learning is an active
and expressive process.

Though most adult learning theories are based on the work of Knowles, one
developing theory relating to learning, called Multiple Intelligences (Ml), takes an
additional approach.

Howard Gardner, a Professor of Cognition at Harvard,

developed MI and assumes that learners have a multitude of intellects, such as
logical/mathematic, linguistic and spatial intelligence, and not one single level of
intellect as traditionally asserted.

To investigate this theory, the Adult Multiple

Intelligences (AMI) project, a division of Project Zero [28] at the Harvard Graduate
School of Education, is currently examining how this theory applies to adult literacy
learning [29]. The findings of this research stated that the “MI efforts paid off with
high levels of student engagement” [30]. The AMI study also showed that MI could
be used, and produced positive results, in adult literacy education.

Regardless of the theory used, their outcomes suggest that literacy learners should
have a say in what they leam and how they learn. The learning environment should
be relaxed and the learner must feel respected and encouraged to take risks without
any threat of failure.

The learning content should be meaningful and reflect the

learners’ current interests because adult orientation to learning is immediate
application of learning material in present circumstances [25]. Learning should be
self paced and tailored to the needs of the learner.

All of the above principles of adult literacy learning have been applied to the research
prototype.

For example, answering a question incon'ectly will not give a very

negative response, and no threat of failure.

The application outputs the answer

entered by the user, followed by the correct answer. The questions relate to current
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issues such as medicine, first aid and popular culture.

Moreover, one of the

advantages of e-Learning is that learning is self-paced, and the questions are
categorised into short segments in an attempt to keep the learner interested.

See

Appendix 2 for more detail on pedagogical theories.
This discussion on learning theories included how they apply to instructional design,
fhe next section expands on the area of instructional design and learning to include eLearning.

2.7 E-Learning
E-Learning relers to the use of digital technologies to deliver learning [31], Digital
technologies include Internet, intranet, CD-R(3M, DVD, interactive TV and personal
digital assistants (PDA).

E-Learning covers a broad range of applications. Web-

based training (WBT) is a subset of computer-based training (CBT) and CT^T is a
subset of e-Learning, as depicted in Figure 2.2.

There are two types of E-Learning: synchronous and asynchronous. Synchronous, or
live e-Learning imitates a classroom, which means classes take place in real-time and
link instructors with learners via streaming media or chat room. A date and time
needs to be agreed and synchronous e-Learning courses are generally completed
quickly. Asynchronous e-Learning allows the learner to access pre-packaged training
modules at the learners own time and pace.

Figure 2.2 E-Learning encompasses both CBT and WBT
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The learner communicates with the instructor and other learners through e-mail. An
asynchronous course is generally completed more slowly, if completed at all, because
the onus is on the learner, and there is often no set date and time to start and complete
the course. The literacy learning application developed here used asynchronous eLearning, and tutors will be available to help the learner complete the course at their
own pace; independent learners can also avail of NALA support.

E-Learning can provide benefits such as reduced travel and reduced training expenses
while allowing accessibility and scalability [1|. E-Learning includes WBT. which is
anytime, anywhere, self-paced instruction, delivered over the Internet to the Learner's
browser.

This suggests that e-Learning may have advantages over traditional

classroom learning because the Learner may take the course at a preferred time,
location and pace.

This however is a subject of debate within the academic and corporate community as
there are several contradicting studies in the debate over e-Learning vs. traditional
learning. J. Arle in 2001, for example, found that [32J
the national achievement average is 51 percent on this test, and
the sample base is entirely from the traditional classroom. My
students (entirely online) score an average of 63 percent on
these same items.
On the other hand, in 2002, Brown, B. W. and Liedholm, C. E. in their study conclude
[33]:
The results strongly suggest that the virtual course represents
an inferior technology compared to the live sections... The live
students do significantly better than the virtual students on the
most complex material... I'Ve find that the students in the virtual
classes,

while

having

better

characteristics,

performed

significantly worse on the examinations than the live students.

Russell, T. refers to this as the “No Significant Difference Syndrome”, as
demonstrated in a website | 34j which lists reports arguing both sides of the debate.
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None-the-less, despite any ineffectiveness of e-Learning in this regard, the primary
reason e-Leaming is used by NALA is to motivate and support independent learners.
As noted in Section 2.4 above, learners are willing and motivated to use computers
and “ICT can improve the quality of the educational experience by providing a rich,
exciting and motivating environment for learning” [18].

However, many learners cannot use cuiTent e-Learning courses, as they are not
accessible.

This is because the developers have not applied basic accessibility

guidelines.

For example, 37 million Europeans have visual, learning, cognitive,

auditory or other disability that can affect their ability to use an Internet browser [36].
This is the main motivation of this research; to establish and apply the learning,
usability and accessibility requirements of literacy learners through the use of speech
technology.

In order to provide a rich e-Learning environment for literacy students, the next
section describes best practice e-Learning requirements, and how this research
complied with these requirements.

2.7.1 E-Learniiig Requirements

Current research from academics [37][38], software developers and Internet
organisations such as W3C and Elearnspace [39], suggest the following requirements
of e-Learning applications:

Take advantage of the Internet: real-time, always available, anywhere, anytime
Track progress of the learner
•

Personalise Course Content

•

Course and Content Quality

•

Beware of human cognitive limitations

•

Use standard technologies

•

Use e-Leaming standards
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Take advantage of the Internet: real-time, always available, anywhere, anytime.

While e-Leaming does include CD-ROM and other offline media, the greatest benefit
is got from online Inteniet-based courses because the learning content is easily
updated and CD-ROMs can quickly become outdated [40] [41]. However, CD-ROMs
have the advantage of a high bandwidth compared to the Internet and therefore have a
high access speed for targe files, such as for audio and video content. The use of CDROM as a learning tool may be useful as a support for Internet courses by providing
an offline version for demo and training puiposes. A stand-alone CD-ROM version
of the literacy application is currently being developed for distribution to tutors and
learners.

In order for learners to take advantage of Internet courses, the content needs to be
accessible and current. An online e-Learning course is constantly available, assuming
the server containing the course content is constantly available. An e-Learning course
may be taken anytime and anywhere that has IT facilities. This means the student
need not miss any opportunities by doing the course outside normal business hours.
These factors are of particular use to literacy learners because NALA supports many
independent learners who may not attend tuition centres.

Track progress of the learner

Tracking student/employee progress can be cumbersome, especially for the
technologically challenged administrator. E-Leaming systems should have easy-touse administration and assessment. The administration systems may record when
users log on and report when courses are complete. In corporate business, the online
tracking system gives employers a snapshot of every employee’s progress. One can
tell whether someone scored poorly in a section and whether mandated courses were
finished [40].

A literacy e-Learning application, www.literacytools.ie [43], has been developed by
third-party developers in conjunction with NALA, to provide content, assessment and
support for literacy students and tutors. The application enables learners to track their
progress and get a history of previously attempted tests and worksheets.

It also
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enables tutors who are assigned to particular students to view progress and make
recommendations or advise students on aspects of the worksheets. This is particularly
useful for independent learners who do not wish to work in a classroom environment.
Learners can decide whether they want tracking or not at the beginning of the course
and requires the leamer/tutor to register.

Privacy and confidentiality is an important issue. Tutors should only be allowed view
the statistics of their assigned learners, and a learner should not be able to view the
statistics of other learners.

Personalise Course Content

As previously mentioned, when learners are using an online course it is possible to
monitor their use of the system. Analysis of this feedback can be used to personalise
the learner’s learning experience on an individual basis thus supporting learner-based
learning.

Learners should also be allowed control, to some extent, of learning content. In the
speech prototype, a version was developed allowing the learner control of the pitch,
volume, speech and the tone of the speech output. In the literacy learning application
subsequently developed the user is in control of size of the text, the type of questions,
the topics of questions and whether or not speech output is enabled.

Course and Content Quality

In a European survey, conducted in April 2002, on quality and e-leaming 61% of all
respondents rated the overall quality of e-Learning as ‘fair’ or ‘poor’ [44].

Of

particular relevance to this section was the criteria used to evaluate quality.

A

summary report cited the following criteria, in order of priority:

•

Functions technically without problems across all users

The tracking feature has been removed from the literacy application because it was found to be a
barrier for learners who do not wish to use registration processes and passwords prior to starting.
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•

Used clear pedagogical design principles appropriate to the learner and
learning environment

•

Content is relevant, current and regularly maintained

•

Course has a high level of interaction with the learner

The vast majority of the respondents stated that the technical functionality across all
users was the most important criteria, meaning it must work properly, and for as many
people as possible.

Beware of human cognitive limitations

When designing e-Learning interfaces it is important to be aware of human cognitive
capacity limitations. Cognitive capacity refers to the amount of information a person
can process at any one time [45],

We can process only a limited amount of

infomiation at a time. Cognitive load considerations must be understood and applied
for the efficient structuring of instructional presentation involving more than one
mode of interaction.
One consideration is to avoid redundant information.

Infomiation can become

redundant if the learner is busy processing other infomiation.

For example, if

information is presented using more then one modality, say a well-presented diagram
is also explained using audio, then the audio information may be redundant as the
diagram is readily understood without an audio explanation.

In fact S. Kalyuga

suggested in 2000 that redundant information could make a course more difficult to
learn [45]. Kalyuga gives two cases of where this may be so:

1. When equivalent auditory and visual explanations are presented concurrently,
and
2. When an instructional format is not matched to learner experience.

These cases “increased the risk of overloading some of the sensory channels and
might have a negative learning effect” [45]. Kalyuga gives an example of where this
increased risk was evident in a study using three formats:
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•

Diagram with Visual text,

•

Diagram with Audio text, and

•

Diagram with Visual text plus Audio text.

The risk came from the concurrent duplication of information. Elimination of the
redundant source of information might be beneficial in this case.

The literacy application intermixes elements of speech and visual behaviour into a
single interface. Client side VBScript is used to facilitate user interaction with the
speech interface so that the learner is in control of the speech output, thus avoiding
cognitive overload and dealing with the problem of redundancy.

Use development tools and technologies

In many cases, there are free online materials available on the Internet suitable for
courses. Sometimes new material will need to be created. Either way, there are many
tools available to help enliven passive online instructional materials. Table 2.1 gives
some popular examples of such tools.

HTML Authoring Tools

Macromedia Dreamweaver
Microsoft Frontpage
Netscape Composer

Multimedia Authoring Tools

Macromedia products such as Photoshop,
Flash, Director and Authorware.

Streaming Media Tools

Media servers, e.g. Microsoft Media
Server (part of Windows Server 2003
[46]) and streaming media players such
as Realplayer [47].

A Media Server

allows playing of video material without
prior download. This may require large
bandwidth, but often helps avoid delays
loading web pages.
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Integrated Tools

“Blackboard” [48] is one such tool that
helps instructors create course web sites,
integrates

content

communication,

with

tools

assessment,

for
and

administration.
Quiz Builders

The quiz builder will help you create a
web page comprised of a simple quiz.
QuizStar for example is a free web-based
utility to create custom quizzes that other
can take online [49].

Accessibility Tools

“Bobby”

is

a

comprehensive

web

accessibility software tool designed to
help

expose

and

repair barriers

to

accessibility and encourage compliance
with existing accessibility guidelines.
[50]
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Table 2.1 Authoring and content development tools
The range of tools used in this project by the researcher and the third party developers
include MS Visual Studio, PhotoShop, Dreamweaver and Macromedia Flash. These
tools were used to develop HTML, VBScript, ASP, XML, Bitmap and Vector
graphics. Flash was used in the literacy application to create a tour of how to use the
literacy worksheets.

Use E-Learning Standards

An e-Learning standard is a set of common guidelines applied by developers so that
components of an e-Learning application operate seamlessly and learning content can
be easily added.

These guidelines are normally created by accredited standards

organisations such as the IMS Global Learning Consortium (IMS) [7] and Advanced
Distributed Learning (ADL) [51].

The use of standards enables the successful

integration of learning content, by means of common interfaces, with Learning
Management Systems (LMS) and also aids compatibility between different LMSs.
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For these reasons the successful growth of e-Leaming may require the use of
standards.

The IMS Question and Test Interoperability (QTI) e-Learning standard [52] was used
in the literacy application to describe the learning content.

In addition to the

successful integration of the learning content, QTI enabled faster development and
easier maintenance of the application. The following section describes e-Leaming
standards in more detail, including the cuiTent specifications of the main standards
organisations.

2.7.2 E-Learning Standards

Designers and developers of online courses have a huge variety of software tools at
their disposal for creating learning resources.

These tools range from simple

presentation software packages to more complex authoring environments. They can
be very useful in allowing developers the opportunity to create learning resources that
might otherwise require extensive programming skills.

Unfortunately, the wide

variety of software tools available from a wide variety of vendors produce
instructional materials that do not share a common mechanism for finding and using
these resources. The use of standards could solve such interoperability problems if
tliey are widely adopted. The use of standards is also very useful for integrating
learning content to a learning management system (LMS).

For example, using

components that share a common interface means that new or upgrading components
are easily integrated to a LMS.

Common standards for metadata and learning architectures are mandatory for success
of the knowledge economy. For this reason several standard bodies have developed
such standards for online learning.

This section gives an account of the key

organisations and their specifications.

2.7.2.1 Key Organisations and their Specifications

Learning standards start life as guidelines. Guidelines can be vague therefore they
need to be well worded and unambiguous.

Before an e-Learning guideline can
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become a “standard” it is called a “specification.” Specifications are reviewed by an
accredited organisation, such as the IEEE, and are often used for some time in
industry until support for the specification strengthens. The following summaries
explain the main accredited organisations and their main standards relevant to eLeaming.
Institute for Electrical and Electronic Engineers Learning Technology’ Standards
Committee (IEEE LTSC)

The IEEE [53] is an international organisation that develops technical standards and
recommendations ranging from computers to communication technologies and
electronics.

Within the IEEE, the Learning Technology Standards Committee (LTSC) [53]
provides specil'ication that address best practices, which can be tested for
conformance.

The LTSC, chartered by the IEEE Computer Society Standards

Activity Board, develop accredited technical standards, recommended practices and
guidelines for learning technology, including e-Learning.

The LTSC coordinates

formally and informally with other organisations that produce specifications and
standards for similar purposes. Working groups set up by LTSC, which are governed
by an executive committee, communicate to develop standards.

The most widely acknowledged IEEE LTSC specification is the Learning Object
Meta-data (LOM) specification, which defines elements that describe learning
resources [54]. The IMS Global Learning Consortium, Inc. (IMS) [7] and Advanced
Distributed Learning (ADL) [51] both use the LOM elements and structures in their
specifications. More information on LTSC can be found at http://ltsc.ieee.org.

IMS Global Consortium (IMS)

The IMS Global Learning Consortium, Inc. (IMS) [7] is a consortium of organisations
that focus on the development of XML-based specifications. The IMS promote open
specifications for facilitating online distributed learning applications.

These

applications include key features of a learning management system such as such as
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tracking learner progress, reporting learner performance, and exchanging learner
records between learning systems.
IMS has two key goals:

1. Defining the technical specifications for interoperability between applications.

2. Supporting the incorporation of the IMS specifieations into technologies and
services such as distributed learning applications.

The most widely acknowledged IMS specifications include IMS Meta-data, IMS
Content Packaging and IMS QTI (Question and Test Interchange).

A meta-data speeification makes the process of finding and using a resource more
efficient by providing a structure of defined elements that describe, or catalogue the
learning resource, along with requirements about how the elements are to be used and
represented.

The

IMS

Learning

Resouree

Meta-Data

Best

Practice and

Implementation Guide goes some way in achieving this.
The IMS Content Packaging Specification prox'ides the functionality to describe and
package learning materials, including an individual course or a collection of related
courses, into interoperable and distributable packages. Content Packaging related to
the description, structure, and location of online learning materials.

The IMS Question & Test Interoperability (QTI) Specification provides a standard
XML language for describing questions and tests.

QTI was used to describe the

worksheets in the literacy application for this research as it allows content
interoperability within the prototype and enabled easy addition of new worksheets.

Advanced Distributed Learning (ADL)

The ADL [51] is a U.S. government-based organisation that collaborates with
industry and edticational institutions to establish a new distributed learning
environment that pemiits the interoperability of learning tools and course content.
This research and development allows ADL turn speeifications into standards.
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One particular ADL publication is the ADL Shareable Content Object Reference
Model (SCORM). SCORM has achieved widespread industry approval [54]. The
SCORM specification combines elements of IEEE, AICC, IMS and other
specifications into a consolidated document that can be easily implemented.

The

ADL adds value to existing standards by providing examples, best practices and
clarifications that help suppliers and content developers implement e-Learning
specifications in a consistent and reusable way. The SCORM includes aspects that
affect learning management systems and content authoring tool vendors, instructional
designers and content developers.

Aviatioti Industry CBT Cuniniittee (AICC)

Created in 1988, the AICC [55] is an international group of technology-based training
professionals. They create CBT-related guidelines for the aviation industry. Their
goal is more cost-effective, efficient and sustainable training. Though they publish a
variety of recommendations, including hardware and software configurations, their
computer-managed instruction (C'Ml) guidelines have gained widest industry support.
For instance, the AICC CM 1001 Guidelines for CMl Interoperability [56] provides
guidelines to help create content that will communicate with the broadest base of CMl
and learning management systems (LMS).

This group also encourages sustained

training through the aviation industry now and in the future.

PROMETEUS: PROnwluig Multimedia iu Ediicatiou and Traiiiiug iu EUropeau
Society.

PROMETEUS [57] was launched in March 1999 under the sponsorship of the
European Commission with the aim of promoting multimedia access to education and
training throughout European society, and has evolved to include whole range of
technology-assisted learning.

The main objective of PROMETEUS is to support effective use, approval, research
and development in the field of technology-enabled learning. The Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) governs the overall activities of PROMETEUS. The work of
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PROMETEUS, carried out under the framework of this MoU, should complement and
aid the activities of learning standards organisations, including those outlined above.

2.7.2.2 E-Learnuig Standcirds And Lilcracy Tutoring

The literacy application implemented as part of this research uses categorised,
worksheet style questions to help improve the learner’s literacy skills.

Much

consideration had gone into deciding which XML language should describe each
question. Originally a custom XML language was used, using non-standard tags to
describe each question. The final version however used the IMS QTl specification.
The most common types of worksheet style questions can be easily described using
QTL

I'he key requirement of e-Learning applications for literacy tutoring is that they are
accessible to as many people as possible so that learning can take place at the
learner’s home.

Some assistive technologies, such as screen readers, may require

certain layout criteria to work properly or more effectively. .A. website that does not
meet these criteria may not be accessible to learners who have accessibility barriers
such as low literacy levels. The next section outline guidelines that can be applied to
websites to make them more accessible.

2.8 Accessibility Practices for Websites
The United Nations estimates there are about 610 million people with disabilities
worldwide. Of these 400 million are in developing countries, and about 34 to 37
million in Europe. Though not all of these use the Internet, a significant portion have
access and avail of it [2]. This section describes the best accessibility practices for
sites for the disabled, with emphasis on literacy tutoring.
There is much more to consider than just literacy when developing accessible web
pages.

Content developers must consider other factors during page design.

The

following are guidelines outlining these other factors.
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Guidelines 1 to 14 are summarised from W3C ‘‘Web Content Aceessibility
Ciuidelines" [58].

1. Provide equivalent alternatives to auditor} and visual content.

Provide eontent that, when presented to the user, conveys essentially the same
funetion or purpose as auditory or visual eontent. For example a text equivalent for
an image of an upward arrow that links to a table of contents could be ”Go to table of
contents”. Also there must be a text equivalent for all audio output, fhe font style of
this text is important when designing for the visually impaired. Speech synthesis
should be used for learners who are blind, and for those with low literacy skills or
learning or cognitive disibilities. Braille should be used for learners who are blind
and deaf, as well as many whose only sensory disability is blindness.

Many of these recommendations are applied the speech-enabled prototype.

All

images have an alternative textual description in ease images have been disabled, fhe
Microsoft Agent character (Genie) displays a text equivalent of all the speech output
spoken to the user in the text bubble in the client-side prototype (see Figure 2.3). The
text displayed on the worksheet is enlarged for visually impaired learners. It is also
possible to adjust the font type and font size in the text balloon of the Agent character.

f
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Figure 2.3 The Agent eharaeter shows text equivalent of all speeeh output

2. Don't rely on colour alone.

Ensure that text and graphics are understandable when viewed without colour. Some
learners may not be able to differentiate between certain colours (colourblindness),
therefore colour alone should not be used to convey information. Devices with non-

colour screens such as monochrome screens (common on older laptops), or phones
may not be able to differentiate between foreground and background colours that are
too close to the same hue.
Choose a background that is a single solid colour. If possible, avoid loud textures,
patterns or images. Proper contrast between background and text is important. To
check the level of contrast between background and foreground colours simply take a
screen shot of the proposed page and convert it to a greyscale image.

Some colours are not supported by older browsers and will be overridden by the
closest available or a default colour. Some people find it difficult to simultaneously
focus on red and blue. Some people have eye conditions that mean they can read only
black and white, while others can read only yellow on black.

Considering that 10% of all males suffer from colour-blindness, colour alone should
not be relied on for links. Designers are recommended to use style sheets, which can
be replaced with the user’s style sheet attached to their browser.
The speech-enabled literacy prototype has a white background and large black text in
.'\rial font to ensure proper contrast. Colour is used in the page banner, which does
not change from question to question. The banner consists of background colours and
text, no images are used. Images are used in all questions to improve the appearance
of the site. These images relate to the category of question, for example a stethoscope
for the “Doctor” category. Finally the speakers are coloured red. A Learner may
click a speaker at any time to have the sentence corresponding to the speaker spoken
aloud. There is no reliance on colour in the site, and colour is not used to convey
information.

3. Use markup and style sheets and do so properly.
Mark up documents with the proper structural elements. Control presentation with
style sheets rather than with presentation elements and attributes. Markup should be
used properly and according to specification as to not hinder accessibility. Using
presentation markup rather then structural markup makes it difficult to render a page
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intelligibly to other devices. Specialised equipment may not be able to navigate the
pages.

The speech-enabled literacy prototype uses structural markup and stylesheets. The
markup allows separation of data and presentation thus making the site far easier to
maintain and expand. To make a change in the entire site means modifmg only one
file, and new questions can be easily added or removed. Style sheets are used to
define presentation and apply a consistent layout to an entire website. Consistency is
important for the literacy site because the learner will quickly become familiar with
how' questions are presented, and how to navigate from question to question.

4. Clarify natural language usage

Use markup that facilitates pronunciation or interpretation of abbreviated or foreign
text.

Online documents are more acessible to the disabled because when content

developers markup natural language changes in a document, speech synthesisers and
braille devices can automatically switch to the new language.

The language used in an Internet application is specified in the <HTML> element
using the ‘lang’ attribute, for example:
<HTML lang='en'>

Any language changes in the textual content should be marked-up as follows:

<P>The

porter

greeted

me

with

<SPAN

lang="fr">Bonjour

</SPAN>, and took my luggage.</p>

5. Create tables that transform gracefully.

Ensure that tables have necessary markup to be transfomied by accessible browsers
and other user agents. Tables should be used to markup tabular information, and
should not be used to layout pages. A screen reader may be used by people who
cannot read or see what is on the screen. Pages that are not marked properly may not
be accessible to learners who access a table through auditory means, e.g. using a
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screen reader. All tables in the speech prototype use the recommended mark-up such
as <TD> for cells and <TR> for rows.

6. Ensure that pages featuring new technologies transform gracefully.

Ensure that pages are accessible even when newer technologies are not supported or
are turned off. A common example of this is with cookies and images. For security
reasons some users may not wish to use cookies. As mentioned before, some users
may turn off images if experiencing a slow internet connection speed. As was the
case with the server-side speech prototype, it may be necessary to check the user’s
connection speed and modify pages for slow connections. All images have a text
equivalent in case images are turned off or noi supported.

7. Ensure user control of time-sensitive content changes.

Ensure that moving, blinking, scrolling, or auto-updating objects or pages may be
paused or stopped. Limit the use of animated gifs and flashing graphics as these may
afl^ct those prone to seizures. Use slow moving gifs if they are required [59]. Some
screen readers are unable to read marquees so these should be avoided.

This point has little relevance as the speech prototype has no scrolling text and
flashing graphics are not used. The tour on the literacy application uses flash and can
be stopped or closed. The speech functionality uses an animated character, Microsoft
Agent Genie character, to produce speech output. This can also be disabled at any
time.

8. Ensure direct accessibility of embedded user interfaces.

Ensure that the user interface follows principles of accessible design: device
independent access to functionality, keyboard operability, self-voicing, etc.

If an

embedded object is used, and its interface is not accessible then an alternative
accessible solution must be provided.
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9. Design for device-independence.

Use features that enable activation of page elements via a variety of input devices.
Controls should be designed so that the learner may use a preferred input or output
device, not just the mouse or keyboard. A blind person, for example, using only voice
input or command line interface should be able to use such controls. No explicit
attention has been paid to this detail when developing the speech prototyj^e. The site
was however tested using the JAWS screen reader [60] with a successful outcome.

10. Use interim solutions.

Use interim accessibility solutions so that assistive technologies and older browsers
will operate coiTCctly.

Web sites should support screen readers, Braille devices,

speech synthesis engines and voice recognition.

Some assistive technologies,

especially screen readers, are “chasing” in temis of being compatible with the latest
internet software, but the use of guidelines when designing pages can greatly enhance
the functionality of such devices [61], One way of addressing compatibility, with
screen readers for example, is the way text is wrapped on a page. Text should not be
wrapped in separate columns as screen reader may interpret the text incorrectly.
Consider the following sample text:

1. Clean the wound with warm water.

1. Hold the burn under cold running water.

2. Make sure all the dirt is washed away.

2. Remove tight clothing and rings.

3. Put a bandage or plaster over the wound.

3. Rinse chemicals with running water

Suppose the user wishes to have the the first point from the list on the left read aloud.
Some screen readers may inteipret the line as:
1. Clean the wound with warm water. 1. Hold the burn under cold running water.

The solution to this is to present text in a linear manner, or have a different version
made accessible for linear presentation of text.
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11. Use W3C technologies and guidelines.

Use W3C technologies (according to specification) and follow accessibility
guidelines. Where it is not possible to use a W3C technology, or doing so results in
material that does not transform gracefully, provide an alternative version of the
content that is accessible.

The current guidelines recommend W3C technologies (e.g., HTML, CSS, etc.) for
several reasons;

•

Accessibility features are included as part of the guidelines.

•

W3C specifications undergo early review to ensure that accessibility issues are
considered during the design phase of the guidelines.

•

W3C specifications are developed in conjunction with industry.

12. Provide context and orientation information.
Provide context and orientation information to help users understand complex pages
or elements. Grouping elements can be useful for all users, especially those with
cognitive disabilities who may find it difficult to intcipret complex relationships
between elements.

Simple ieaiLires like giving the page number of a series of pages can assist a user
navigating through a group of related pages, as in the literacy learning application.
Figure 2.4 below show a typical true/false question in the literacy learning
application;
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Page I of 3
TiCh True or False to the questions

Question 1.
25 people took part m the survey

r ^TRUE

r- ^FALSE

18 trainees took part in the survey

r '^^TRUE

r ^FALSE

Soccer was the most popular sport

r

r SFALSE
r ^FALSE

’i^TRUE
r ^TRUE

The same number liked hurling and swimming

Check Answers

t-ievt Question

Figure 2.4; Page numbers within a related group

13. Provide clear navigation mechanisms.
In 2001, Usability Interface Engineering (UIE) [62] tested 15 large commercial web
sites for usability. The findings revealed that only 43% of users were able to find
specific information when asked [63], Another study, conducted in 2000, concluded
that 62% of Internet shoppers gave up looking for what they wanted to purchase [63].
All these statistics relate to poor usability and poor navigation mechanisms within
web sites.

Clear and consistent na\'igation mechanisms, orientation information, navigation bars,
a site map, etc. are required of all web sites to increase the likelihood that a person
will find what they are looking for at a site.

This can benefit all users, but is

especially important to people with literacy problems or visual impairments.
In the literacy learning application the same navigation bar is used throughout the site
and the user is always aware of which page is currently viewed among a series of
related pages. Graphical representations are also used as depicted in Figure 2.5:

Home

Back

J0 Turn Speech On

Figure 2.5: Navigation bar with graphical equivalent to text
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14. Ensure that documents are clear and simple.

Ensure that documents are clear and simple so they may be more easily understood.
Use clear and simple language for those with cognitive difficulties. This will promote
optimum site usability. Avoid words and jargon whose meaning may not be clear to
the learner.

Do not use header tags to format normal text as this makes the organisation of the
page difficult to understand with some readers.

Use descriptive links. Never use “click here”, rather links should be frontloaded into
the sentence, e.g.
Use “NALA provides information on adult literacy.”,
not
“Information on adult literacy is provided by NALA-”
15. Testing

All pages should be thoroughly validated. Although writing valid HTML does not
guarantee that your pages will be accessible, it is an important step in the process. If a
mouse and graphical browser are used, unplug the mouse and switch off graphics in
the browser. The site should still be easily navigated and understood.

Install a text only browser (e.g. Lynx is a free text only browser available at
lynx.browser.org) as part of the test plan. Whenever possible, ask a range of people
with various abilities and disabilities to test the pages and provide feedback.

“Bobby” is a very useful utility to test web pages [50]. Bobby is a program that can
check Internet pages for compliance with the W3C Web Accessibility Initiative
(WAI) Web Content Guidelines. It can also check for compatibility with various
browsers and browser versions. Bobby can be used online or downloaded and run
offline. Bear in mind, however, that Bobby is an automated program and can only
test for some accessibility errors; the fact that a page passes the Bobby test does not
guarantee that it is fully accessible.
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The literacy learning application conforms to level A of the W3C WAl web content
guidelines. This includes application of all priority 1 guidelines. Conformance to
these guidelines will help make the LMS website more accessible to users with
disabilities and will benefit all users.

16. Law may require accessibility

Not only is it desirable make a web site convenient for users with disabilities, but law
may also require it, especially if it is publicly funded. Making web pages accessible
by all will increase the overall usability of the site. The Americans with Disabilities
Act for example asserts the right of the disabled to gain equal access to public
services. Cities, States, federal Government, and other public entities must provide
reasonable alternatives if their information is not accessible to those with a disability.

Public sector websites and their content in European Member States must be designed
to be accessible to ensure that citizens with disabilities can access information and
take make government sites more accessible.

2.9 Conclusion
This chapter first introduced the issue of literacy, from a worldwide and Irish
perspective, including NALA literacy schemes. Tutors, learners, and worksheets (the
learning material) forni core parts of these schemes.

Instructional designers developing learning content may utilise learning theories to
organise learning according to the target audience. This chapter explains theories of
adult learning, which are derived from the pedagogical learning theories of
behaviourism, cognitivism and constructivism, see Appendix 2. There are learning
environments where a theory is actively applied from the outset, for example
behaviourism is used in flight simulation training and military training, and would not
be suitable for a literacy learning environment. This research did not actively apply
any particular learning theory from the outset, but rather used existing learning
material, based on adult learning theories, that was adapted for Internet delivery. An
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initial speech prototype was developed to gather user requirements and evolved to
develop a suitable application for literacy learning.

Andragogy, an adult learning

theory, addresses the particular requirements of adult learning, because adults are
generally self-directing and have more prior experience to relate to learning than
children.

This chapter then introduces e-Leaming and describes the learning requirements of eLeaming systems.

The application of these requirements should encourage the

growth of e-Leaming as they are likely to result in quality, scalable and more
interoperable applications.

Even though e-Leaming is a new area in Information

Technology there are several accredited standards.
It is important that these standards are adopted by organisations developing eLeaming applications. Standards will reduce the risk of making large investments in
learning technologies because systems will be able to work together, and investment
can move from one system to another.

Standards will also allow reuse and

interoperability when developing learning technologies.

For example, using Sun

Reference Architecture learning material can be imported from other Content Systems
using IMS interoperability standards and similarly exported to the Learning
Management Service for learning delivery.

Learning applications, including literacy learning, can benefit from the use of eLearning standards because it provides a standard fomiat to allow interoperability
with a system, and between many different systems.

The speech prototypes, for

example, used the IMS QTI specification, which allowed easy addition and
modification of learning content.

Learning standards can also encourage reuse

because tutors and others can buy or trade assessments that correspond to the material
being taught. Reuse can reduce the time to create new questions and reduce the risk
of invalid questions because they have been tried and tested by other developers [65].

Computer skills, including accessing the Internet, are new literacy challenges for
learners. People without these skills or the ability to access the information provided
on the Internet can be at a disadvantage in employment and education situations [66].
The accessibility guidelines expressed above are therefore very important for those
who have low literacy skills. The application of technology to enable access to the
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literacy e-Learning application is the main goal of this research. Usability is the other
key requirement for this research.

Literacy learners should be able to navigate

through the site and carry out tasks as easily as possible.

Table 2.2 summarises the requirements in order of priority for literacy e-Learning
applications.

S}'!

Requirement

^^^Priprity f

Use Internet

High

Available 24/7

Awareness of cognitive limits

High

Avoid redundant information

Support question types

High

Such as Multiple choice, true/false
etc.

Accessibility

High

Content must be accessible to
learners.

Avoid excessive server-client

High

Use client-side technologies, such
as Microsoft Agent for speech.

traffic
Usability

High

Apply usability guidelines.

Course and content quality

High

Must

function

properly,

have

relevant content and have a high
level of interaction.
Use standard technologies

High

Such as XML, XSL, IMS QTI.

Track progress

Low

Use of passwords etc. can put off
some learners.

Personalise course

Low

Allow learners select particular
sections most relevant to them.

Table 2.2: Siimniary of requirements for literacy e-Learning

As accessibility for literacy learners, via a speech interface, is a key goal in this
research the next chapter describes the speech technologies used to develop the
literacy e-Learning application.
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Chapter 3

Fundamental Speech Technologies

3.1 Introduction
Text-to-Speech (TTS, also referred to as Speech Synthesis) and speech recognition
(SR) are the two most fundamental technologies in a speech interface. TTS converts
text to spoken words. This may be done by playing back pre-recorded audio files
(static TTS), or generating audio according to run-time conditions (dynamic TTS).
Dynamic TTS is more flexible, and was the main focus of this research. The main
requirements of TTS are intelligibility and naturalness. Intelligibility, or the ease in
which the speech output can be understood, is achieved to a very high standard in
many modern TTS systems. The naturalness factor how'ever, that is the emotion and
rhythm expressed in the speech output, still requires more research and development
[67].
SR systems attempt to recognise spoken words, a task more difficult to implement
than TTS. Different types of SR systems are available depending on the application
for which it is used. An information application over telephone for example will
nomially require a Speaker Independent SR system, whereas a dictation program,
(used to convert spoken words to text), will normally use a speaker dependent system
which is tailored to the voice of the user thus achieving greater accuracy. Prominent
issues regarding SR discussed in this chapter include accuracy, robustness and
interference (such as background noise).

The main Speech Software Development Kits (SDKs), such as Microsoft Speech
SDK [68] and the Java Speech API [69], generally support speech TTS and SR that
may be used to create speech interfaces. A speech interface may be very basic such
as in an elevator or answering machine, or more complex as in games, learning
applications and machine operating software. This chapter gives an overview of how
speech synthesis and SR w'ork, and how they can be applied to a speech interface.
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3.2 Speech Synthesis

3.2.1 Overview

Text-to-Speech (TTS) is the process of converting text to spoken words. A TTS
synthesiser is a computer-based system that should be able to read any text aloud.
Reading text out loud is regarded as a successful simulation by a computer of human
speech [70],

TTS technology may be static or dynamic in its application, depending on whether or
not the data to be synthesised is likely to change. Consider for example an adult
literacy tutoring e-Learning application, which displays a poem to the student. If the
student experiences difficulty in understanding a sentence or word, then clicking on a
line of the poem would play a speech file, speaking the specified line back to the user.
This method is static because the program does not create the speech files “on the
Hy”; instead pre-recorded speech files are used. The use of static TTS in this case
will suffice because the poem will not change. Another common application of static
TTS is in telephone customer support when putting a customer in a hold queue, or
prompting to press a number on the phone.

If the content of a TTS application is likely to change then dynamic TTS should be
used. One of the primary uses of TTS is to provide information over the telephone,
for example reading e-mails (an example of dynamic TTS). A TTS engine will parse
the e-mail text and create a speech file or audio stream, which is communicated to the
user via telephone. The research presented in this thesis focuses on dynamic TTS, as
it allows for a richer set of interactions with the learner.

3.2.2 Requirements of TTS Technology

The key requirement of most TTS systems is the ability to synthesise “unrestricted
texf’, i.e. text that “has not been modified or simplified in any way so that it can be

Though TTS is by definition dynamic we use the term “static TTS” to describe pre-recorded speech
output.
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inteipreted easier by a TTS system” [71]. Such unrestricted text may be in simple
ASCII format or it may be in a word processor format and therefore may have
formatting code embedded in the text.

Another obvious requirement of TTS systems is accuracy. TTS is now a mature
speech technology and can synthesise unrestricted text very reliably (up to 99%
accurate) [67]. The main issue however in TTS research today is the naturalness of
the speech output. The voice, although s>mthetic, should have the features of a typical
conversation, including expressivity and rhythm, so that it sounds more natural. For
example, emotions such as happiness, anger, surprise and indifference should be
expressed in the synthesised voice. One way to achieve this is to have extra-linguistic
infonnation supplied to the system [72]. The extra-linguistic infomiation, such as
pitch, rhythm, intonation and speed, is commonly got from natural language
processing (NLP), whereby the text is analysed and understood before synthesis
occurs.

The naturalness factor, including the ability to control expressivity, still

requires improvement in current TTS systems [67].

In the earlier days of TTS research the main issue was intelligibility, which can be
measured by taking into account speech units such as phonemes, syllables, words and
phrases [67].

Phonemes are the units used by some dictionaries to represent

pronunciation.

Most of the present TTS systems produce an acceptable level of

intelligibility, but the voices of earlier systems sounded very robotic. There was two
main reasons for this, one being a lack of knowledge about speech generation and the
other being memory storage and processor resources in computers at the time.
Nowadays memory and computer processing power is not such a limiting factor in
speech generation. Current systems can output speech with very high approximations
to the voice and speech characteristics of human speech to the point that some TTS
systems produce speech so natural that it is difficult to distinguish synthesised text
(especially individual words) with that that spoken by a human [73].

The expectations of TTS technology may vary according to the field in which it is
applied, for example public telephony applications require realism and expressivity,
whereas applications aimed at professionals (such as process control or safety critical
applications) require high levels of intelligibility [67].
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3.2.3 Configuration of a Standard System
Though r rS systems may differ in how text is eonverted to spoken audio. Figure 3.
depicts a standard configuration common to most systems.
Text Input

Speech Output
Figure 3.1. General configuration of TTS system, based on Deketelaere, Deroo,
Dutoit [74].

The following summaries describe each of the core elements of Figure 3.1:

3.2.4 Preprocessor

Some TTS modules typically do their processing on individual words. Other parts of a
'TfS system work on some longer sequences of text arranged into sentences or
phrases. One of the functions of a TTS text preprocessor is to remove all codes in the
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input text and to present simple text to the next sub-system (Morpho-Syntactic
Analyser). Such a module will also need to handle abbreviations, number strings, and
any other string sequence that is not a word.

.Actual texts, for example e-mails, mathematical formulae, formatted text, have a great
deal of symbolic material such as numbers, abbreviations, acronyms, and information
signalled by graphic layout. The first step in a TTS conversion system converts such
infonnation into a standard text format, also called text normalisation. The complex
conversion process involves various types of local parsing.

A preprocessor may maintain, in some format, information to be passed to certain
TTS modules. That is, a text preprocessor may, for example, capture information
encoded in a TTS markup language for transmission to the appropriate module. A
TTS markup language is used to assist in the generation of synthetic speech in Web
and other applications, for example the W3C Speech Synthesis Markup Language
(SSML) [75]. Markup languages are used to semantically “markup” data and will be
described in more detail in the next chapter. The following is a simple example using
SSML to show the structure of a piece of text that the preprocessor may need to
handle;
<speak;>
<p>
<s>This is the <emphasis> first </emphasis> sentence of the
paragraph.</s>
<voice gender="female"> This text is spoken in a female
voice.</voice>
</p>
<prosody rate="+20%"> Goodbye! </prosody>
</speak>

Note, however, that the handling of mark-up code is optional and depends upon the
design goals of a particular TTS system.

A text preprocessor might also capture

punctuation data for use in other modules.
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There are many different ways that we read numbers. For example we can read the
sequence “415” in three different ways depending on whether it’s an area code, part
of an address, or a currency amount. Furthermore the rules for converting numbers
into spoken English may differ from country to country, for example dates in the US
(month/day/year) have a different format than the UK/Ireland (day/month/year).

The pronunciation of abbreviations can be problematic for preprocessors as it is often
detemiined by context [76].

As previously mentioned, the goal of most Text-to-

Speech systems is to be able to handle “unrestricted text”. Unrestricted text may be
iiTcgular m its punctuation, for example a pause may be required but there is no
comma present. This makes it difficult to isolate paragraphs and sentences. Using
another example from O’Malley, the pronunciation of letters/punctuation mark
sequences may differ depending upon where they occur [76];

Dr. Jones lives on Jones Dr.
St. James St.

Unrestricted text may include:

•

Abbreviations and acronyms

•

Numbers, mathematical or chemical formulae, sometimes difficult to express
in words.

•

Synthesiser mark-up code, including speech mark-up language tags, or
phonetic script.

•

Non-ASCII characters, for example ‘o’

•

Words from other languages, such as foreign names.

A text pre-processor for a TTS system needs to handle all of these types of text and
items. The system should not “crash” when it encounters unexpected or difficult text
and should have a fall-back function where it simply spells a string by synthesising
each character, for example “*&!!” will be output as “asterisk, ampersand,
exclamation, exclamation” [77].
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An interesting area of research in TTS pre-processing is how to synthesise large
amounts of infomiation. For example obtaining a directory listing for a computer’s
hard drive using the standard listing command (DIR command in the DOS operating
system, LS command in UNIX) “produces a large quantity of text which can take a
minute or more to read out as speech” [78], This is undesirable as the user may
require infonnation on only one file. An even more fundamental question is that of
presenting a list so that the user can remember the contents.

Pitt and Edwards

outlined six principles for presenting large amounts of information that were adopted
m a Directory-Listing Command [79]. The principles are as follows:

•

The filenames should be sorted into groups of items that share common
attributes, for example file extension (.txt, .html, .doc).

•

The groups should contain a maximum of six filenames or less.

•

The groups should be structured into a hierarchy, for example the largest files
are on the top level of the hierarchy.

•

Users should be able to navigate the file structure interactively, moving
quickly and easily from group to group and between different levels of view.

•

Sound cues should be provided to remind the users where they are within the
structure at each stage of exploration.

•

The speech should exclude redundant information wherever possible and
should use appropriate rhythm and prosody so that files of most importance
can be retrieved first.

From the evaluation of this system it was found that it “was both easier and more
pleasant to use” [79] than the standard listing command.

3.2.5 .Morphological .Analysis

It is often impossible to correctly pronounce a sentence in natural languages without
first comprehending the context of the word in a particular sentence, also known as
part-of-speech [80]. This is a similar to the problem in the pre-processor whereby
some work needs to be done to understand the context of abbreviated words. Part-ofspeech information can simply be obtained from a lexicon in many cases, but there
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are a large number of words, most of them frequently used, whieh can have distinct
part-of-speech, and are pronounced depending on the context they are used.
Examples of such words include record, permit, and present, as outlined in the
following sentences:

“How does one present a present to make it look more attracti\ e?”
“The employee records a list of all records in the music store.”

The morphological analysis module has the task of organising all possible parts of
speech categories for each word taken individually, on the basis of their spelling.

3.2.6 Prosody

I he term prosody refers speech properties such as pitch, loudness, rhythm, intonation,
syllable-length and the emphasis or de-emphasis of particular words. M H. O’Malley
notes, “For any given text, a human speaker might produce thousands of possible
prosodic interpretations, but an even larger number would not be considered natural
under reasonable circumstances” [76].
When speaking text some words will be stressed, or focused, more than others. Often
these words caiTy the information focus of the sentence. The presence of emphasis
analysis may have various effects, such as contrast, depending on the place where it
occurs, or the semantic context of the spoken text. The syllable is the most natural
unit for prosody analysis. The word is too large a unit because different syllables in a
word often require higher or lower levels of pitch, for example “sailor”. Here it does
matter whether or not the pitch of the first syllable is higher than that of the second.
In the normal, neutral pronunciation, the first syllable’s pitch is considerably higher
than the second, whereas in a word like “balloon”, the beginning pitch of the second
syllable can be as high as that of the first syllable. Thus it is important to make the
level of analysis finer than the word to improve naturalness [81].

Prosod> is also concerned with speech intonation (pitch nuctuations in an utterance).
Sentences typically end with a falling pitch, before a full-stop, comma, exclamation
mark and so on.

Sentences can be broken into intonational units, which are the
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phrases between punctuation marks. If punctuation is used liberally so that there are
relatively few words between the commas, semicolons or periods, then a reasonable
guess at an appropriate phrasing would be simply to break the sentence at the
punctuation marks. This simplistic approach is not always appropriate however. For
example:

"John and Mary stand beside the door.

”

This sentence is probably an observation with one syntactic grouping, but placing a
comma after Mary will change the semantic of the sentence by making it an order,
with two syntactic groupings:

"John and Mary, stand beside the door.

”

Consider the following sentences:
"Mary and John are swiinndng.
"Mary arid John, arc swiniining.

”
”

Though it is grammatically incorrect to place a comma after John, both sentences
retain the same semantic meaning. The swimming example has no ambiguous words,
semantics or words requiring emphasis. A problem arises for the prosody generator in
sentences (usually longer ones) without punctuation, the problem being where to put
the breaks. One approach to this problem is for the prosody generator to maintain a
list of words, typically functional words, which are likely indicators of good places to
break. This simplistic approach must however cater for certain functional words like
“and” which may be a good phrase break in some cases, for example:

"Jack fell down and broke his crown and Jill came tumbling after.

”

Some research indicates that intonation may also be improved by integrating an
accurate syntactic parser to produce the prosodic phrasing from the syntactic
groupings. According to Monaghan [82] intonation must be “plausible”, but need not
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be as a result of NLP, and need not be the most appropriate for a given sentence. In
fact no assumption of understanding or generation by the machine need be made.
This kind of synthesis is easier to implement (than synthesis that attempts to
understand the semantics of sentences), and this neutral intonation "'does not express
unusual emphases, contrastive stress or stylistic effects” [82] when synthesising a
sentence. This approach therefore removes the need to discover the meaning of a
sentence prior to synthesis, while “retaining ambitious linguistic goals” [82].
Monahan’s key idea is that having the most accurate syntactic structure for a given
sentence and requiring semantic and pragmatic processing is not necessary for
prosody generation.
None-the-less, research shows that a poor TTS system can be counter-productive in
any application [78].

For example, properly timed pausing is an essential aid in

comprehending a sentence. However inappropriate pausing means that understanding
the sentence, or its correct context, can be difficult for the listener and increases the
time the user takes to process the sentence.
3.2.7 Digital Signal Processing
Once the text normalisation, word pronunciation rules, prosody rules and phonetic
rules have been applied we now have a detailed description of the utterance consisting
of a string of phonemes [76]. This description is passed to the synthesiser. The
following section will gi\'e a description of the various types of synthesisers.

Data
Structure
S\ ntliesiser

DSP Module

Speech Output

Figure 3.2: The Digital Signal Processing Module
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3.2.7.1 Synthesis Methods

There are several different methods to synthesize speech. Each method falls into one
of the following categories:

articulatory synthesis,

fonnant synthesis,

and

concatenative synthesis. Articulatory synthesis and fonnant s>Tithesis have much in
common and are examples of rule-based synthesis. Concatenative synthesis is an
altogether different approach and is used in many current TTS systems.

Articulatory synthesis is based on computational biomechanical models of speech
production, including models for the glottis (the elongated space between the vocal
cords), and the moving vocal tract.

Ideally, an articulatory s>Tithesiser would be

controlled by simulated muscle actions of the articulators, such as the tongue, the lips,
and the glottis. Unfortunately, the equations involved in simulating biomechanical
models involve very high computational requirements, and currently does not produce
very natural sounding speech [83]. Problems also lie in synthesising stop-consonants,
the letters ‘C’, ‘K’, ‘P’, ‘Q’ and ‘T’ for example, pronounced by obstructing airflow
in the vocal tract by the lips or tongue. Solving this problem require speech scientists
to acquire further knowledge in this area to achieve more natural synthesis.

Formant synthesis utilise the fundamental frequencies of the glottal waveform, or
resonating frequencies of the vocal tract, called formants.

Formants can also be

described as each bump in a frequency response curve (on a graph plotting the
amplitude output of a device as a function of frequency). Formant synthesis is based
on a set of rules for “controlling a highly simplified source-filter model that assumes
that the (glottal) source is completely independent from the filter (the vocal tract)”
[83]. The basic assumption is that the function of the vocal tract can be modelled by
simulating formant frequencies and amplitudes.

For a typical male voice the

fundamental frequency is about 120Hz, while formants vary around 500Hz, l,500Hz,
and 2,500Hz.

The fundamental frequency for a female voice is typically around

2()0Hz, while the formant frequencies, which are inversely proportional to head size,
measure about 10 percent higher.
voices.

This is why taller people usually have deeper

According to Styler & Keller [84], it takes 20 or more frequency and

amplitude parameters to create a satisfactory speech signal. The advantage of this
technique is that it generates highly intelligible speech. Also, generating formant
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synthesis does not require a large amount of memory and does not have high
computational requirements [83].

The main cun'ent drawback of this approach is that automatic techniques of specifying
formant parameters are still maturing, and often produce poor, unnatural (robotic)
speech output.

Consequently, the majority of parameters must still be manually

optimised [84].

Formant frequencies and bandwidths are inherently difficult to

estimate from speech data, and require intensive trial and error in order to cope with
analysis errors thus making them time-consuming systems to develop (may take
several years).

Concatenative TTS uses human quality snippets of recorded audio files to generate
the speech into a TTS string. These snippets are stored in an inventory, also known as
a voice database, and may be stored as non-encoded waveforms or encoded using a
speech-coding program. This creates files that can be considerable smaller than the
original source file. Note that in order to achieve complete naturalness, any speech
codec (coder/deeoder), used for TTS needs to be completely transparent, that is,
speech that was encoded and then decoded again needs to sound Just like the original.
This means that the codec needs to work at a relatively high bit rate to ensure the
required quality [83].

3 2 7.2 Concatenative TTS Systems
.

.

Concatenative synthesis is used in most modern TTS engines therefore this section
explains in more detail how this form of synthesis works.

Concatenative synthesis strings together (concatenates) speech units selected from the
voice database, and, after optional decoding, outputs the resulting speech signal.
Because concatenative systems use snippets of recorded speech, they have high
potential for sounding “natural”. The following summaries outline the various speech
units that can be used in concatenative speech synthesis. These can be large in size
and require a lot of drive space to run, but offer a more natural sounding output.
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Sentences and Phrases
Using sentences and phrases may require infinite storage unless the speech
domain is restricted, and uses a very limited grammar. Clearly this means of
producing text-to-speech is not very flexible.

Words
There are about 300,000 words in the English dictionary. Therefore storage of
these words would require relatively high storage requirements, and will
require more as new words are added and as the speech quality improves.
While storage today is not a problem, accessing it fast enough for real time
speech could be. Also the lack of coarticulation at word boundaries results in
unnaturally connected speech [74].

Coarticulation refers to how vowels

change the acoustic manifestation of consonants, for example, the phrase
'"‘don't you ’’ is commonly pronounced "doan c/ioo ” [85].

Syllables
There exist about 10,000 syllables that are capable of producing the majority
of words in the English language. In fact 90% of the most frequently used
words could be generated from about 1500 syllables requiring only
GOOKbytes, which could be held in main memory. For concatenated speech
synthesis, taking half a second per syllable, a 10000-syllable dictionary would
require 160Mbyte.

However, using syllables as stored units can make

coarticulation difficult.

Plionemes
Phonemes are the smallest units of speech, for example vowels or consonants,
and can be numerous. Phonemes are not restricted by spelling conventions, for
example the words 'Philip ’ and 'fdl up ’ have the same phonemes, (/] eh, ul,
ah, and pah), but have different meanings. Using the whole-word matching
model, these words may represent multiple entries in the database, whereas
using the phoneme-matching model, the same five phonemes may be used to
pronounce both words [86]. There are approximately 40 phonemes in English,
so they may be used as stored speech units. A sentence will however need to
be pre-processed in order for phonemes to be joined. The requirement of a
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much more sophisticated program for conjoining the phonemes to produce
natural speech, therefore, offsets the minimal storage requirement. Phonemes
share the coarticulation problem as with syllables.

Diphones

Diphones are sound segments that are composed of the transition from the
middle of one phoneme to the middle of the next. For example, the word "pig’
contains the phonemes //;/, ///, /g/\ but has the diphones silence-p, p-i, i-g, and
g-silence [86]. Diphone TTS systems scan the word and then piece together
the correct phoneme pairs to pronounce the word [86]. The reason for doing
this is to minimise the problem of conjoining the units of speech.
Theoretically. English requires about 40 x 40 = 1600 diphones consisting of
combinations of phonemes (and silence).

flowever, in practice some

combinations are not used so the number decreases to about 1200. Diphones
are used in many current concatenative systems, and appear to handle
coarticulation problems reasonable well.

This is beeause diphones are

concatenated at points where there is a minimum degree of coarticulation.

Demi-syllablcs

Some concatenative synthesisers use demi-syllables (syllable-to-syliable
transitions), in effect, applying the “diphone” method to the time scale of
syllables. Demi-syllables are units of speech obtained by cutting the middle of
the vowel part in a syllable, as outlined in Figure 3.3.

Words:

Phonemes and Syllables:

The Blue

Moon

T h u - B 1 uje - Mu e n

Figure 3.3: Creating Demi-syllables
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The reason for this is that the effects of coarticulation are minimal in the
middle of the vowel and consequently it should be easier to join demisyllables. I'he number of demi-syllables is about 4000-5000 made up from
about 1500 initial demi-syllables and 3000 final demi-syllables [74].

Concatenative synthesisers, as opposed to rule-based, possess a very limited
knowledge of the data they handle. Most of the knowledge is embedded in the voice
segments to be concatenated to form an utterance. This concatenation of speech units
avoids the difficult problems experienced by rule-based synthesis of modelling the
way humans generate speech.

A diagram of a typical concatenative TTS system is shown in Fig. 3.4. I'he first block
is the message text analysis module that takes ASCII message text and converts it to a
series of phonetic symbols and prosody (fundamental frequency, duration, and
amplitude) targets.

fhe text analysis module actually consists of a series of modules with separate, but in
many cases intertwined, functions.

Input text is first analysed and non-alphabetic

symbols and abbreviations are expanded into full words.

(See Pre-processor in

section 3.2.4 above). Then, a syntactic parser (recognising the part of speech for each
word in the sentence) is used to label the text.

Voice
Database
(Recorded
Speech Units)

Pre-Processor
Text
-------- ►

..

Prosody

Alphabetic
Characters

.

W

Concatenate Speech
Units To Match
processed Text

Synthesiser

-► Speech

Plionetic Symbols,
Prosody Targets

Figure 3.4 : Diagram of a Concatenative
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One of the functions of syntax is to clarify the sentence in order to generate the
correct string of phonemes, with the help of a pronunciation dictionary.

If the

dictionary look-up fails, general letter-to-sound rules are used. Finally, the prosody
model attempts to decide how the sentence should sound by predicting phoneme
durations, accentuation and amplitude. It is essential to assign a correct duration to
each phoneme because these durations are influenced by factors such as stress level,
the position within a word and the syntactic structure of a sentence [87].

Next the units are assembled according to the list of targets set by the preprocessing
and prosody step. It is this block that is responsible for the innovation towards much
more natural sounding speech synthesis. Finally the units are fed to the synthesiser
that generated the speech waveform for presentation to the listener.

Recent TTS systems (in the last 3-4 years) are producing high quality output, close to
that of natural speech [83][88].

In a sense, the desire for more natural-sounding

synthetic voices that is driving this work was a natural extension of the earlier desire
to achieve high intelligibility.

TTS has greatly evolved, to where, under certain

conditions, listeners cannot say with certainty whether the speech they are listening to
was recorded from a live talker, or is being synthesised [85].

3.1.8 TTS APIs

Flaving explained many of the concepts of TSS, this section describes an example of
how to access TTS functionality at the API level.

The Microsoft Speech Software Development Kit (SDK) is an example of a typical
software development kit for creating Windows speech applications [89]. It contains
a speech application programming interface (SAPI), a text-to-speech and speech
recognition engine.

Though primarily developed for desktop applications, SAPI

includes support for Internet applications.

The TTS engine included with SAPI uses concatenative synthesis, and may be
changed to another engine (for example to speak a different language) once it is SAPI
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compliant.

The TTS engine capabilities are brought to applications through the

SpVoice object as depicted in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5: SAP I TTS Functionality. Bused on Microsoft Speech SDK
Documentation [68J.

Once an SpVoice instance is created, several Id'S functions and properties may be
used including:
•

Speak (method) - speak text or an audio file

•

Pause (method) - pauses the speech output

•

Resume (method) - resumes the speech output

•

Get Voices (method) - returns a selection of available voices

•

Voice (property) - return or set the current active voice

•

Volume (property) - return or set the volume of the voice

•

Rate (property) - return or set the speaking rate of the voice

The voices with the default TTS engine are male and female and the speech properties
of the voice can be modified. There are two ways to achieve this; one is to use the
SpVoice methods and properties such as pause, volume and rate. These API functions
have a wide scope by affecting the current voice throughout a speech application.
The following code fragments show how to change the volume of the speech output
using SpVoice:
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Using Sp Voice object:
'Declare and initialise the SpVoice object:
Dim Voice As SpVoice
Set Voice = New SpVoice

'Speak some text at different volumes
Voice.Volume = 10
Voice.Speak " This text is spoken at a low volume."
Voice.Volume = 100
Voice.Speak "This text is spoken at a high volume."

This API technology is used extensively in the prototypes presented in this thesis,
both through the Speech API and through an interface exposed in the Microsoft Agent
API [6].
Another way to modify these properties is by embedding extensible markup language
(XML) tags within the text to be spoken, as described in the following chapter. Both
of these approaches are discussed in more detail in Chapters 4 and 5.

3.2.9 TTS Engines
Table 3.1 lists some current TTS engines, including the operating systems they
support, SAPI compliance and synthesis mode.

This information was mainly

retrieved from the technical specification of each engine and other independent
sources [90], thus in most cases the platform and compliance claims have not been
verified as part of this research.

iTts'Engine'

Synthesis Mode
• ’’ ly ■.■b-.,’
•‘'is’ ! f!,, >' • (' ■
A Xpnipliant ^ 'll..
Windows 95, 98, NT4,
YES
Concatenative
2000, Me, XP.
-V'

Lernout

&

Haiispie/Scansoft

TruVoice TTS Engine [91]
Scansoft Speechify TTS Engine
[92]

(version

3

supported

by

Windows NT, 2000, XP,
Linux, Intel and SPARC
Solaris.

YES

Concatenative

Windows 95, 98, NT4,
2000, Me, XP.

YES

Concatenative

Microsoft’s SASDK)
Digalo TTSEngine [93]
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Elan Speech Engine [94]

Windows 95, 98, NT4,
2000, .Me, XP.

YES

Concatenative

Eonix DecTalk TTS engine [95]

95, 98, NT4, 2000, Me,
XP, Sun Solaris, Linux

YES

Formant

IB.M ViaVoice Outloud [96]

95, 98, NT4, 2000, .Me,
XP.
ViaVoice tor .Mac, Linux

YES

Concatenative

ETl-

95, 98, NT4, 2000, Me,
XP, Sun Solaris, WinCE,
Linux.

YES

Formant

AT&T Natural Voices TTS Engine

Windows 98, NT4, 2000,
Me, XP, Linux 6.1, 6.2,
7.2

YES

Concatenative

Windows 98, NT4, 2000,
Me, XP, Linux

YES

Concatenative

Eloquent

Technology

Eloquence [97]

[98]
Bell Labs TTS Systems [99]

Table 3.1. Some Current TTS Engines

3.3 Speech Recognition
3.3.1 Overview
Speech recognition (SR) systems attempt to recognise spoken words. A SR system
however has no idea what the words mean; it only knows that they are words. SR is
very useful for dictation, whereby a dictation program displays recognised words on
an editor. Such programs work like word processors, using speech input instead of
keyboard input.

An example of a popular dictation program is Dragon

NaturallySpeaking [100].

SR systems are not yet in general use, although they are used extensively in
specialised applications such as telephony (the transmission of sound by telephone).
Workstations and personal computers are now being delivered with built-in
recognisers. Such systems are very relevant to users who are physically disabled,
such as quadriplegics and the blind, or in cases where the senses are disabled, as when
one is occupied in performing such tasks as driving. Other examples would be a
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surgeon who cannot touch a keyboard for fear of contamination, or a mechanic whose
hands are too greasy to use a keyboard effectively. [101]

This research introduces how SR is relevant to literacy and introduced into a webbased SR literacy learning application. By translating utterances into written words,
SR may help mitigate the writing problems of students with learning disabilities
[102].

SR is significantly more difficult to implement than speech synthesis, and SR systems
vary along a number of dimensions including the mode of recognition. TTS can be
compared to squeezing toothpaste out of the tube, and SR the art of pushing the
toothpaste back inio the tube [80].
3.3.2 Recognition Modes

A SR system can be used in many different modes: speaker-dependent or
independent; isolated/continuous speech; for small, medium or large vocabulary.

3.3.2.1 Speaker Dependent / Independent Systems

A speaker-dependent system is a system that must be trained on a specific speaker in
order to recognise accurately what has been said. To train a system, the speaker is
asked to record predefined words or sentences that will be analysed and the results of
that analysis will be stored. The speech recognition engine can learn how a user
speaks words and phrases. This mode is mainly used in dictation systems where a
single speaker is using the speech recognition system.

Most desktop dictation

systems are speaker dependent and operate on very large vocabularies.

These

perform more effectively when time is spent training the system to recognise the
speaker’s voice [103].

Speaker-independent SR systems do not require to be trained as speaker dependant
systems do. These systems are thus used in applications where it is not possible to
have a training stage (such as telephony applications).

It is also clear that the

accuracy for the speaker-dependent mode is better compared to that of the speaker-
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independent mode. The speech recognition system in a voice-enabled web application
must successfully process the speech of many different users without having to
understand the individual voice characteristics of each user.

3.3.2.2 Isolated Word Recognition
This is the simplest SR mode and the less greedy in temis of processor requirements
than continuous SR. Each word is surrounded by a silence so that word boundaries
are well known. The system does not need to find the beginning and the end of each
word in a sentence. The word is compared to a list of words models, and the model
with the highest score is retained by the system. This kind of recognition is mainly
used in telephony application to replace traditional Dual-Tone Multi-Frequency
(DTMF) methods, or Touch-Tone.

3.3.2.3 Continuous Speech Recognition
Continuous speech recognition is much more natural and user-friendly. It assumes
the computer is able to recognise a sequence of words in a sentence. But this mode
requires much more CPU and memory, and the recognition accuracy is inferior
compared with the preceding mode. Continuous speech recognition is more difficult
to implement than isolated word recognition because:

•

speaker pronunciation is less careful;

•

speaking rate is less constant;

•

word boundaries are not necessarily clear;

•

there is more variation in stress and intonation;

•

additional variability is introduced by the unconstrained sentence structure.
Such sentences include e-mail addresses and abbreviations, for example St.
can mean ‘saint’ or ‘street’ in an address;

•

coarticulation is increased both within and between words (see Table 3.1 for
more infomiation on coarticulation);

•

speech is mixed with hesitations, partial repetitions, and so on.
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33.2.4 Keyword Spotting
This mode has been created to cover the gap between continuous and isolated speech
recognition. Recognition systems based on keyword spotting are able to identify in a
sentence a word or a group of words corresponding to a particular command. For
example, in the case of a virtual kiosk providing any customer with the way to a
special department in a supermarket, there are many different ways of asking this kind
of information. One possibility could be “Hello, can you please give me the way to
the television department”. The system should be able to extract from the sentence the
important word “television” and to give the associated information to the customer.
3.3.23 Vocahulary Size
The size of the available vocabulary is another key point in speech recognition
applications. With a larger vocabulary there are more opportunities for ambiguous
input by the speaker thus the system is likely to make some recognition errors. Some
speech recognition systems may adapt its vocabulary to the task at hand to use a
relevant subset of the vocabulary. Figure 3.6 portrays the difficulties in implementing
the various recognition modes, with a score from 1 to 10, where 1 is the simplest
system (speaker-dependent, able to recognise isolated words in a small vocabulary,
about 10 words) and 10 corresponds to the most difficult task (speaker-independent
continuous speech over a large vocabulary, about 10,000 words). State of the art
speech recognition systems with acceptable error rates are somewhere in between
these two extremes.

10 n

Speaker
Dependent
Small Vocab.

Speaker
Dependent
Large Vocab.

Speaker
Independent
Small Vocab.

Speaker
Independent
Large Vocab.

Figure 3.6: Classification of speech recognition mode difficulties [103].
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The general error rates for speaker independent isolated word systems are around 1%
for 100 words vocabulary, 3% for 600 words and 10% for 8000 words. For speaker
independent continuous speech recognition systems, the error rates are around 15%
for a 65000 words vocabulary [103],
3.3.3 A Standard Speech Recognition System
A standard speaker dependant SR system consists of combinations of different
algorithms to train acoustic models and calculate probabilities related to the models to
decode the most probable sequence of words. Figure 3.7 illustrates a standard SR
system.

Figure 3.1: A standard speech recognition system.

Usually. SR is a process of recognising patterns, whereby acoustic signals are
structured into a hierarchy of units such as phonemes, words, phrases and sentences.
The recognition decision in each level affects the next one. Decisions at lower level
are combined with those at higher levels depending on probabilities of a given
sequence. The most commonly used stochastic model, (model that includes a random
variable), to achieve this is the Hidden Markov Model (FIMM). It represents every
speech unit as a sequence of states, and estimated the probability of an acoustic
sequence based in the HMM rules and parameters [ 104]. For example in the English
language there are rules regarding syntax and semantics, such as the order of words in
a sentence, tenses etc., which can be integrated into a HMM. Consider the following
example in Figure. 3.8, where Markov Modelling uses probability analysis to decide
which path results in the most likely sentence using grammar rules.
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Low probability

’ High probability

Recognised word

Reconsidered word

Figure 3.8: HMM deciding the most probable sentence structure.
Notice that when ‘the’ is reached, the process “rolls-back” to Fred to achieve a higher
probability. In actual HMM theory the recognised words are called states and the
probabilities (or weights) are given figures, for example 0.1 (low probability), or 0.9
(high probability). Mos ing from one state to another is called a transition. This is a
very simplistic description of HMM, for a more detailed account of HMM for speech
recognition refer to Rabiner [105].

HMMs can however make wrong decisions, even if the input is clearly spoken; a
common example to illustrate this is “how to recognise speech” being interpreted as
“how to wreck a nice beach”. This is because HMMs are not designed to represent
speech; they are in fact used in many applications requiring prediction and sequence
processing, for example weather forecasting, diagnosing medical conditions, and in
areas of molecular biology (e.g. analysing gene sequences [106]). HMMs require a
very large amount of training-data (data required to adapt to the users speech) to
represent large vocabularies and cannot adequately model speech coarticulation [107].
Because of these problems researchers are working on alternative solutions, for
example Deng [108] and J. Picone, et al [109] attempts to develop an acoustic model
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more specific to speech recognition.

They investigate Hidden Dynamic Models

(HDMs) that are “a radical departure from conventional hidden Markov models” and
“are capable of delivering performance competitive with HMMs” [109].

3.3.4 Interference and Background Noise
Input to a recognition system is an audio signal, and often this signal contains
interference and background noise along with the speech data (what was said). This
noise can interfere with the recognition process, and the speech engine must cater for
this. This section will look at how the speech recogniser and the microphone can
improve the signal-to-noise ratio.

In the pre-processing unit of the recogniser, speech is usually recorded and sampled at
16-22 kHz over a microphone, or at 8 kHz over a standard telephone. This produces a
sequence of amplitude values over time, called samples. To extract the most relevant
information and to compress the raw speech signal into a parametric representation, a
feature extraction unit is used. This computes units, called frames, mostly derived
from spectral or cepstral (obtained through the spectrum) representation of speech.
Analysis methods, such as cepstrum, perceptual linear prediction (PLP) and relative
spectra (RASTA) or a combination, e.g. RASTA-PLP, may be used. Cepstral highpass filtering is a common adaptation technique used, which provides a high amount
of robustness with very little computational cost [107]. The result of speech analysis
is a sequence of frames (for example, at 10 msec intervals), which are used for
acoustic analysis.

Acoustic models (such as HMMs) are used to analyse the frames for their acoustic
content. These models can differ under a number of factors, such as representation,
granularity, context dependence and other properties, meaning that many different
models exist. The simplest one is a template, which is a stored representative of the
speech unit (e.g., a phoneme or word). Some speech parts may not be recognised so it
is necessary to compare all stored templates with the unknown part in order to find the
closest match. To model the variability in the speech, a lot of templates for each unit
are necessary and so the vocabulary size is very limited. This is the reason why
HMMs do not work well with very large vocabularies.
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Aside from acoustic modelling, there are other ways of improving recognition
accuracy. An obvious suggestion is to use SR in quiet areas, like an office where
there is minimal interference from colleagues. This is not always achievable, office
space is expensive, and there are circumstances where recognition will need to be
accurate in almost any environment, for example perfonning a telephone 24-hour
banking enquiry (where the service uses automatic SR) in a shopping centre. Progress
has been made in the development of microphones that can filter background noise,
thus providing a higher quality signal to the speech recogniser and resulting in higher
accuracy. This noise-filtering technology is now applied to “close-talking” (worn on
speakers head) and long-range (stands on desk) microphones.

Another means of

filtering background noise is the use of microphone arrays. This consists of multiple
microphones, with space in between and positioned in different directions.
Depending on the type of algorithm used, the microphone array can locate where a
signal is coming from and either filter or enhance it.

3.3.5 Speech Recognition and Literacy Learning
A SR prototype was developed as part of this research to test the feasibility of SR
technology for literacy learning applications.

If learners’ oral language skills far

outstrip their ability to write text with pen and paper or standard word processing,
then SR may enable them to become more literate [110]. This is often the case with
literacy learners, thus the use of SR has potential.

The SR engine used in the literacy learning application was part of the Microsoft
Agent speech software, available free from the Internet. A very limited grammar was
used in the application. For example in multiple choice questions the grammar was
the list of choices, and other questions had the grammar limited to true and false.
Input outside the grammar would not be recognised, and after 3 attempts at incorrect
input a message was output stating the answer was incorrect.

As SR is still a

maturing research area, with poor accuracy rates [5], it was not practical to evaluate
an SR application with literacy learners.

Another problem with SR in this case was the size of the SR engine. It amounted to 6
MB, which had to be downloaded to the client prior to starting the application. This
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may be distributed to learners on a CD with a one step setup program, or an
installation process using compressed files as part of the SR application. A further
problem was training the SR engine to the learners’ voice. To overcome this, pre
recorded Text-to-Speech may be used. Another solution may be to use a speakerindependent SR engine.

For the eventual successful implementation of such a SR learning application, once
the technology matures, the learners, tutors and tuition centre should have certain
responsibilities such as:

•

Training of staff, including some practice time using the SR application.

•

Adequate hardware because SR programs can require significant processing
power and memory requirements. Good quality headphones with microphone
are necessary.

•

Even though successful use of SR does not require complete silence, it is
desirable that the surroundings be relatively free from background noise.

•

Some learners may feel awkward speaking to a computer so privacy may be
required.

•

Learners will require tutors, or some form of instruction during initial stages
of speech recognition use. Learners need the most support when they are first
using the software, and tutors should be available to provide this [111].

Learning to read and write requires both practice and instruction. The instruction
learners receive may or may not be adequate to their needs, but use of speech
recognition offers those learners who need it an possible way to get that practice
[111].

In this research SR was one of several speech technologies explored to

evaluate to what extent such technologies aid literacy learners. SR is a promising
technology, but like all other technological solutions, it is not necessarily appropriate
for every learner who experiences literacy difficulties. SR should be part of an overall
consideration of assistive technology plan designed to address the learner’s needs
[110],
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3.4 Conclusion
This chapter presented the cuiTent state-of-the-art of TTS and SR, including all the
principal synthesis and recognition methods.

Diphone concatenation text-to-speech is currently the most widely used synthesis
technique [84], and was the main focus of the TTS section of this chapter. Various
commercial systems are available, such as Scansoft Realspeak [112], which produce
natural sounding and intelligible synthesis. The trade off between the size of speech
units and synthesis quality is one of the limitations of these systems, especially issues
relating to coarticulation.

Speech synthesis is more than merely concatenating

recorded phonemes. The units must be joined in some manner consistent with how
the units would sound in Huid speech. To achieve a high degree of coarticulation and
naturalness, intonation and phoneme durations (prosody) must be coherent.
Furthermore, the systems should be engineered with low computational and memory
costs, and easy adaptation to other languages. This is not easy to achieve especially
given that even larger speech segments may be required to attain more satisfactory
diphone speech, which in turn would lead to even larger databases.

An alternative to concalenalive synthesis is formant synthesis, which operates on
space efficient, parameterised input. “Given a coarticulatorily motivated string of
input parameters, formant synthesisers solve the coarticulation problem quite
elagently” [84]. The precise definition of, and the exact balance between these input
parameters are quite delicate. However tests have shown that “formant synthesis can
produce speech virtually indistinguishable from model based utterances” [84]. The
main disadvantage of formant systems remains the high computational cost, which
allows real time synthesis only on powerful computers.

With steady improvements in speech recognition performance, SR systems are now
being deployed within many other systems, such as telephone and cellular networks.
SR will be pervasive in telephone networks around the world [67], and work is also
ongoing to develop more robust systems to adapt to audio signal degradation and
background noise. Interference by other talkers is a difficult challenge in developing
robust recognition systems. So far, efforts to exploit speech specific information to
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reduce the effects of interference by other talkers have been largely unsuccessful.
Progress has been made in developing microphones to filter out background noise,
and thus improving recognition accuracy by the use of multiple microphones.
Microphones arrays can increase the sensitivity of the speaker and reduce sensitivity
of competing sound sources.

As SR becomes more robust and reliable, it has potential in literacy learning
applications. Realistically, the use of SR will require a speaker independent system
because the learner may not be able to train a speaker dependent version. Tutors and
learners will require training, and an adequate learning environment for SR. Hence
this research focused mainly on developing TTS learning applications and evaluated
the extent that learners will benefit from hearing words and sentences aloud, and
relating spoken audio to textual material.

In the next chapter the markup formats and standards that are available to implement
the literacy learning application are presented and a proposed architecture is
described.
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Chapter 4

Mark-up Languages

4.1 Introduction
This chapter describes markup languages, including extensible Markup Language
(XML), and then introduces Question and Test Interoperability (QTI), an XML
specification to describe e-Learning questions. Finally speech markup languages and
tags such as Speech Application Language Tags (SALT), MS Speech API, MS Agent
API, Speech Synthesis Markup Language (SSML) and VoiceXML are described and
the suitability of these to the development of speech enabled literacy learning
application are examined.

4.2 Markup Languages
A mark-up language is a collection of elements that are used to indicate the structure
and fomiat of a document. Marked-up documents need to be inteipreted to display
their content. In the past mark-up was specific to the software package used, so if a
document was transfen'ed to a different software package then the mark-up of the
document needed to be converted into mark-up that the other system understood.

In the 1960s, when the Internet was in its early stages of development. Standard
Generalized Mark-up Language (SGML) was created as a way to describe the
presentation of a document. This language was very complicated and its developers
never intended it to be used as an implementation language. In the 1990s, physicist
Tim Berners-Lee headed the team that developed Hypertext Mark-up Language
(HTML). HTML is a simplified version of SGML, used to publish documents on the
World Wide Web and to define the structure of documents and links between
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documents.

HTML has become widely used, as vendors such as Microsoft and

Netscape began to add features that were specific to their needs.

HTML never

achieved the status of standardisation and much of what exists today is still browser
specific and at times complicated to use.

The mid-90s saw XML being developed by the W3C Organisation. The focus of
XML was to have an international standard by which data and documents could be
described. Once the data or documents were programmed with XML, style sheets
could be written that allowed the look of the data or document to be described. More
than one style sheet can be written for the XML based data or documents, this allows
multiple access by different browsers.

From the mid-90s to date there have been many languages derived from XML. Table
4.1 outlines some of the more common languages derived from XML:

VoiceXML

An XML-based computer language designed to make
Internet content and information accessible via voicebrowser and telephone.

Extensible Stylesheet

XSL is a family of recommendations for defining

Language (XSL)

XML document transformation (for example XML to
XHTML) and presentation.

Question and Test

An IMS e-Learning standard to describe questions and

Interoperability (QTI)

tests (such as true/false and multiple-choice questions)
in a standard way.

Extensible Hypertext Mark XHTML is an attempt to have the capability of HTML
up Language (XHTML)

on an XML base, while retaining the capability of
interacting with HTML. Much of the programming
aspects look like HTML. Making the language
extensible allows vendors to create special features m a j
standard way. XHTML was designed to be viewed on |
high-end mobile devices; mainly portable devices with |
large screens that support colour and have large |
i

computing resources.
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Wireless Mark-up Language WML is a compact language, which can be easily
(WML)

installed on cell phones, PDAs and pagers.

The

primary use for WML is for accessing text; it can do
this in an efficient, streamlined fashion. Even though
WML is evolving in its capability, it has limitations for
users who want a more desk-top-like browsing
experience on their mobile devices.
Compact Hypertext Mark CHTML is based on XML standards, but uses a very
up Language (CHTML)

specific subset of HTML.

It allows for a richer

viewing output on handheld devices.

Graphics are

easy to view and the formatting controls result in
easier manipulation of the look of the data and
documents viewed in CHTML.
Table 4.1: XML based mark-up languages

4.3 extensible iVlark-up Language (XML)
4.3.1 Overview

XML is a meta-language, that is, a language that is used to define other languages.
Languages that have been defined by XML include VoiceXML and Wireless Mark-up
Language (WML).

Hypertext Mark-up Language (HTML) is a good means to compare XML. XML was
designed to describe data and to focus on what data is.

HTML was designed to

display data and to focus on how data looks. XML is not a replacement for HTML;
they were both designed with different goals.

XML can also be used as a standard way of exchanging data, even between
incompatible systems.

In the real world, computer systems and databases often

contain data in incompatible fonnats. Prior to the creation of XML, data exchange via
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the Internet was a difficult and time-consuming endeavour. Converting data to XML
can greatly reduce its complexity so that it is standardised and can be read by many
different applications types.

Another benefit of using XML is that underlying data can be stored in separate files,
away from presentation data (such as HTML). This allows developers to concentrate
on using HTML for data layout and display, and XML solely for data description.
The XML can then be transformed to HTML using the XML-based W3C extensible
Stylesheet Language (XSL) and Cascading Style Sheets (CSS, a non-XML based
approach).

This separation of data ensures that changes in the underlying data will

not require any changes to the HTML, thus making the application easier to
implement and maintain.

4.3.2 XML Tags

XML tags are not predefined, thus the developer defines tags to build a document
structure. XML lags are created like HTML tags. There is a start tag and a closing
tag.

<TAG>content<TAG>
The following rules are apply to using XML tags:

•

Tags are case sensitive. The tag <COLOUR> differs from <Col our > and
<colour>

•

Starting tags always need a closing tag: <COLOUR> ... </COLOUR>.

•

All tags must be nested properly.

•

Comments can be used like in HTML: < ! - - Comment - - >

•

All XML documents must have a root tag.

•

Tags can have an attribute value that must always be quoted, for example:
<meeting date="11/03/03">

As mentioned in the rules applying to XML tags, the fist tag in an XML document is
the Root tag. All XML documents must contain a single lag pair to define the root
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element, or the top level of the structure in an XML document. All other elements
must be nested within the root element.

All elements can have sub elements

(children). Sub elements must be correctly nested within their parent element, for
example;
<root >
<child>
<subchild>
</child>
</root >

</subchild>

XML elements must follow these naming rules:
•

Names can contain letters, numbers, and other characters.

•

Names must not start with a number or punctuation character.

•

Names must not start with the letters xml (or XML, Xml ...).

•

Names cannot contain spaces.

Element names should be short and descriptive. The underscore character,
be used to separate words. Punctuation such as

may

etc. should be avoided as they

may interfere with software that parses the XML document.
The first line of an XML document is the XML declaration, which uses the following
format:

<?xml version^ ”1.0"?>

This version identification will become important after new versions of XML have
been released.

4.3.3 XML Attributes

The general syntax for using attributes m XML is:

<element attribute-name = "attribute-value">
content
</element>
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When possible try to avoid using attributes because data structures are more easily
described using tags. Furthermore, it is easier to write software to check XML tags
that do not contain attributes. Consider the following example using an attribute:

<car colour= "silver">
Mercedes
</car>

The same infomiation can also be defined without using attributes:

<car>
<manufacturer>Mercedes</manufacturer>
<colour>silver</colour>
</car>

4.3.4 Document Validation

A “Well Formed” XML document is a document that applies the syntax rules for
XML. The next step in validation is to define the XML document, by setting out rules
for the particular document. There are two comnion ways to do this:

1. Document Type Definition (DTD):

the purpose of a DTD is to define the

legal building blocks of an XML document. It defines the document structure
with a list of legal elements.

2. XML Schema: is a XML based alternative to DTD and is supported by W3C.

4.3.4.1 Document Type Definition (DTD):

A DTD describes elements. It uses the following syntax:

<!ELEMENT element-name (data-description)>
For example the following DTD description defines the XML tag <manufacturer>:

<!ELEMENT manufacturer (#PCDATA)>
The description (#PCDATA) stand for parsed character data. This means that the tag
will be shown and also will be parsed (interpreted) by the program that reads the
XML document. (#CDATA), character data, may also be defined, which will not be
shown or parsed. Normally all elements should be parsed, however there are cases
where a developer may wish to use (#CDATA), for example if text contains a lot of
"<" or

characters - such as program source code - the XML element can be

defined as a CDATA section.

A CDATA section starts with "<![CDATA[" and ends with
<script >
<![CDATA[
function compareNum(a,b)
{

if (a < b && a < 0) then
{

return 1
}

else

{
return 0

}
}
] ] >

</script>
In the previous example, the parser ignores everything inside the CDATA section.
Note that a CDATA section cannot contain another CDATA section.

The following example shows how to describe sub-elements;

<!ELEMENT car (manufacturer, colour)>
<!ELEMENT manufacturer (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT colour (#PCDATA)>
When using <! ELEMENT car (manufacturer, colour)>, the sub-elements
manufacturer and colour can occur once inside the element car.

To change the

number of possible occurrences the following indications can be used:
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•

+ must occur at least one time but may occur more often

•

* may occur any number of times, and may also be omitted

•

may occur once or not at all

The indications are inserted in the sub-element name, for instance:

<!ELEMENT car (colour+)>

do choose between 2 or more sub-elements the ‘I’ character is used as a separator
between sub-element names, for example:

<!ELEMENT car (chassis_number|reg_number)>

A DTD can be an external document that is referred to, or an internal document that is
included in the XML document itself

If the DTD is external to your XML source

file, it should be wrapped in a DOCTYPE definition with the following syntax:

<!DOCTYPE name of root-element SYSTEM "address">

The address is a URL that points to the DTD. The following is an example of using
the external DTD method:

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<!DOCTYPE car SYSTEM "car.dtd">
<car>
<manufacturer>Mercedes</manufacturer>
<colour>silver</colour>
</car>
And this is a copy of the file “car.dtd” containing the DTD:
<!ELEMENT car (manufacturer, colour)>
<!ELEMENT manufacturer (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT colour (#PCDATA)>

With DTD, each XML file can carry a description of its own format with it. With a
DTD, independent groups of people can agree to use a common DTD for
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interchanging data.

Applications can use a standard DTD to verify that the data

received from the outside world is valid. An organisation can write a DTD to validate
its own data.

4.3.4.2 XMLSchema

XML Schema was originally proposed by Microsoft, but became an official W3C
recommendation in May 2001. .Many Internet developers believe XML Schemas will
be used m most Web applications as a replacement for DTDs because they are:

•

extensible to future additions

•

richer and more useful than DTDs

•

written in XML

•

supporting data types

One of the greatest strength of XML Schemas is the support for data types.
With the support for data types it is easier to:

describe permissible document content;
validate the correctness of data;
work with data from a database;
define data facets (restrictions on data);
define data patterns (data formats) and
convert data between different data types.

XML schema is written in XML so there is no need to learn another language. Also
the same editor can be used to write the schemas, and the same XML parser used to
parse the schema file. Schemas are extensible, meaning schemas can be reused in
other schemas, data types derived from standard types can be created, and multiple
schemas can be referenced from the same document.

When using a DTD it’s

important to remember that a well-formed document can still contain errors. XML
Schema makes it easier to find such eiTors. The following is an example of a simple
XML Schema:
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<?xml version="1.0"?>
<xs:schema xmlns:xs="http://www.cit.ie/XMLSchema"
targetNamespace="http://www.cit.ie"
xmlns="http://www.cit.ie"
elementFormDefault="qualified">
<xs:element name="car">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="manufacturer" type="xs:string"/>
<xs:element name="colour" type="xs:string"/>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element >
</xs:schema>

The car element is said to be of a complex type because it contains other elements,
whereas the other elements (manufacturer, colour) are said to be simple types because
they do not contain other elements. The XML document must reference the Schema.
An example XML document for the above example will look as follows:

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<car
xmlns="http://www.cit.ie"
xml ns : xsi = "http : //wv;w . cit. ie/XMLSchema- instance"
xsi:schemaLocation=
"http://www.cit.ie/car.xsd">
<car>
<manufacturer>Mercedes</manufacturer>
<colour>silver</colour>
</car>

In the schema both manufacturer and colour are of type xsistring. This is a “built-in”
XML Schema data type. The more common other such types include:

•

xs:decimal

•

xs: integer

•

xs:boolean

•

xs:date

•

xs:time
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Simple elements can have a default value or a fixed value set. A default value is
automatically assigned to the element when no other value is specified.

In the

following example the default value is “silver”:

<xs:element name="colour" type="xs:string"
default="silver"/>

A fixed value is also automatically assigned to the element, thus another value cannot
be specified. In the following example the fixed value is “silver”;

<xs:element name="colour" type="xs:string"
fixed="silver"/>

Simple elements cannot have attributes because elements with attributes are
considered to be of a complex type. But the attribute itself is always declared as a
simple type, meaning that an element with attributes always has a complex type
definition.

Attributes, like elements, can be default and fixed. They can also be

optional or required. Attributes are defined m the same way as elements, for example:
<xs:attribute name="quantity" type="xs:integer"
use="required"/>

Finally, restrictions are used to control acceptable values for XML elements or
attributes. Restrictions on XML elements are called facets, for example;

<xs:element name="car">
<xs:simpleElement>
<xs:restriction base="xs:string">
<xs:enumeration value="Mercedes"/>
<xs:enumeration value="Volvo"/>
<xs:enumeration value="BMW"/>
</xs:restriction>
</xs:SimpleElement>
</xs:element >
The “car” element is a simple type with a restriction. The acceptable values are:
Mercedes, Volvo and BMW.
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4.3.5 Parsing XML Documents

To process XML documents a XML Parser is required, for example, the Microsoft
XML parser comes with Microsoft Internet Explorer (IE) 5.0 and above. Once IE has
been installed, the parser is available to scripts, both inside HTML documents and
inside script files. The parser features a language-neutral programming model that
supports:

•

JavaScript, VBScript, Perl, VB, Java, C++ and more

•

W3C XML 1.0 and XML DOM

•

DTD and validation

The following JavaScript code loads an XML document (car.xml) into the XML
parser:

<script type="text/j avascript">
var xmlDoc = new ActiveXObject("Microsoft.XMLDOM")
xmlDoc.async="false"
xmlDoc.load("car.xml")
//document processing
</script>

The second line in the code above creates an instance of the Microsoft XML parser.
The third line turns off asynchronised loading, to make sure that the parser will not
continue execution before the document is fully loaded. The fourth line tells the
parser to load the XML document called cur.xml.

4.3.6 Errors

Errors in XML documents will stop the XML program. The W3C XML specification
states that a program should not continue to process an XML document if it finds a
validation error. The reason is that XML software should be easy to write, and that all
XML documents should be compatible.

With HTML it was possible to create

documents with lots of eiTors (like when you forget an end tag). One of the mam
reasons that HTML browsers are so big and incompatible is that they have their own

ways to figure out what a document should look like when they encounter an HTML
error. With XML this should not be allowed [113].

4.3.7 Displaying XML

XML is designed to separate a document’s structure from the way it is presented. The
creators of XML had no intention of including fomiatting capabilities within XML
mark-up syntax.

There are times for example when developers may not want to

display the XML content, for example when storing it directly to a database. Style
Sheets are the most common way to display XML documents. There are currently
two types of style sheets available for displaying XML:

1. Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) and
2. extensible Style Sheet Language (XSL)
There are fundamental differences between the two. CSS will display an entire XML
document by traversing the XML document tree from the root element to the last
element of the tree. It follows the tree in the order of the elements' appearance in the
tree. In short, CSS provides a way to add style to each element as they appear within
the structure of the document. XSL takes the original document tree and creates a
new one based on a potentially complex set of instructions that the developer
provides. There is no question about which of the two style-sheet languages is the
most robust. XSL for example, can search for strings of text and display certain
elements or attributes under certain programmed conditions. CSS offers none of this
functionality.

The following is a CSS file for displaying the previous car XML docunient, followed
by a XSL style-sheet for displaying the same document:

CSS File:
car
{

background-color: #ffffff;
w.idth: 100%;
}
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manufacturer
{

display: block;
margin-bottom: 30pt;
margin-left: 0;
}

colour
{

color: #FF0000;
font-size: 20pt;

XSL file;
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8 8 59-1" ?>
<html xsl:version="1.0"
xmlns:xsl="http://www.cit.ie/XSL/Transform"
xmlns="http://www.cit.ie/strict">
<body style="font-family:Arial,helvetica,sansserif ; font - size:12pt; backgroundcolor:#EEEEEE">
<xsl:for-each select="car">
<div style="backgroundcolor : green;color:yellow;padding:4px">
<span style="fontweight:bold;color:white">
<xsl:value-of
select="manufacturer" />
</span>
<xsl:value-of select="colour" />
</div>
</xsl:for-each>
</body>
</html>
Support for CSS in forthcoming browsers is expected to fade. The latest CSS version
(CSS3) is not receiving as much browser support as previous CSS versions because it
is becoming clear to developers that XSL is the most robust solution to display XML
content.

4.3.8 Extensible Stylesheet Language (XSL)

XSL is a family of recommendations for defining XML document transformation and
presentation. It consists of three parts:
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•

XSL Transformations (XSLT) - a language for transforming XML.

•

XML Path Language (XPath) - an expression language used by XSLT to
aecess or refer to parts of an XML document.

•

XSL Formatting Objects (XSL-FO) - an XML vocabulary for specifying
formatting semantics [114].

An XSLT stylesheet specifies the presentation of a class of XML documents by
describing how an instance of the class is transformed into an XML document that
uses a formatting vocabulary, such as (X)lTLMl, or XSL-FO [114]. XSL is a standard
recommended by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C).

XSLT and XPath

became a W3C Recommendation in November 1999. The full XSL Recommendation
including XSL formatting became a W3C Recommendation in October 2001.

4.3.H.I How XSL Transformations Work
XSLT is the most important part of the XSL Standard, used to transform an XML.
document into another XML document, or another type of document that is
recognised by a browser,

fhe prototypes presented in this thesis uses XSLT to

transform Q'fl XMl. to HTML, so it can be displayed on a browser, as shown in
Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: XSLT Displaying HTML

Figure 4.2 shows how an XSLT “stylesheet” transforms the input (source) document’s
tree into a result tree structure consisting of result objects.

Ln the transformation

process, XSLT uses XPath to define parts of the source document that match one or
more predefined templates.

When a match is found, XSLT will transform the
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matching part of the source document into the result document. The parts of the
source document that do not match a template will end up unmodified in the result
document.
HTML Result Tree

XML Source Tree

IITMI.

lead

Figure 4.2: Source tree to result tree transformation

An XSL style sheet consists of a set of rules called templates. Each <xsl:template>
element contains rules to apply when a specified node is matched.

The match

attribute is used to associate the template with an XML element as outlined on the
following simple example:
<?xml version='1.0'?>
<xsl:stylesheet
xml ns :xsl = ''http: / / www .w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform"
version="1.0">
<xsl:template match="manfacturer">
<p><xsl;apply-templates/></p>
</xsl:template>
<xsl:template match="model">
<p><xsl:apply-templates/></p>
</xsl:template>
</xsl:stylesheet>
With this stylesheet, the following XML document:
<?xml version='1.0'?>
<manufacturer>Ford</manufacturer>
<model>Focus</model>

Would be transformed into:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<p>Ford</p><p>Focus</p>
The match attribute can also be used to define a template for a whole branch of the
XML document, i.e. niatch^V’ defines the whole document.

XSL also includes

repetitive and conditional elements such as:

•

<xsl:value-of> - extracts the value of a selected node.

The value of the

required select attribute contains an XPath expression.

It works in a way

similar to navigating a file system where a fonvard slash (/) selects
subdirectories, for example:
<xsl:value-of select="car/manufacturer"/>

•

<xsl:for-eacli> - allows looping in XSL.

•

<xsl:sort> - used to sort the output.

•

<xsl:iL> - contains a template that will be applied only if a specified condition
is true.

•

<xsl:clioose> element is used in conjunction with <xsl:\vhen> and
<xsl:otlier\vise> to express multiple conditional tests, for example:

<xsl:choose>
<xsl:when test="amount &gt/ 5">
... amount greater than 5 code ...
</xsl:when>
<xsl:otherwise>
... amount not greater than 5 code.
</xsl:otherwise>
</xsl:choose>
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4.3.8.2 XSL On Client And Server
Internet Explorer 5 and Netscape 6 are only partially compliant with the XSL
recommendations,
recommendation.

however

IE

6

tully

supports

the

official

W3C

XSL

The XML Parser 3.0, shipped with Internet Explorer 6.0 and

Windows XP, is based on both the W3C XSLT 1.0 and the W3C XPath 1.0
recommendations. This allows XSL transfonnations to be perfonned on the client or
for example a standalone CD for distribution. This means that a scripting language,
VBScript for example, can be used to perform the transformation, as is the case in the
follow ing code:
<script language="vbscript">
dim xml
dim xsl
// Load XML Document
set xml = createObject("Microsoft.XMLDOM")
//Halt execution until the document is fully loaded
xml.async = false
xml.load("carl.xml")
// Load XSL Stylesheet
set xsl = createObject("Microsoft.XMLDOM")
//Halt execution until the stylesheet is fully loaded
xsl.async = false
xsl.load("imageinput.xsl")
// Transform
document.write(xml.transformNode(xsl))
</script>
Full support for XSL is available only on very recent browsers thus transfonnations
will mostly occur on the server. The following is a server-side script example, very
similar to the client-side version, to achieve this:

<%

'Load XML
set xml = Server.CreateObject("Microsoft.XMLDOM")
xml.async = false
xml.load(Server.MapPath("carl.xml") )
'Load XSL
set xsl = Server.CreateObject("Microsoft.XMLDOM")
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xsl.async = false
xsl.load(Server.MapPath("imageinput.xsl
'Transform
Response.Write(xml.transformNode(xsl))
% >

4.3.9 XML and Accessibility

One area of concern with XML is that the freedom of design it brings will result in a
loss of accessibility features. A similar problem occurs with HTML and different
vendors developing incompatible browsers, the best example being Microsoft Internet
Explorer and Netscape Navigator. To try overcoming this the W3C released the XML
Accessibility Guidelines [115] in 2002.

The document “provides guidelines for

designing Extensible Markup Language (XML) applications that lower barriers to
Web accessibility for people with disabilities (visual, hearing, physical, cognitive, and
neurological)” [115]. The guidelines are briefly described as follows:

Guideline 1: Ensure that authors can associate multiple media objects as alternatives;
•

This means providing a mechanism to explicitly associate alternatives for
content or content fragments.

Guideline 2. Create semantically-rich languages;
•

XML languages must be designed so that they can be presented in a device
independent way.

•

Presentation

properties

should

be

seperated

using

stylesheet

technology/styling mechanisms.
•

Define element types that identify important text content.

•

Provide a mechanism for identifying summary, abstract or title so the
document may be easier found and compared with other XML documents.

•

Do not overload element and attribute names, this means avoiding the use of
the same name on elements that describe different data.

•

Also reuse existing accessibility modules, as originally specified or intended.
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Guideline 3. Design an accessible user interface;
•

Provide default style sheets for multiple output modalities.

•

Allow for user control of interaction timing - rate of change, external events
triggering document changes, etc.

Guideline 4 Document and export semantics
•

Provide explicit human readable definitions for markup semantics.

•

Ensure that at least one version of the XML application's documentation
conforms to at least level Double-A of the Web Content Accessibility
Guidelines 1.0 [58]. This means all priority 1 and 2 checkpoints are satisfied
for the guidelines. Level “A” means priority 1 only confomiance and TripleA is full conformance.

•

Document all features of the XML application that benefit accessibility.

•

Include accessibility requirements in conformance requirements.

•

Do not assume that element or attribute names provide any information about
element semantics.

4.3.10 XML Tools

There are many tools available to speed up development of XML applications, and
most support a wide range of platforms. Table 4.2 shows a list of the most widely
used tools for XML:

Microsoft Internet Explorer Microsoft’s
[116]

web

browser

comes

with

considerable XML support, including support
for Namespaces; Stylesheets in CSS and XSL
are supported.

Mozilla [117]

Mozilla is an open source browser. It includes
Expat for XML parsing, has support to display
XML

and

CSS,

and

some

support

for

namespaces.
Netscape [118]

The Netscape web browser is now based on the
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Mozilla engine. It supports HTML 4.0, XML,
CSS, DOM, namespaces, simple Xlink.
Microsoft XML Parser [116]

This is standard with IE 5, IE 6 and Windows
XP.

JAXP [119]

Developed

by Sun,

and

is the standard

extension for XML parsing in Java 1.1 and
later. Provides a standard way to integrate any
XML-compliant parser with a Java application.
Xerces-C++ [120]

Validating XML parser for

Developed by

the Apache XML project, this parser provides a
full implementation of W3C XML Schema.
XML4C [12

Developed by Alphaworks and IBM. This is a
C++ parser and works on many platforms, such
as Linux, Solaris and Windows.
TO rA.T

XML Spy [122]

yiSv-Ci.'

This is a very common XML Development
Environment

for

Windows

developed

by

Altova.
IBM

XML

Development Tools for building XML Schema, DTD, XSL,

Environment [123]

XML and Web Services developed by IBM.
Table 4.2: Sample XML Tools.

Other tools exist to aid XML developers for example DTD and XML Schema editors,
schema processors, XML database management tools and a wide range of content
management tools and utilities.
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4.4 IMS Question and Test Interoperability (QTI)
4.4.1 Overview

As described in the previous section XML is an international standard language for
describing data. The speech prototype, developed as part of this research, required
some standard way to describe the questions, and one solution is the XML-based IMS
Question and Test Interoperability (QTI) specification. The IMS consortium released
version 1 of the QTI specification in May 2000. Within these specifications are the
descriptions of the IMS QTI data structures that are used to provide interoperability
between question and test systems used in distributed learning.

The key data

structures are:

•

Assessment, the basic test unit;

•

Section, a container for groups of sections and items that support a common
objective;

•

Item, the fundamental self-contained question/response block within which the
individual questions are contained.

These specifications provide a mechanism by which the appropriate vendor and
content supplier systems can exchange question and test materials between each other.

4.4.2 QTI Elements

Table 4.3 gives a brief description of the QTI elements used in the speech-based
literacy prototype presented in this thesis.

(^lement
<material>

All content information must be encapsulated in the
<material> element.

<item>

An Item object contains all of the infonnation for the
presentation of a question to the participant and its subsequent
processing to the user response.

The structure of the Item

includes the actual question and its presentation format, the
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range of possible responses, the ways in which the responses
are to be processed, the possible solutions and hints to the
Item and feedback.
<presentation>

Container for the rendering of the content and the possible
responses.

<niatext>

Text to be presented.

<render_choice>

Rendering of multiple choice/multiple response and true/false
questions.

<response_lid>

The logical identifier response-type.

An item may be

identified as requiring the selection of one or more answers by
combination of the <response lid> and <render_choice>
elements.
<response_label>

A possible response that can be selected.

<resprocessing>

The container for the processing of the responses.

<outcomes>

The container for the declaration of the variables returned for
response scoring.

<decvar>

Used for declaring variables.

<respcondition>

Evaluation of the response with respect to the defined
conditions.

<conditionvar>

Conditions applied to the scores to determine the feedback.

<varequal>

Equivalence test on the variable.

<selvar>

Manipulation of the declared scoring variables.

<displayfeedback>

Display trigger for the Item feedback.

<itemfeedback>

Feedback of the Item scoring and other types of feedback.

<flow>

The underlying presentation structure that defines the block
relationship between the different material components. The
primaiy blocking structure that groups the presentation
content.

<now_mat>

This IS used to encapsulate the <material> element.

<flow_label>

This is used to encapsulate the <response_label> element.

<render_fib>

Rendering of the material using a FIB format.

<response_str>

The string response-type.
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<matimage>

An image to be presented.

<ims_render_object> Object rendering, E.G. the solar system drag & drop.
<response_grp>

The logical group response-type.

<render_extension>

Proprietary extensions facility. All extensions to the rendertype are to be implemented as sub-elements under this
element.

<not><and><or>

Logical operators
Table 4.3. QTI Elements used in speech prototype

4.4.3 QTI Example

The most commonly used type of computer-based question is multiple-choice.
Consider the question below with 5 possible answers, shown in Figure 4.3:

Which of the following cities is the capital of Ireland?

^ Cork
^ Dublin
^ London
^ Edinburgh
^ None Of the Above
Figure 4.3: Sample multiple-choice question.

An implementation of the question above using the QTI specification is listed in
Figure 4.4 below. A score may be assigned to each of the possible responses that can
be selected. This information is not normally made available to the learner. The
feedback is to be displayed to the user once their response has been analysed. This
feedback can take the form of a hint, the solution itself or a statement on the
coiTectness of the learner’s response. The following XML includes the corresponding
response processing as well as the presentation instructions.

Here the question is

framed as a single 4tenT data structure. The core features of the ‘Item’ are:
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•

Presentation (lines 7 to 33) - the instructions for the presentation of the
question and the associated possible responses;

•

Response processing (lines 34 to 45) - the instruction on how to process the
selected response and to allocate the corresponding score;

•

Feedback (lines 46 to 49) - the information to be displayed to the learner if
they answer the question coiTectly.

In this example (Figure 4.4), no corresponding feedback is given if the learner gets the
answer wrong.

1 <questest interop>
2
<qticomment>
3
This is a simple multiple-choice example.
The rendering is a
standard radio
4
button style.
Response processing is incorporated.
5
</qticomment>
G
<item title="Standard Multiple Choice Item"
ident="IMS_V01_I_BasicExample002b">
7
<presentation label="BasicExample002a">
8
<material>
9
<mattext>
10
Which of the following cities is the is the capital
of
11
Ireland?
12
</mattext>
13
</material>
14
<response lid ident="MCb 01" rcardinality="Single"
rtiming="No">
15
<render_choice shuffle="Yes">
16
<response_label ident="A">
17
<materialxmattext >Cork</mattext></material>
18
</response_label>
< response_].abeI ident="B">
19
20
<material><mattext >Dublin</mattext ></material>
21
</response_label>
22
<response_label ident="C">
<materialxmattext>London</mattext></material>
23
24
</response_label>
<response_label ident="D">
25
<materialxmattext>Edinburgh</mattext X/material>
26
27
</response_label>
<response_label ident="E" rshuffle="No">
28
<materialxmattext>None of the
29
above . </mattextx/material>
30
</response_label>
31
</render_choice>
32
</response_lid>
33
</presentation>
34
<resprocessing>
35
<outcomes>
36
<decvar vartype="Integer" defaultval="0"/>
37
</outcomes>
38
<respcondition title="Correct" >
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39
<conditionvar>
40
<varequal
respident= "MCb_01'' >B</varequal >
41
</conditionvar>
42
<setvar action=="Set" >l</setvar>
43
<displayfeedbackfeedbacktype="Response'
linkrefid="Correct"/>
44
</respcondition>
45
</resprocessing>
46
<itemfeedback ident="Correct" view="Candidate">
47
<materialxmattext>Yes, you are
right.</mattext></material>
48
</itemfeedback>
49
</item>
50 </questestinterop>

Figure 4.4: QTl Implementation of a Multiple Choice Question

4.4.4 QTI Lite

Q)TI Lite is a cut down version of the specifications, which was developed in response
to concerns that they were becoming increasingly complex [124]. It deals with items
only; sections and assessments are not included.

The only item type to be

implemented is multiple-choice single response. The response processing for this is
specified but has been simplified. There is support for text and images but not video
or audio. Most automated testing contains simple multiple-choice questions. QTI
Lite may be useful for developers who wish to implement very simple testing systems
only.

4.5 Speech Technology Markup Languages
This section describes a number of speech technology markup languages that are
available for implementing speech based systems. An overview of each is given and a
suitable standard for literacy applications is proposed.
4.5.1 Speech .4pplicatioii Language Tags (S.4LT)
SALT comprises of a small set of XML elements and their associated attributes,
events and methods that can be applied to existing markup languages such as HTML
and XML, to add speech and telephony interfaces to web applications thus enabling
multi-modal interfaces (speech mode and visual mode).

Work on the SALT
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specification started in 2001 and was led by Microsoft, Cisco and Intel, Comverse,
Phillips, Scansoft and had contributions from over 70 other companies. Version 1.0
of the specification was released in July 2002.

There are 3 main top-level elements (tags) in SALT;

•

<prompt> is used to configure the speech synthesiser in TTS applications.

•

<listen> configures the speech recogniser in speech recognition application
and handles speech input events, for example the ‘onNoReco’ event can be
triggered if the input is not understood.

•

<dtmf> configures and controls telephony applications.

DTMF stands for

Dual Tone Multi-Frequency, the system used by touch-tone (push-button)
telephones to assign a specific tone to each key so it can be identified by a
computers processor.
This section will concentrate on the <prompt> element, used to specify speech
output. The content of <prompt> can include one of a mix of the following:
•

Inline or referenced text, which may contain markup to customise the speech
output, for example prosody, speed and volume.
Inline example:
<prompt id="Questionl">
What is the capital of Ireland?
</prompt>

Referenced example (must specify the type of file being referenced, XML in
this case):
<prompt id="ExternalText">
<content href="Quest1.xml" type="application/xml"/>
</prompt>

Variable values, inserted within the prompt tag:
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<prompt id="CapitalValue">
The answer you entered was <value
targetelement="txtAnswer" targetattribute="value"/>.
</prompt>

•

Links to pre-recorded audio files;
<prompt id="CorrectAnswer">
Well done, the correct answer is Dublin.
<content href="clap.wav"/>
</prompt>

The <prompt> element also contains methods to control speech output such as start,
stop, pause and resume.

In order to enable interoperability of applications developed using SALT, it is
intended that SALT browsers will at least support the W3C Speech Synthesis Markup
Language (SSML) [75], an XML-based language for TTS engines.

4.5.2 Speech Synthesis Markup Language (SSMl.)

SSML, a W3C specification, provides a standard means of controlling the output of
TTS synthesisers, including speech features such as pronunciation, pitch, speed
(speech rate), gender and volume. Though the TTS engine manufacturers may not
implement the full specification, developers can use the standard in a similar way
across many TTS engine that support SSML.

The first SSML specification was

released in 2000 and the latest version (as described in this section) was made public
in December 2003.

SSML elements are categorised into 3 groups as follows :
•

Document structure, text processing and pronunciation including the elements:
<speak> <p> (paragraph) <s> (sentence) <say-as> <phoneme>

•

Prosody and style
<voice> <emphasis> <break> <prosody>

•

Other miscellaneous elements
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<audio> <mark> <desc>

Among the first group is the root element <speak>, which contains the text to be
synthesised by the TTS engine. The <p> and <s> elements specify to the TTS engine
the boundaries of the speech settings applied to the text. The <say-as> element
identifies text that requires special handling such as addresses, abbreviations, e-mail
addresses and text that needs to be spelled out such as “ASAP” or “USA”. The
<phoneme> element describes the phonetic representation of the text to be
synthesised.

The prosody and style set of elements are used to define in what way the speech
should be spoken. The <voice> element states the voice to render the text. The
<emphasis> element allows a word or portion of text to have strong, moderate,
reduced or no emphasis. A pause in the speech output is achieved using the <break>
element. This pause may be qualitive (none, small, medium or large) or quantitive in
seconds or milliseconds. The <prosody> element controls pitch, speaking rate,
volume and duration (the desired time to read a specified text). If the developer enters
prosody values that are not supported (erroneous or out of bounds), the specification
recommends that the TTS engine should continue running. This may require
replacing or ignoring the incorrect value.

In the miscellaneous group, the <audio> element is used to specify a pre-recorded
audio file to be played, including speech and music files. The <mark> element can
be used to reference or mark a location within text while the <desc> element
contains descriptive text and used only within an <audio> element, for example one
that references non-speech audio.

Other XML-based speech specifications use SSML elements to describe text-tospeech output, including SALT (described above) and VoiceXML.

4.5.3 Microsoft Speech API
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The use of XML to describe speech content is taken a large step further in the recently
released Microsoft Speech Application Software Development Kit (SASDK) [125],
which is a software development kit for creating Windows speech applications, as
described in Section 3.1.8.1. SASDK is a set of development tools used to incorporate
speech functionality into a website. The underlying XML specification used in the
SDK is the Speech Application Language Tags (SALT) [126]. This SDK contains a
speech application programming interface (SAPI), a concatenative text-to-speech
engine and a speech recognition engine with support for Internet applications.

Speech properties can be set by embedding extensible markup language (XML) tags
within the text to be spoken. The XML approach is generally used for a narrow scope
of speech property settings, affecting the current document or web page. The text
with XML markup is passed to the Speak method of a SpVoice object. There are
many properties, such as pitch, that can only be modified using the XML approach,
'fhe following code fragments show how to change the volume of the speech output
using the XML approaches:

<volume level="10">
This text is spoken at a low volume.
<volume level="100">
This text is spoken at a high volume.
</volume>
</volume>

4.5.4 Microsoft Agent API
Speech markup tags can also be used with Microsoft’s Agent API, which encapsulates
SAPI. MS Agent is a speech enabled user interfaee element that presents an animated
character to the user. The Agent API provides all of the functionality required for the
prototype phase of the project and includes support for prosody markup elements,
which is a key feature of natural sounding speech, see Section 3.16. Prosody is the set
of features of speech output that includes the pitch (also called intonation or melody),
the timing (or rhythm), the pausing, the speaking rate, the emphasis on words and
many other features. Producing human-like prosody is important for making speech
sound natural and for correctly conveying the meaning of spoken language.
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r^rosody and other speech characteristics such as sound and volume arc specified in
the agent by the use of speech output tags. The output tags are used within the text
parameter of the agent Speak method. These tags begin and end with a backslash
character “V’and are case-insensitive. The escape sequence for a backslash character
in the output text is a double backslash “W”. These tags are embedded as VBScript by
server side ASP/XSLT pages into the literacy e-Learning content.

The following code segment illustrates the \spd, \emp, \pit, \chr and \vol tags,
which are used to alter the speed, emphasis, pitch, character and volume of the
associated text, as shown in Figure 4.5 below.
Genie.Speak ("New Baby \emp\Girl. A gentle \emp\cry lets
you know that she's there.")
Genie.Speak ("\chr="+chr(34)+" whispervoice"+chr(34) +
"\\spd=160\\pit=65\A little hug lets her know you care,
So fragile and helpless, like a little porcelain doll,"
Genie.Speak ("\pit=90\She looks so peaceful \pit=1000\all
curled up asleep in a little ball!")

New Bal>y Girl
! op ofcityp ii»a
V--------------- ^

»»!'

j

A flenti« cry lets you knoA' tliat slie's riiere.
know you care.
So fragile and helpleec. like a little porcelain doll.
She looks so peaceful all curled up asleep in a little ball!
Sarah (ireene

^

tloim^lj

Speed

Tones

Pireh

j

Smphatli

|

Volume

Figure 4.5: Rendering ofliterciey content with MS Agent API.

Note that the \chr tag is used to alter the character of the voice, which is specified by
the succeeding string parameter. In the above example the “whisperVoice”
parameter is used to specify a quiet whispering voice.
The benefits of using this technology are:
•

Provides industry standard speech technology interface; Speech Application
Programming Interface (SAPl).

•

Agent character appears in own window; does not mask e-Learning interface.
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•

Provides an ActiveX control that can be embedded into DHTML.

•

Supports TTS and Speech Recognition.

•

Allows rapid development of prototype.

•

Agent is royalty free.

4.5.5 VoiceXML
VoiceXML [127] is an XML based computer language designed to make Internet
content and infomiation accessible via voice and phone. VoiceXML was designed to
create audio dialogs that feature text-to-speech, digitized as well as prerecorded audio,
recognition of both spoken and DTMF (Dual Tone Multi Frequency - standard touchtone phone) key input, recording of spoken input, telephony, and mixed-initiative
conversations.

VoiceXML is used for conversational interaction in a variety of

practical applications, such as call center support and telephone directory lookups.
VoiceXML is also enabling the disabled to access applications, services, content and
information in a usable manner.

The VoiceXML Forum is an industry organization founded by AT&T, IBM, Lucent
and Motorola, and supported by around 500 member companies. It was established to
develop and promote VoiceXML.
released in March 2000.

Version 1 of the VoiceXML specification was

Control of the VoiceXML standard was later passed to

W3C, and version 2 was released in October 2001 [128].

VoiceXML is similar to SALT; both however are designed for different goals. SALT
is designed more towards introducing multi-modal interfaces to on the Web and
telephony applications, whereas VoiceXML is more geared towards telephony
applications only (though it can also be used in web applications). Another difference
is that SALT is an extension of HTML and other XML-based languages whereas
VoiceXML is a new language. This is reflected in the fact that SALT has 10 XML
elements and VoiceXML has a more extensive set of over 30.

VoiceXML uses the SSML specification to describe TTS output thus the usage and
semantics of these elements are described in the SSML section above.
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The following VoiceXML example outputs a TTS prompt:

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<vxml application="quiz.vxml" version="1.0">
<form id="questionl">
<block>
<prompt >
What is the capital of Ireland?
</prompt >
</block>
</form>
</vxml>

In the code fragment above, the <prompt> tag causes the question to be rendered by a
TTS engine and then played over the phone, or VoiceXML browser.

Though SALT and VoiceXML were designed with different goals in mind, some
aspects of both technologies do overlap. Table 4.4 compares and contrasts SALT and
VoiceXML, firstly stating the different goals/semantics and then where the
technologies overlap.

VoiceXML'
Designed for speech enabled multi-modal

Geared

more

towards

telephony

web interfaces (with speech plug-in for the interfaces, though can also be used in
browser) and telephony applications.

web interfaces.

It is possible, but not

easy, to create multi-modal applications.
First specification released in July 2002, First specification released in May 2000,
therefore still maturing and being adopted.

more stable and mature and well adopted.

Few products available.

While SALT

Many products available. VoiceXML is

supports

specifications a W3C Voice Browser working group

some

W3C

(SSML, Speech Recognition Grammar standard.
Specification

(SRGS)),

the

This should increase the

SALT uptake of the specification.

specification is not cuiTently supported by
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W3C.
Procedural in nature, utilising scripting Declarative in nature, utilising a large set
and a small set of elements. Designed as of elements.
an

extension

to

HTML

and

Designed as a new

XML language.

languages.
Mark-up language for voice and multi-modal applications.
Adopts the SSML specification to describe TTS output, meaning that the developer
can configure/customise the speech output in a similar way.
Table 4.4: SALT V’s VoiceXML

It appears that the SALT specification may be more appropriate for the TTS
application in this research given that it is designed for web applications with multi
modal interfaces. The SALT specification, however, was not available when work on
the research application commenced, and even today the specification is still maturing
and gaining industry acceptance. As SALT matures however, and given that SALT is
a Microsoft led initiative, it is possible that the Agent API may be redeveloped to
support SALT in the future.

4.5.5.1 I oieeXML Arcliilecture

Figure 4.6 (based on that in the VoiceXML specification [127]) outlines the
architectural model of VoiceXML. A document server (e.g. a web server) processes
requests from a client application, the VoiceXML Interpreter, through the VoiceXML
interpreter context. The server produces VoiceXML documents in reply, which are
processed by the VoiceXML Interpreter.
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Figure 4.6: VoiceXML Architecfiiral Model

The implementation platform is controlled by the VoiceXML interpreter context and
by the VoiceXML interpreter.

For instance, in an interactive voice response

application, the VoiceXML interpreter context may be responsible for detecting an
incoming call, acquiring the initial VoiceXML document, and answering the call,
while the VoiceXML interpreter conducts the dialog after answer.

The

implementation platform generates events in response to user actions (e.g. spoken or
character input received, disconnect) and system events (e.g. timer expiration).

4.5.6 Speech Markup in Research Prototypes

VoiceXML and HTML were designed for mutually exclusive purposes in the current
state of their respective technologies, fypically VoiceXML is used for telephony
applications with a dialog interface whereas ITl'ML is used to provide a graphical
Web interface. When implementing an interface a developer would usually choose
one or the other and not both in the same application [129].

Experimentation was done with VoiceXML to describe the speech content and
develop a multi-modal application. A multimodal interface may include interactions
such as mouse interaction and other pointing devices, graphical, audio and animated
output and speech recognition and language understanding. In reality, it is very
difficult to create multi-modal architecture incorporating VoiceXML because “it is
not possible to make an active voice dialog running in a VoiceXML browser aware of

events that occur outside the voice browser, e.g. at a visual interface” [130]. The
problem lies in synchronising the two modes of interaction, visual and speech.

However, it is possible, although not practical, to implement multimodal applications
using VoiceXML as a voice interface and stylesheets to provide a graphical user
interface. The main problem encountered with the VoiceXML prototype developed in
this thesis however, was not the use of VoiceXML tags per se, but rather the
scalabdity of a server-side VoiceXML architecture.

This forced the reduction of

speech quality to improve the speed of server-to-client audio traffic. This reduction
was not enough for narrow-band Internet connections and the delay in delivering the
audio was excessive.

This prompted the rendering of all TTS on the client (end user) machine using
Microsoft Agent API (a set of speech technologies, using an interactive animated
speech character to deliver TTS). This is a more established technology but is not
XML based and therefore lacks the advantages of XML such as a validated data
structure, extensibility and increased potential for reuse. It is however integrated with
XML using XSLT. The performance improvement was 17 fold in terms of bandwidth
efficiency over the VoiceXML prototype. The Agent API used markup tags within
the text to customise the speech output. Agent does not have the synchronisation
problem that VoiceXML poses for multi-modal interfaces because both modes are
within the same application and use the same event handling model.

Another major advantage of the Microsoft Agent Speech API is that it is well
established (first released 1995) and can be distributed freely. The free licence is a
major advantage in the development of the literacy learning application as it will be
distributed and used by potentially thousands of users (cun*ently the site is receiving
in excess of 2000 hits per day).

4.6 Conclusion
XML technology is a significant progression in Internet development in that it
attempts to standardise how data is described, validated and displayed.

Data is
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described using XML elements (similar to HTML tags) that may be custom or
confomiing to an XML standard.

An XML document can then be validated to

confomi to the rules of a Document Type Definition (DTD). A DTD for an XML
document defines the document structure and the legal set of elements. XML was
designed to describe data; a separate XML-based language, extensible Stylesheet
Language (XSL), is used to display an XML document.

There are other means described in this chapter to display an XML document, but
XSL is achieving widespread industry acceptance and is fast becoming the most
common means of XML presentation. XSL Transformation (XSLT, part of the XSL
standard) is used to transform an XML document into another XML document or a
formal that is recognised by a browser, such as HTML. XSLT was used m the speech
prototypes to transform the XML to dynamic HTML. Active Server Pages (ASP) was
used with XML Document Object Model (DOM) to call the XSL stylesheet and the
XML page so that the transformation could occur.

The current version of the speech prototype used Question and Test Interoperability
((,)TI) to describe each question. QTI is an XML-based specification developed by
the IMS Consortium in 2000. The specification is clear and unambiguous, and
adequately described the worksheet style questions used in the prototype, such as
true/false, multiple-choice and fill-in-the-blanks.

It is however very large and

complex, so to this end a scaled down version, QTI Lite, was developed for very
simple tests. There are also several vendors that sell high-level authoring tools that
generate the QTI XML. Such tools include Virtual Learning Environments with QTI
import and/or export facilities, such as:

•

Blackboard (www.blackboard.com) Learning Environment

•

WebCT (www.w^ebct.com)

•

Fretwell-Dowming Education (www.fdm~oup.com/fde/le)

•

Oracle iLearning, (www.oracle.com/ilearning)

XML has achieved wdde industry recognition, and as a result many tools have been
developed to make XML applications easier to develop and maintain. The W3C
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released the XML Accessibility Guidelines to make the XML language more
accessible. These are guidelines for designing applications to help make the Internet
more accessibile for people with disabilities.

Speech Markup Tags used in SAPl, SSML, SALT and VoiceXML all provide
powerful ways to semantically describe speech content. While each of these fomiats
have their respective advantages, they do not suipass the benefits of the markup tags
and technology provided by the Microsoft Agent API, as they relate to the literacy
learning application. These benefits are;

•

Royalty free licence.

•

Provides industry standard speech technology interface (SAPl).

•

Agent character appears in own window; does not mask e-Leaming interface.

•

Established technology.

•

Provides an ActiveX control that can be embedded into DHTML.

•

Supj)orts both Td'S and Speech Recognition.

•

.Xllows rapid development of prototype.

•

Integration with HTML through client side scripting and XSLT;

•

Client side rending of speech content.

In the following chapter, several prototype implementations based on these
technologies are described, and the outcomes of these explorative investigations are
presented.
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Chapter 5

Implementation

5.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the implementation of a number of explorative prototypes,
which served to demonstrate and evaluate speech and Internet technologies, such as
Text-to-Speech, Speech Recognition and XML. Also presented is a more complete
literacy e-Learning application, which expanded on the speech-enabled prototypes
utilising the literacy requirements and speech interface.

The description of each

system in this chapter includes user interface design, system installation processes and
other notable features. This chapter describes four systems, three prototypes and the
final literacy learning application:

1

Server-side TTS prototype

2. Client-side TTS prototype (similar to the server-side version but transfeued
speech functionality to the client machine)
3. Speech recognition prototype (this expanded the client-side TTS prototype to
include a SR interface)
4. Client-side TTS literacy learning application. Literacy Tools (developed in
conjunction with third party developers)

The first technology investigated is server-side TTS to implement an interactive quiz
comprising of worksheet style questions derived from NALA worksheets.
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5.2 Server-Side TTS Quiz Web-Site
5.2.1 Overview

This section explains in detail how this server-side TTS quiz was implemented, and
what HCI features are useful for literacy tutoring. This prototype was developed to
test the feasibility of server-side TTS technology and gather requirements from
literacy learners. It was designed and implemented in conjunction with the Irish
National Adult Literacy Agency (NALA), who then provided suitable candidates to
test the site and provide feedback. This feedback was used to refine the requirements,
improve the HCI design, correct any inaccurate content and find potential bugs.

The IMS Question and Test Interoperability (QTI) standard (described in Chapter 4,
section 4.2) was used to describe the learning content.

QTI is an XML-based

language, and thus cannot display the data. Active Server Page (ASP) script and
Microsoft’s XML Document Object Model (DOM), both embedded in HTML, were
used to extract the content from the XML files display on the learner’s browser.
The main part of the website presented a series of worksheet-style exercises for the
learner to complete. All questions had descriptive text, followed by questions relating
to the text. Each question is scored when the check ctnswer button is pressed, TTS
was used to speak the correct answer to the learner.

There is also a section of the site where the learner may enter text and have it spoken
aloud using TTS by clicking the Submit button. There was no pre-processing of the
text prior to synthesis, as this part of the site was to introduce the learner to TTS, and
may be used as a simple learning tool where the learner enters text to be spoken.
Figure 5.1 below shows part of a doctor note. A shopping list page asks the Learner
to enter a shopping list for a dinner party.

As with the doctor note the text is

synthesised when the Submit button is pressed.
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Figure 5.1: TTS Doctor Note

5.2.2 Implementation and Interface Design
The first consideration when implementing this prototype was how to describe the
learning content, which included all the speech and visual data. Early versions used
custom XML tags, which did not conform to any standard. Greater benefit, however,
could be achieved from standardisation, such as interoperability (integration with
other systems).

For this reason VoieeXML (see chapter 4, section 4.3) was

experimented with. Though VoieeXML did work, it was found to be unsuitable for
the following reasons:

•

VoieeXML was designed for telephony applications and did not fully meet the
requirements of an e-Learning application.

•

It is impractical to integrate VoieeXML with web applications. VoieeXML
and HTML for example are not designed for use in the same application.

•

To maintain scalability of a server-side VoieeXML architecture would force
the reduction of speech quality to improve the speed of server-to-client audio
traffic.

•

There are more suitable alternatives such as the IMS QTI (see below).
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The final version used IMS QTI, an e-Learning standard for describing worksheet
style questions. QTI was ideally suited, and powerful enough to adequately describe
the speech and visual content.

ASP and XML DOM (both Microsoft technologies) were used to process the XML
data for presentation. These traversed the XML tree structure, as defined in the XML
files, to extract the required content. A DOM object was created, which loaded the
XML file. The required child node was found by traversing through the levels of the
XML file; the following code fragment for example gets a worksheet heading:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8

dim objXML, objRootElement, heading
set objXML = Server.CreateObject("Microsoft.XMLDOM")
objXML.load(Server.MapPath("alcquizl.xml"))
set objRootElement = objXML.documentElement
heading = objRootElement.chiIdNodes.item(0).chiIdNodes(0).

text

Line 1 defined the DOM and content variables. Line 3 created the DOM object, and
line 5 used this object to open the XML file. Line 6 initialised the root element of the
XML tree structure and line 8 gets the heading content for the web page.

Due to limited bandwidth on modem connections, excessive visual content (such as
graphics) had to be avoided, thus the black, green and gold banner, shown in Figure
5.2, is simple and loads quickly. The background colour remained white. One of the
most basic requirements of the site was simplicity, and that all text displayed was
spoken to the user (synthesised).

Synthesis was achieved using the Microsoft’s

Speech SDK (SAPI) version 5 text-to-speech (TTS) engine.

The voice used was

female and spoken in an American accent.
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Figure 5.2: The start page
The site was implemented using Microsoft ActiveX Dynamic Link Libraries (DLL’s),
programmed using Microsoft Visual Basic. The DLL’s are invoked from ASP scripts.
These scripts generate HTML pages that are displayed to the client side user. Speech
WAV files are embedded using the <BGSOUND> tag for Internet Explorer or
<EMBED> for Netscape. The following code fragment demonstrates how to call
Quiz.dll from ASP:
Dim A
Set A = Server.CreateObject("Quiz.Classl")
Methods may be called from the Quiz.dll implementation once the server object has
been created. The following shows how to call the SaveToWav method from Quiz.dll,
along with HTML fonnatting information:
Response.Write A.SaveToWav
Set A = Nothing
Setting the object A = Nothing will cause it to be deleted.

Speech audio files can sometimes be large and take a few seconds to deliver from the
server to the client. This delay will not normally occur with fast Internet connections
such as broadband, but can cause problems in slower modem connections.

The

solution employed in this prototype was to check the users connections speed and
include script code to address the problem for modem users.

5.2.3 Checking Internet Connection Speeds

During testing there was often a significant difference in speed between modem and
cable connections. The modem connections were often too slow, and in some cases
the WAV files would play before the page was fully downloaded.

This was

undesirable because the user would expect to see text associated with the spoken
audio. To counter this, the prototype used software to check the connection speed of
the user, and tailor the page accordingly. The modifications to the pages for modem
connections included a short delay (3 seconds) before the WAV file was played. This
delay applied to both static (pre-recorded) and dynamically generated audio files, and
improved the chances of the page being loaded before the WAV file played.
Detecting the connection speed also meant the user could be prompted about the
possibility of a slow connection prior to starting the worksheets. During testing it was
found that some modem connections were faster that others, even using the same
speed modems, e.g. 56K. This was an Internet Service Provider (ISP) bandwidth
factor, for example some phone tines may be older, overused or more prone to
interference than others, thus affecting connection speed.

Cyscape Browserhawk [131] was the program used to detect the connection speed.
Browserhawk can also be used to detect many browser compatibility factors such as
disabled cookies, screen size and locale information (such as country and the local
time). As above (with the quiz dlTs), it was a matter of creating a server object and
calling subroutines.

Redirection to the appropriate start page was done once the

connection speed was determined, as demonstrated by the following code;

1. speed = bh.connectionspeed
2

.

3. kbytesPerSec = speed / 8 / 1024
4.
5. if kbytesPerSec > 0 and kbytesPerSec < 56 then
response.redirect "starts.html" ' For slow connection
6. else
7. response.redirect "start.html" ' For faster connections
8. end if

Line 1 determines the connection speed, which is then converted to kilob>les-persecond (kbps) format. The maximum modem connection speed is usually 56K per
second,

"starts.html"

is the start page for modem connections and

"start. html" for faster (non-modem) connections.

Over time, problems will occur managing the dynamic generation of audio files.
There needs to be some mechanism of deleting these files when the learner has
completed the exercises, otherwise disk space will be rapidly consumed.

The

prototype utilised session iracking to overcome this problem.

5.2.4 Session Tracking

A session “begins” when the user opens the browser and enters the website address,
and “expires” when the session times out. 20 minutes is the default timeout value for
the Microsoft Internet Information Server (IIS) Internet. The timeout value can also
be set dynamically by the programmer. During this time the session is “active”. Most
WAV (audio) files used in the site were dynamically generated for each user. This
means that over time these files will consume large amounts of disk space. Session
tracking will enable deletion of generated audio files when the users session expires.
This is an effective method of conserving disk space. All audio files generated must
also have a unique filename to prevent overwriting audio files that may be in use by
another user.

The Global.asa file, which is stored on the Internet server, was used to implement
session tracking. This file contains four subroutines, namely:
•

Application_OnStart - runs on the server and defines what happens when the
application is started for the first time. Applications variables are defined
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here, for example in the quiz a counter was initialised to 0 to ensure unique
lllenames.
Application OnEnd - runs on the server and defines what happens when the
application ends.
Session_OnStart - runs on the client and defines what happens when a user
session starts.

Session and application variables are set here, for example

increment the file counter application variable for the current user.
Session_OnEnd - runs on the client and defines what happens when a user
session ends (timeouts).

It is important to lock the variable so that user

sessions cannot set a variable simultaneously. This subroutine was used to
delete audio files used by a user whose session has just expired.

5.3 C lieiit Side TTS Quiz VVeb-Site
5.3.1 Overview
Microsoft Agent was the client-side application used to generate speech. The agent
software components were packaged into compressed files and delivered to the client
machine through a once-off automatic installation process. Only Internet Explorer
(IE) browsers currently support Agent software. Table 5.1 summarises the client and
server-side prototypes.

The visual and audio content of the website was described using the IMS QTI
standard (as with the server-side prototype). The means of extracting the data from
the XML files however, differed greatly from the server version.

Extensible

Stylesheet Language (XSL, see chapter 4, section 4.1.8) was used instead of ASP.
-XSL differs from the ASP method in that it transforms (using XSL Transformation)
the XML to HTML. ASP does not perform such a transformation on the XML; it just
extracts the relevant sections of the document. ASP was used with XML DOM to
open the XML and XSL files and invoke the transformation. An XML parser was
required to parse the XML files prior to the transfomiation.

One of the main

advantages of using the XSL approach was that the transformation could be
performed on the client machine. The XSL stylesheets were cached on the client
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when received from the server. An XML parser comes standard with current Internet
Explorer browsers. XSLT is a W3C recommendation and thus has cross-platfomi
support. XSL however, is a complex language, and gets more complex as the amount
of content increases, and, though the XSL code can be optimised for performance, it
is not necessarily faster than the ASP approach if it is used only in a server based
implementation [132].

5.3.2 Microsoft Agent
ActiveX is a Microsoft set of technologies that enable interactive content on the
Internet.

Microsoft Agent is an ActiveX control and programming interface that

displays and controls an interactive animated character on screen, and provides speech
functionality.

Agent includes several components depending on the type of

application being developed; three were required in this prototype:

•

The Agent core files (standard with Windows XP, 2000 and ME)

•

An Agent character file (an animated character that provides the speech
interface to the user)

•

A TTS engine (Lernout & Hauspie TruVoice American English TTS engine)

An additional component for Windows XP, SAPl 4.0 runtime support, was also
required.

Given the limitation on bandwidth usage, this client-side solution had

greater flexibility and potential than the server-side SAPI approach. Once the initial
installation of the Agent components was successful, the only server-to-client data
was the page content; no server side audio data was sent. Greater control over the
speech output was achieved with the Agent programming interface, Figure 5.3 depicts
the speech control bar of the website to control speed, volume, pitch and tone. This
bar could be toggled on or off at any time by the user.

i

Ijj

Speed

Volume

JJM. JJM.
Normal

Pitch
Normal

JJ

Tone
lioini.ii
Monotone
Whispei

Figure 5.3: The speech control bar
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As with the server-side prototype, this version allowed the playback of sentences.
This version however, unlike the server-side prototype, enabled the user to select
individual words for playback by the Agent.

Individual words were selected by

double-clicking on the word to be spoken; sentences were spoken by clicking on the
red speaker, or highlighting all or part of a sentence.

5.3.3 Implementation
As previously mentioned, Microsoft Agent is currently supported by IE browsers
only. For this reason VBScript was the main scripting language used as it supports
ActiveX and works only in IE browsers.
The first step was to send all the required Agent speech components to the client
machine prior to starting the quiz. This process, depicted in Figure 5.4 below, had to
be as seamless as possible because the target users would have little or no computer
experience.

The components are already packaged into auto-installers on the

Microsoft Agent website. These installers included the required Agent files, with an
information file (.inf) stating how and where each file should be installed.

All these files were then packaged (by the developer) into a cabinet file (.cab) for
distribution over the Internet.

A cabinet file is a single file that holds several

compressed files, created using the Microsoft Cabinet SDK, which is freely available
from the Microsoft website [133]. During installation the files were decompressed
and copied to the appropriate folder as specified in the information file. In IE, cabinet
files are invoked on a browser using the HTML <OBJECT> tag as shown in the
following example:

<OBJECT
CLASSID="CLSID:D45FD31B-5C6E-11D1-9EC1-00C04FD7081F"
ID="Agent"
CODEBASE^"agent.cab">
</OBJECT>
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This example shows the <OBJECT> tag for the Agent core files. The CLASSIC and
ID are used by Internet Explorer to check if the specified component is already
installed in the client machine. If the component is not present, or out of date. IE will
locate the cabinet file (using the CODEBASE attribute) and perform the installation.

Agent Core Auto-installer

Agent TTS .Auto-installer

Agent Character Auto-installer

Information file (.inf)

Information file (.inf)

Information file (.inO

Other Attent core files

Other Atient TTS files

Other Asent Character files

.Aeent Cabinet File

Agent TTS Cabinet File

Agent Character Cabinet File

.Agent C ore .Aiito-in.staller

Agent i rS Auto-installer

Agent Character Auto-installer

Inlbnnalion file ( inO

Information file (.int)

Information tile (.ini')

Other Agent eore tiles

Other Agent ITS files

Other Agent Character files

Install at ion Process
Installagcnt html

<OBJECT>

Agent.cab
</bBJECT>

liistain rS.html

<OBJECT>
TTS. cab
</OBJECT>

Installchar.html

<OBJECT>
Char.cab
</OBJECT>

Server

Missing Component

Client

Agent Character

Figure 5.4: The elienl-side prototype installation process
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The TTS engine and the Agent character are all installed in the same way. This
process was not required for subsequent uses of the worksheets because, though IE
will recognise components already installed using the <OBJECT> tag, this site also
does a check for each component prior to invoking the objects. This allowed greater
control over installing components and caters for the fact that a user can inadvertently
remove components as the website is running. If this occurs the current page was
redirected to the installation process where only missing components were installed.
The start page of the worksheet e.xercises opened when the installation process was
successfully completed.

These worksheet style exercises, 18 in all, cover 6 categories relevant to adult
learning including medicine, alcohol and cars. The exercises used in the site were
chosen from a selection of recently published NALA worksheets, thus ensuring
timely, relevant and interesting content. The questions had to meet the following
criteria to be suitable for “computerisation”:

•

The text needed to be short to reduce the amount of scrolling.

•

The answers to the exercises needed to be specific because free text
answers were difficult to verify.

Suitable question types included

multiple-choice, true-false or fill-in-the-blanks, where the blanks had one
possible correct answer. In many cases blanks were filled using a list to
choose from whereby the correct answer was one entry in the list. This
made it easier to verify user input because there is a closed set of possible
answers.
•

The question type had to be easily implemented on a web page, and free
from complex graphics.

sample question from the worksheet site is shown in Figure 5.5 regarding the usage
of Disprin (a soluble pain reliever):
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Question 1
Answer true or false to the following questions.
You should not exceed 12 tablets in 24 hours.
' True ■ False

Check Answer

Disprin should be dissolved in water before taking.
r True r False

Check Answer

Disprin does not contain aspirin.
True
False

Check Answer

Figure 5.5: Sample True-False Question
In Figure 5.5 the Check Answer button speaks the answer back to the user using the
Agent character speak function. Speech characteristics such as tone, speed, volume
and pitch are expressed in the speak function with the data to be spoken as follows
(using vbscript):
Genie.Speak (SpeakTone + "\\spd=" + cstr(speakspeed) +
"\\vol=" + cstr(volume) + "\\pit=" + cstr(pitch) + "\ " +
"Incorrect, you entered" + " " + input + ". The correct
answer is True. You should not exceed 12 tablets in 24
hours.")
"\\spd=" indicates speed, " \\vol =" indicates volume, and so on. These are all
integer variables, thus the cstr () function (in this case) is required for integer-tostring conversion. The corresponding output for the above speak () function is
shown in Figure 5.6 as follows:

Incorrect you entered
False. The correct
answer IS True You
should not exceed 12
tablets in 24 hours

T

Question 1
Answer true or false to the following questions.
You should not exceed 12 tablets in 24 hours.

f_>
»

p J|'y0 (NT False

,------ -------------1

Check Answer

n;
\

Disprin should be dissolved in water before taking.
C True c False

Check Answer

Figure 5.6: Using the Agent Genie character to check answers.
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This version uses Agent for a TTS (speech output) interlace only.

Agent also

supports speech recognition (speech input); an application expanding on this
prototype to apply speech recognition is described in the next section.

5.3.4 Comparison of Server Side and client Side Approaches
Both client side and server side prototyi^es were implemented and demonstrated to
users. However, as expected the main drawbacks with the server side approach was
the scalability and efficiency of the system. Table 5.1 shows a comparison of
download file sizes for identical literacy e-Learning content implemented using client
and server side components. It was found that on average, the prototype that
employed client side TTS technology was 17 times more efficient, in terms of
bandwidth use, than the prototype that used server side TTS technology. Moreover,
the CPU intensive nature of TTS operations make the server side implementation of
the system less practical. Table 5.2 provides an overall summary of both client and
server approaches.

Literacy Exercise
Exercise 1
Exercise 2
Exercise 3
Exercise 4

File Size in Bytes
Server
Client
634,476
25,710
391,331
20,952
46,662
370,616
10,599
207,318

Table 5.1 Comparison of download fde size between server side TTS components and
client side TTS components for sample literacy content.
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CHeht-side prototype

TTS Component

Microsoft Speech API 4.0

Microsoft Agent API 2.0

Data Description /

IMS QTI / ASP, XML

IMS QTI / XSLT, ASP,

Presentation

DOM and HTML.

XML DOM and HTML.

Bandwidth Requirements

High. Speech audio sent

Low. Speech generated on

from server to client.

the client.

No client speech

Fast speech generation.

components were required.

TTS very flexible, greater

Advantage

Ml

Disadvantage

Platform independent.

control over speech output.

Slow in modem

Speech components were

connections. TTS was less

required. Once off

flexible, little control over

Installation process

speech output.

transfers these from server
to client. Dependent on
Windows platform and IE
browsers.

Leamer/Tutor Acceptance

Poor acceptance. Not very

Greater acceptance.

interactive, poor speech

Prototype was attractive,

output. Speech was slow

far more interactive and

to load.

better speech quality.
Speech was fast to load.
Installation of speech
components was slow.

Table 5.2: Summary of the differences between server and client-side prototypes.

5.4 Interactive Quiz Web Site Using Speech Recognition
5.4.1 Overview

The next logical progression was to demonstrate speech recognition technology by
taking the client-side Quiz and extending it to provide a speech recognition interface.
The graphical user interface and data description was similar to the TTS prototype;
the server programming, however, was more challenging.

There were many speech recognition issues that needed to be resolved to make this
prototype feasible for literacy students.

One issue was that if speaker dependent

speech recognition was to be used then it had to be trained to the user’s voice. The
interface to train the SR engine required that text be read and spoken, and of course a
literacy learner might not be able to do this. The obvious solution was to use a
speaker independent SR engine. Another approach however was to provide some
other fomi of interface, which may include TTS, to train a speaker dependent engine.
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Another issue was that the speech recognition technology is not yet fully reliable.
When testing the application, the SR engine had difficulty differentiating between the
letters ‘b’ and ‘e’, sometimes even ‘a’ and ‘e’. There are many more instances of
inaccurate recognition, but one solution was to provide a grammar. A grammar is
limited domain of words that may be used in the application.

Speech recognition

becomes more successful when the user learns the range of the appropriate grammar.
It also works better when the range of choices is limited. The less open-ended the
input, the better the speech engine can analyse the acoustic infonnation input, and
thus provide more accurate recognition. Microsoft Agent includes several built-in
provisions that increase the success of speech input.

The first is the Commands

Window displayed when the user says, “Open Commands Window,” or “What can I
say?”, or when the user chooses Open Voice Commands Window from the character's
pop-up menu. The Command Window is shown in Figure 5.7 showing the grammar,
which is the 5 available menu items.
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Figure 5.7: The Agent Command Window

The Command Window serves as a visual guide to the active grammar of the speech
engine. It also reduced recognition errors by activating only the speech grammar of
the application and Microsoft Agent’s global commands, such as show/hide the Agent
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character.

The active grammar of the speech engine will always apply to the

immediate context, the current active web page exercise in this case.

5.4.2 Implementation
The start page, and in fact the entire web site, looks almost exactly the same as that of
the previous TTS only application. Users of the TTS system could then get familiar
with the SR prototype faster.

The site could also be navigated using the mouse and

keyboard, so the learner may effectively “bypass” the speech enabling capabilities of
the site. This kind of optional interfaces is known as “Multimodal”, where the learner
had a choice of modes.

The first part of the application involved getting the required software to the learner.
The required software components were the Microsoft Agent character installer file,
the speech recognition engine and the TTS engine.

These could be downloaded

before the quiz starts using the HTML Object tag in the same was as the TTS
prototype.

The speech files combined, however, amounted to 9 MB, which took

excessive time to download using a modem connection. Another alternative was to
supply links to the software from the start page of the site, or provide the software to
the learner on CD-ROM.

Literacy students could be enabled in the installation

process using server-side TTS to provide instruction and indicate progress.

The quiz, could be started once all the software was installed on the Learner’s
computer. If any element of the software was corrupt or missing, the quiz outputted
an eiTor message (giving details of the missing component), and then reinitiated to the
installation process.

Figure 5.8 shows a question of the voice-enabled quiz.
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Speak

start Page

Stop Speaking

Medicine*^’
Disprin Is a soluble pain reliever. It is absorbed into the bloodstream faster than solid
tablets, so it tackles pain faster. Disprin also lowers temperature and reduces
Inflammation.
Directions: Dissolve tablets in water before taking.

Question 1
Answer true or false to the following questions.
tj

a

Disprin should be dissolved in water before taking.
r True ' False

” G«!nie is listenrig -for commands,

Check Answer

Next Question »

Figure 5.8: Question I of the voice-enabled quiz
The Agent cliaraeter (Genie) on the left of Figure 5.8 is the speech recognition
interface. The Genie informs the learner when to speak, and also outputs messages
using TTS.

It was important that the learner knew when the speech recognition

engine was listening for input. As shown in Figure 5.8, the character would output a
prompt “Genie is listening”, and on the status bar of the window there was a listening
prompt.

5.4.2.1 Grammars
The grammars were initialised as a quiz page is being loaded on the learner’s browser.
Each button and command has a grammar associated with it, for example the
following is the grammar for the Check Answer button:

Genie.Commands.Add "Check", "&check", "Check [Answer]"
Genie.Commands("Check").ConfidenceText = "Didn't
understand your request."
Genie.Commands("Check").Confidence = -60

Agent provided a ‘confidence’ property that was used in the prototype to test the
quality of the recognition. User input that was recognised by its appropriate grammar
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will score a high confidence while unrecognised input had 60 deducted from its
confidence score.

If the returned confidence value of the best match

(Userinput. conf idence) does not exceed the value set for the confidence
property, then the text supplied in ConfidenceText is displayed in the Listening Tip.
The Agent character displays the Listening Tip, see Figure 5.8 above.

5.4.2.2 Error Handling
As with any well-designed interface, the interactive process should minimize the
circumstances that lead to errors. However, it is rarely possible to eliminate all errors,
so supporting good error recovery is essential to maintain the confidence and interest
of the user. In general, error recovery involves detecting an error, determining the
cause, and defining a way to resolve the error. Users respond better to interfaces that
are cooperative and that work with the user to accomplish a task. Speech recognition
is an unpredictable process because there are many scenarios that need to be dealt
with, for example when the user says nothing when the SR engine is listening, or
when user input is not in a grammar accepted by the application. Microsoft Agent has
several event handling routines containing code to aid the learner through the process
of recognition. For example, there is an event to handle when the listening mode
times out. In order to avoid the “Brick Wall” [134] effect, where every rejection is
met with the same response, the quiz had a different message (outlined in Table 5.3)
each time a time-out occurred for the same question, where the last message (when
output) deactivated the listening mode:
..Message;

' Listening mode timeout
First time

“Fm sorry, 1 didn’t hear your response. Please repeat
your request.”

Second Time

“Spell out the answer, or enter it using the keyboard.
Say clear to empty the input box, or say continue.”

Third Time

“It sounds like you need a little more time to decide.
Just press the SCROLL LOCK key when you are ready
to continue.”
Table 5.3: Listening inode time event messages
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The ‘Scroll Lock’ key enabled the user to activate the speech recognition listening
mode. The Agent character had much to do with user interaction, including a number
of expressive animations for example;

•

Acknowledge (nods head)

•

Explain (extends arms to side)

•

Pleased (smiles), and many more.

The character (and the speech recognition interface) was used to enhance, and not
replace, the primary interface (mouse and keyboard). The character could also be
hidden and shown at any time by the programmer or the user. There were voice
commands to show and hide characters.

Another notable feature of the Agent

character is that it can be provided with alternative messages to convey a point. The
user may consider the character boring if it keeps saying the same thing over and
over. Alternative texts were chosen at random in the prototype, for example:

Genie.speak

"That's

correct.|That's

right,

well

done. I Right again, excellent."

Though speech recognition can aid literacy learning for adults and children [102J
[135], it was not used in the final literacy learning application. The main reason is the
large size of the SR engine (6MB), which takes too long to download using a modem
connection.

However with the introduction of broadband and as SR is becoming

more mature, a future LMS may have a SR option.

5.5 Literacytools TTS Literacy E-Learning Application
5.5.1 Overview

The ultimate goal of the prototypes above was to aid the development of
Literacytools, a complete literacy application, at http://www.literacytools.ie.

The

Literacytools project started in September 2001, and was added (in pilot mode) to the
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NALA website in the summer of 2002, and officially launched in April 2004.
LAleracytools has far more content than the prototypes, including printable exercises,
online exercises (similar to those in the prototypes), games, tutor resources and all the
speech functionality of the client-side TTS prototype. The only speech difference is
that the application allows the learner to turn speech on and off, whereas speech was
always on in the prototype. There is also an administrator content management sub
system to add, delete and update exercises, games, and textual information.

New

users are recommended to start with the animated speech tour.

5.5.2 The Animated Tour

The tour, developed using Macromedia Flash, explains how to use the printable and
online exercises and how to use the speech functionality. It is opened m a separate
window so that the exercises can be attempted in parallel. A sample section of the
tour is shown in Figure 5.9.

The “Nala” character speaks instruction while the

mechanical ami points to the object of instruction. The next button is enabled when
the character is finished speaking; there is also the option to repeat instructions.
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Figure 5.9: The Literacy Tools Tour
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5.5.3 Printable and Online Exercises
Printable exercises are displayed in Adobe PDF format and may be printed for
completion by the learner, usually with the aid of a tutor. These questions cover a
wide range of categories, such as health and fanning. The worksheets are opened in a
separate window, and more than one can be open at a time.

The online exercises are similar to those in the client-side TTS prototype described in
section 5.3 above. They are categorised by topic (e.g. computer speak, applying for a
job) and by skill (reading, numeracy and spelling), thus allowing the learner to
personalise the course content. A typical online exercise consists of descriptive text,
followed by a series of questions. Many questions span several pages (maximum of
5), and the learner is always shown the current page position, “Page 2 of 4” for
example. At the foot of each page are Previous Question and Next Question buttons,
and a Check Answer button. The Previous Question button is not shown for the first
question of each exercise, and the Next Question button is changed to a View Report
button for the last question. The View Report button displays a report showing the
learners’ progress for the exercise. This report may also be displayed in a printer
The Cheek Answer button will check if an answer is correct or

friendly format.

incorrect, it will not answer the question. Figure 5.10 shows a drag-drop question;
note that no feedback is given for blank entries.

Questions.

recipe

^preheat

.-mixture

-ingredients

cream

whisk

almond
Correct!

Instructions for cooking something |recipe
list of things you need to cook something jingredients

Correct!

To beat sugar and butter so that it is light and soft |whisk

Tr/Again

A type of nut|almond

Correct!

To beat eggs with a tool made of looped wires [whisk

Correct!

To get the oven to the right temperature for cooking [preheat

Correct!

To cut food into very small pieces [mixture

Try Again

A

grate

You make this if you put a lot of different ingredients together [
< Previous Question

Check Answers

Figure 5.10: "Cheek Answer”function.
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The Next Question button is initially disabled when starting a question, and only
enabled (coloured green) when the Check Answer button is pressed. This feature is
used to encourage the learner to at least attempt the questions. The progress status of
each exercise is displayed on the online exercise menu page. Figure 5.11 for example
shows the status of the level 2 exercises. The status is a link to the report so that the
tutor may track the progress of the user, and, for example, view which question was
incorrect in the “3 correct out of 4”.

ALL CORRECT

Figure 5.11: Status of each Exercise
5.5.4 Games

A popular feature of Literacytools is the games section, used to improve the learner’s
spelling in particular, and provide an entertainment factor to the learning experience.
There are 4 game types: crosswords, hangman, word-search and anagrams. In the
word-search, a word is selected by clicking the first letter of the revealed word and
then clicking the last letter. The word is highlighted and crossed off from the list as
shown in Figure 5.12:

SRS TEWE
TGH B B RO
ERE AO F V
AIR K WM E
MLB I L G N
ELS N PTV
DEA G YU F
GDB ATTE
S AU C E PA
I F R I E DX

DEB
K CO
DO I
COL
RKI
DEN
G RG
RT P
NAM
HWE

Words to find :
V Click on a word to get help.
Baking
Batter
Boiling
Bowl
Ceeker
Fried
Grilled
Herbs
Oven
Sauce
Steamed
Stewed

Figure 5.12: Word-search in games section of Literacy Tools
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5.5.5 Content Management
An application of this type requires constant updating so that the exercises remain
different, current and relevant.

For this reason there needs to be a way of

manipulating the content and configuring the website.

The games will also need to

be changed regularly to keep returning learners interested. Literacy Tools has a site
administrator section that allows the content manager to perform the following
functions:
•

Edit web pages

•

Manage online and printable exercises

•

Manage games

•

Configure navigation structures

•

Control user feedback

•

Manage access control

To add a new exercise for example, the content manager logs-on to the site’s
administration section, and selects Exercise Manager to get a list of exercises already
present in the site, and the option to add or edit an exercise, as shown in Figure 5.13.

b$<e Setlinys

Exercise Manager
Mew Exefcise " Exeiciic Ust j^dii

j Edit Question |

Level 1. Cumpiiters
hi fNaine

52 I ^otripUef SpeM
Level
hi

1 • Hobliies aiiil Interests

j^Neiiie

47, jFsvoutite epc»ts
39 I MeasuriTig ri Hilci!

48 [TheSoaps

Navigation SlriJClur^fS
Content Mt*r>ayeffierS
C'oto’ie Eyercises
Pnf<ui.>(c

fie Mfinagemerit
Sit'J reecl>ack
Games

UberAdmn
UOerAUmiri fcMXkt

kl

j Ndine^,

49 jFwCitv
Making A Fruit Cake

La«rt3 Eini^itneni, _ - ^___________________________________________________________ ________

tw -ltoiTe'^

f

” iQuestions*

Log Oft

'

F^C'liO Internet ’

Figure 5.13: Literacytools Exercise Manager
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The administrator may want to block exercises, ones that are being updated for
example. Clicking the glasses icon on the right blocks or unblocks the corresponding
exercise; exercise 51 (Days of the Week) is blocked in fig. 5.13 above. Exercises may
be edited or deleted by clicking the pencil and trash can icons respectively.

Finally, the application applied the W3C Web Accessibility Initiative (WAI) Web
Content Accessibility Guidelines 1.0 to a level A conformance. This makes the site
more accessible to learners with disabilities, and adds to the quality of the application.
Chapter 2 (section 2.7) explains in more detail these guidelines and other accessibility
practices; Chapter 6 (section 6.4) describes an accessibility evaluation of
Literacytools.

5.6 Conclusion
This chapter has described the use of TTS and SR through Intemet-based prototypes.
The server-side approach, though asking minimal requirements of the client, proved
too slow and inflexible in its use of TTS. This instigated the movement of the both
the XML/XSL functionality and speech components to the client machine, thus
eliminating server-to-client speech traffic and vastly enhancing the scalability of the
solution. An automatic installation process, enabled with TTS instruction, performed
the task of getting the required speech components to the client. This resulted in a
faster and more interactive learning experience, which utilised to a greater extent the
potential of TTS technology for literacy learning.

This client-side version was then expanded to include a speech recognition (SR)
interface. SR has potential for literacy learning because, in the majority of cases, a
learner’s oral skills outstrip the ability to read and write. Unfortunately however, SR
technology is still maturing. The SR system may need to be trained to adapt to each
learner’s voice, a process requiring the learner to speak given text passages. Other
baiTiers to the successful application of SR include the fact that significant training
and resources are required to make SR a practical learning tool.

The final client-side TTS prototype was used to develop Literacytools, a complete
Literacy learning application, implemented by third-party developers. Literacytools
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included printable exercises and games, as well as many categorised online questions
similar to those in the prototype. Literacytools, officially launched in April 2004, is
now becoming a major literacy learning resource, the first of its kind in Ireland, and
an integral part of the NALA website.

The next chapter presents an extensive evaluation of the literacy learning application
in temis of usability and accessibility.
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Chapter 6

Evaluation

6.1 Introduction
A key pari of the research involved performing a thorough usability evaluation of the
Lileracviools website, in which the speech element of the research prototype was
embedded. The Human Factors Research Group (HFRG) at University College Cork
(UCC) came on board at this stage, and recommended applying their Website
Analysis and Measurement Inventory (WAMMI), a questionnaire-based usability
evaluation tool for websites. This involved visiting NALA learning centres in Ireland
and aiding learners complete specific tasks on Literacytools and a questionnaire. The
results were analysed by the HFRG, who produced a document that described
statistics regarding various usability factors.

In addition to the WAMMI evaluation, an accessibility evaluation and a Literacytools
web-server log analysis was performed.

The accessibility evaluation tested

Literacytools for conformance with the W3C Web Accessibility Initiative (WAI) Web
Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) Version 1.0. This removed many barriers
to accessing Literacytools and improved the quality of the w'ebsite. The web-server
log analysis involved examining the log files generated by the web-server (on which
the Literacytools site is stored). These files contained information about website
usage, including which pages were accessed, when they were accessed, and the
address of the brow'sers machine.

This infonnation allows better day-to-day and

strategic administration and maintenance of Literacytools.

The WAMMI evaluation was in fact the second evaluation of Literacytools', the first
was commissioned by NALA while Literacytools was in pilot mode.

The

corresponding evaluation report on the pilot evaluation [4] was published in
September 2003, and available from the publications section of the NALA website.
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Many of the recommendations of the pilot evaluation had been applied to an updated
version of Litenicytools\ this updated version was the focus of the WAMMl
evaluation. The site is now more interactive than before, including improved text-tospeech interaction, games and more exercises compared to Literacytools in pilot
mode.

6.2 Pilot Evaluation
The pilot evaluation commenced in October 2002 and was conducted by Janet
Kehelly, commissioned by NALA. This concentrated on usability (ease of use) and
the relevance and appropriateness of the content. Ease of use referred to issues such
as the site’s overall look and feel (including colour and graphics), and the navigation
mechanisms, while content related to “topic choices and not the actual learning value
of the exercises” [4].

Information to evaluate Literacytools was gathered using

questionnaires (completed mainly by tutors), meeting with literacy and IT
professionals (including the site developers and academic institutions) and an online
feedback mechanism on Literacytools. The main findings were as follows (derived
from the evaluation report) [4]:

•

Overwhelming support, by both learners and tutors, that Literacytools is being
developed.

•

Tutors are very positive that a repository of material relevant to the Irish-based
learner is available through the print option.

•

Constructive feedback (suggested by tutors) on how the interactive aspects
could be improved to make the experience more enjoyable and worthwhile.

•

Need to have material that suits a range of learner abilities and learning styles.

•

Literacytools needs to encourage and motivate the learner and deliver clear
learning outcomes

These findings, along with other recommendations cited by the pilot evaluation, have
been applied to fonn the cuiTent version of Literacytools. This pilot evaluation took a
more heuristic approach than scientific.

This cuiTent version was the focus of a

second and more scientific evaluation, performed as part of this research, using a
questionnaire-based approach to examine usability in particular.
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6.3 WAMMI Evaluation
6.3.1 Overview

This evaluation commenced by consulting with members of the HFRG at the
Psychology Department of University College Cork, who recommended applying
their Website Analysis and Measurement Inventory (WAMMI), a questionnaire-based
usability evaluation tool for websites. This involves observing learners using the
website, and aiding them to complete a questionnaire coniprising of custom questions.
The results of WAMMI are correlated into a report describing the various aspects of
usability.

6.3.2 Questionnaires
Prior to examining WAMMI in more detail, this section describes the questionnaire as
a means of evaluation. A questionnaire is “a method for the elicitation, and recording,
and collecting of information” [136]. It is important that questionnaires are properly
designed prior to distribution. Its purpose (the specific information being sought) and
method of analysis (analysing the feedback) must be clearly established. Compared
to other means of evaluation, such as interviews and observation, questionnaires have
the following advantages and disadvantages [136][137]:

Advantages:
•

Gives feedback from the users point of view.

•

Reaches a wider group of people of different ages and locations.

•

Analysis data gained are independent of the system, users or tasks to which the
questionnaire was applied, for example it is possible to compare the user of a
program from both a novice and expert point of view.

•

Collected data can be anonymous, which encourages more honest answers.

•

Pilot testing can be done to test the validity of the questions, and clear up any
misinterpreted questions.

•

Require less time to administer and analyse than interviews.
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Disadvantages:
•

Only tells user’s pereeplion of the situation. This limits the types of questions
that may be asked; questions regarding time measurement for example may
not be reliable in questionnaires.

•

Questionnaires delivered by mail may have a very low return, and require
some inventive as well as persistent follow-up.

•

Some questions may be misinterpreted or left blank.

•

Subjeetive questionnaires ean be time-eonsuming and expensive to develop.

•

To be meaningful questionnaires must be valid and reliable.

Validity is the level of eonfidenee held that the questionnaire is actually collecting
data about what it is proposed to evaluate. The reliability of a questionnaire refers to
its ability to give consistent results when completed by people holding the same
views, and under similar circumstances. Reliability may be assessed using statistical
measures (such as the Cronbach Alpha coefficient), and is usually expressed as a
numeric value from zero (extremely unreliable) to one (extremely reliable). The next
section explains WAMMI in more detail, and how it became a reliable and valid
usability tool.

6.3.3 WAMMI

Website Analysis and Measurement Inventory (WAMMI) is “a professional and
reliable” [138] questionnaire-based means of establishing what users think about the
quality of a web site. With current design tools it is very easy to develop web pages,
but it is far more challenging to develop pages to a high quality standard and make
pages easy to use, navigate and access [139]. The Literacytools developers had used
feedback from the NALA pilot evaluation and the speech prototypes (described in
chapter 5) to improve the quality of the site.

Technologies such as XML and

development tools may promote quality development but by no means guarantee it.
WAMMI however can provide hard usability data (as opposed to anecdotal
observations), and provide an insight as to how users would react to Literacytools
prior to its launch in April 2004. It is also possible to compare Literacytools with
other websites in terms of general user satisfaction [138].
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The result of WAMMI is a report providing textual and graphical statistics and
descriptions on the following usability factors [138][139]:
•

Attractiveness - This refers to the aesthetic value and general appearance of
the website. An attractive website looks well, and provides content of interest
to the intended users.

•

Control ~ Related to how well a site is organised and ease of navigation.

•

Efficiency - This refers to ease of access to the required content, and speed of
the website.

•

Helpfulness - A helpful site corresponds with user expectations, and the
content is not misleading.

•

Learnability - A learnable site requires little or no introductory explanation
and is easy to use from the beginning.

•

Global Usability

This refers to the extent that the site is relevant to its

intended users and that it is well organised so that users can easily access
information.

The first step in testing the reliability of WAMMI was to apply the questionnaire to
14 websites, which amounted to about 200 respondents. Using the Cronbach Alpha
coefficient the total questionnaire produced a high reliability score of 0.959 [139].
The questionnaire results compared well with heuristic evaluation data on the
websites.

Heuristic data was gathered by testing the websites with recommended

“rule of thumb” guidelines that include all the usability factors above [140]. Tests
also concluded that using WAMMI in a test-redesign loop improves the usability of a
website [139].

Given that WAMMI is a valid and reliable means of gathering

usability data, the next section describes how it was administered to Literacytools.

6.3.4 Participants
A total of 69 participants completed the WAMMI questionnaire in 9 different
locations around Ireland as listed in Table 6.1:
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Galway City
Limerick City
Limerick City
Miltown-Malbay, Co. Clare

Number of
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Participants
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Adult Learning Centre 8 December 03 5
Equal Skills, VEC
13 January 04
6
Adult Learning Centre 15 January 04
4
Youthreach Centre
20 January 04
10

Castlebar, Co. Mayo

Adult Learning Centre

22 January 04

14

Cavan, Co. Cavan

Adult Learning Centre

29 January 04

3

Ennis, Co. Clare

Reading and Writing

12 February 04

11

12

DatefAn
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..VI

•'r.’ih

.L

J*U

Scheme
Mullingar, Co. Westmeath

Traveller Centre

25 February 04

Dublin City

Adult Learning Centre

18 March 04

4
____________

Table 6.1: Evaluation Participants.
All the participants were learners and these represented a reasonably balanced age,
gender and location (urban/rural) mix. This was necessary so that the site appealed to
as many people as possible. Many tutors gave verbal feedback echoing the sentiments
of the learners.

Much of this feedback also concurred with that from the pilot

evaluation (described above).

6.3.5 Other Data Collection Methods

The evaluation questionnaire included 3 other methods (other than WAMMl) of
collecting usability data (including opinion on the speech feature) as follows:

•

Subjective Mental Effort Questionnaire (SMEQ) - indicated the perceived
level of mental effort, ranging from 'not at all effortful’ (0) to tremendously
effortful’ (150), required by learners to complete tasks. The effort level was
indicated by placing a mark on a vertical bar. The tasks were as follows:
1. Complete an online exercise
2. Play a word-search game
3. Print an exercise.
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•

Critical Incidents Technique - involved the user stating 2 positive and 2
negative features upon completing the SMEQ tasks.

•

Effectiveness of the Speech Feature

an additional section was included to

seek opinion on the speech feature which included the following questions;
1. Was the speech helpful at all?
2. How was the clarity / understandability / speed / voice quality?
3. Was the film-guided tour helpful at all?

6.3.6 Questionnaire and Methodology
Dr. Kirakowski from the HFRG recommended the process of completing the
questionnaires at each location. Jason Meade, the writer of this thesis, carried out this
process at each location.

The process was as follows:

1. Arrived at the learning centre and explained the purpose of the evaluation.
The participants were assured that it was Literacytools being examined, and
not the learners. Stated that any information provided would be confidential.
2. Checked the computers to ensure that all the required software was installed,
and that they were all connected to a printer (for the printable exercises).
3. Next a demonstration was provided so that each learner could view the main
features of Literacytools. The demonstration covered the use of printable and
online exercises (completed a sample question), games (started a word-search)
and the speech functionality. This was necessary so that each learner would
know where to start using the site.
4. The learners were then allowed time to use the site. Jason would intervene if
anyone required assistance, and carefully observed user behaviour; any
notable learner behaviour was documented. The learners had the choice to use
the speech functionality or not; the vast majority did use it (65 out of 69 94.2%).

There was no set time limit for this, the next step started when

everyone had tried exercises and games, which generally took 40-60 minutes.
A break was normally had during or at the completion of this step.
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5. The next step was the completion of the WAMMI questionnaire (described
above). Jason always asked the questions, and according to Dr. Kirakowski’s
advice. It was necessary to ensure that questionnaires were not mixed.
6. Thank the participants, tutor and organisers.

This process overcame many of the disadvantages of using a questionnaire (outlined
in section 6.3.2 above) as an evaluation technique. This was because, though the
questionnaire was the primary evaluation method, aspects of interview and
observation methods were also applied as necessary. Misinterpreted question were
explained to the learners and there was no blank answers. There was also a section of
the questionnaire where user behaviour was noted.

6.3.7 Findings
Generally, the website performed very well in the evaluation, scoring highly in all
usability the factors outlined in 6.3.3 above. Learners were very satisfied with the
website, finding it easy to use and suited to their literacy requirements. There did
however appear to be some problems with the visibility and controllability aspects of
the site, for example the drag-and-drop feature. These difficulties did not appear to
place additional demands on the learner, and did not adversely affect the WAMMI
scores. Learners also stated that they would like extra exercises, and that exercises be
updated regularly to accommodate regular users. The speech feature was popular and
learners indicated that it was usually helpful in navigating the site.

The Critical Incidents Analysis, where learners cite 2 positive and 2 negative features
of the website, indicated a high satisfaction rate. The games and the educational value
of the website were the most frequent positive features while slow connection speeds
and poor visibility (excessive scrolling for example) were cited as negative features.
Figure 6.1 gives the breakdown of the positive features, and suggests that the site does
meet the requirements of its target audience (literacy learners).
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□ Interesting (6%)
ES Simplicity & Ease of Use (16%]
11%

6%

16%

10%

□ Layout (14%)
□ Educational Value (21%)

14%

H Games (22%)

22%
□ New Experience (10%)
21%

11 Enjoyment (11%)

Figure 6.1: Positive features of the website

Though the connection speed was the most frequently cited negative feature, this is
not a fault of the website, rather the type of Internet connection. Much has been done
to cater for narrowband connections, such as the use of client side technologies, and
limiting the graphical content of the web pages.

The education value factor also

features in some negative responses, where learners felt that there should be more
exercises and indicated the need for the site to be updated regularly.

Learners

generally felt a lack of control over the site in relation to features such as drag-anddrop using the mouse.

The visibility issues, including the problem of excessive

scrolling, are currently being addressed, and improvements will be applied to the
website. Figure 6.2 gives a more detailed breakdown of the negative features cited by
learners.

The SMEQ analysis revealed that the degree of mental effort required by learners to
complete the 3 tasks was very low. Using SMEQ terminology, the tasks were “not at
all hard to do”, and interacting with the website was not excessively demanding. This
is indicated by the mean (the average for a list of scores), median (the centre-point of
a list of scores) and standard deviation (the amount of variability in a list of scores)
values in table 6.2 below. The difficulties with control and visibility described above
did not seem to affect completion of the tasks.
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□ Slow (23%)
0 Educational Value (21%1
□ Controllability (16%)
□ Visibility (21%)
® Helpfulness (7%)

21%

□ Speech (7%)
0 Misc (5%)

Figure 6.2: Negative features of the website

Task

1

2

3

Mean

9.68

8.07

4.45

Median

8

7

4

Std. Deviation

5.25

4.24

1.74

Table 6.2: Mean and median SMEO scores for the tasks

Task 3 was particularly easy to complete, and had very little variability in user
opinion. All tasks were completed in reasonable time (as indicated in table 6.3); task
3 in particular took an average of only 2 minutes to complete.
Task

1

2

3

Time (minutes)

7

6

2

Table 6.3: Average time to complete the tasks

The website also scored very high, and well above average, in the WAMMI part of
the evaluation. Table 6.4 below outlines the mean, median and standard deviation
scores for each usability scale.
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Attractiveness

93.54

95

Standard
Deviation
8.53

Controllability

92.26

95

12.13

Efficiency

89.49

94

13.66

Helpfulness

93.93

95

8.87

Learnability

86.58

92

11.80

Global Usability

90.70

93

7.36

^Median'’::‘''5

f,

Table 6.4: Siuiunary statistics for WAMMI usability factors

The table above shows that the standard deviation values were generally small
indicating that there was a low level of variability between user scores, i.e. users
generally share the same opinions. Though all scores were quite high, the lowest
were for Efficiency and Learnability. The problems regarding poor control and poor
visibility did not adversely affect the WAMMI scores.

These findings indicate a very high satisfaction rate among literacy learners with the
literacy e-Leaming website.

Learners found the site was attractive and easy to

navigate and offered interactive, relevant and entertaining content.

The speech

features, though somewhat “robotic” and slow for some learners, also improved
navigation and assisted in learning the website using the animated tour. The WAMMI
coordinators at the Human Factors Research Group (HFRG) in University College
Cork (UCC) suggested that learners should voluntarily submit a WAMMI
questionnaire when the website gains more acceptance and is used by more learners
as part of a re-evaluation to attempt resolve the problems with the current site.
Finally, the results of the pilot evaluation (which took a heuristic approach) compared
very well with the results from the more scientific WAMMI evaluation. This was
expected given the reliability of WAMMI, though the pilot concentrated on aesthetics
and content relevance whereas WAMMI focused on usability.
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6.4 Accessibility Evaluation
An evaluation of Literacytools accessibility was conducted as part of this research
prior to the WAMMI evaluation. The aim was to test the website for conformance
with Level “A” of the W3C WAl Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG)
Version 1.0.

The Literacytools developers were not contacted to ensure an

independent evaluation.

A checklist retrieved from the Irish National Disability

Authority (see Appendix 3) was used to record conformance with each guideline. The
guidelines and categorised into 3 levels. Priority 1 to Priority 3.

Level “A”

conformance was achieved by satisfying all Priority 1 guidelines, however for
completion all levels were accessed, that is Level “Double-A” (all Priority 1 and 2
guidelines satistied) and Level “Triple-A” (all Priority 1,2 and 3 guidelines satisfied).

Bobby, an Internet resource for testing web pages for conformance with the WCAGs
was used to aid the evaluation. It generates a report stating areas in the pages HTML
or scripting code that does not conform to the guidelines (a sample report is shown in
Appendix 4).

This report did speed up the process, however Bobby does not

guarantee that every non-conformance of the WCAG will be detected. Therefore
every checkpoint was checked manually.

There were 6 pages tested in all that

covered a range of page types such as the home page, print-exercises menu page, and
an online exercise.

When the evaluation was complete the findings were forwarded to the developers,
who updated Literacytools to gain Level "A” conformance. Conformance to Level
“A” will include the following code in each page to show the confomrance icon in
Figure 6.3:
<a href="http://www.w3.org/WAl/WCAGlA-Conformance"
title="Explanation of Level A Conformance">
<img height="32" width="88"
src="http://WWW.w3.org/WAI/wcaglA"
alt="Level A conformance icon,
W3C-WAI Web Content Accessibility Guidelines
1.0"></a>
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WAI-A

Figure 6.3; the WCAG Level “A " Couforniauce Icon

The content developers are solely responsible for the use of conformance icons.
Literacytools developers thus perform regular tests to ensure the website remains
confomiant to WCAG.

6.5 Literacytools Web Server Log Analysis
Useful infomiation regarding the usage of Literacytools by end-users was obtained
from the web server log fdes. These are text files generated by the web server and
contain infomiation about the time, date and IP address of the user along with
operating system and browser details, pages accessed and network-traffic details. The
files also log search keywords entered to the major search-engines by users to find
Literacytools.

A sample set of files was used, covering 188 days from Wednesday 03 September
2003 to Monday 08 March 2004.

The findings of the pilot evaluation had been

applied and no major changes had been made to the site during this time. There was a
separate log file for each day, and a line for each visitor request (a 11 le download,
including graphics), amounting to several hundred thousand requests. Analog [141] is
a common software program (utilised in this analysis) used to analyse and generate
infomiative reports on server log files. These reports can be configured to show a
range of information. The resulting report for Literacytools is shown in Appendix 5
and includes the following:

•

General Summary: Contains overall statistics about website usage, the most
important being:
i) number of recpiests (the total number of files downloaded,
including graphics);
ii) the number of recpiests for pages ;
iii) the number of distinct hosts (the number of different computers
requests have come from);
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iv) and the amount of data transferred in bytes.

Some of the general statistics for Literacytools are outlined in Table 6.5:

Successful requests

344,384

Average successful requests per day

1,832

Successful requests for pages

4,006

Successful requests for pages per day

21

Failed requests

2,727

Distinct files requested

635

Distinct hosts served

4,092

Data transferred

2.26 gigabytes

Average data transferred per day

14.60 megabytes

Table 6.5: General statistics regarding Literacytools usage

IVIontliiy/Daily/Hourly Reports: The log records the date and time of each
request. This report can then state the time periods in which requests were
made. Information such as the busiest/quietest times periods for the site can
then be derived. Figure 6.4 graphs the monthly usage of Literacytools'.
month:

reqs ;

pages

Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec

2003
2003
2003
2003

43924
63234
61729
27735

167
881
911
385

Jan 2004
Feb 2004
Mar 2004

65358
62221
20183

974
569
119

I*

Figure 6.4: The monthly usage of Literacytools

Organisation Report: This uses the IP address to report what organisations
use Literacytools. The IP address of developer machines should be excluded
for a more accurate reflection of usage. For Literacytools, the developers IP
address accounted for approximately 9% of the sites usage.
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Search Word Report: This section of the report gives the search terms that
users entered to search-engines to find Literacytools, for example “Literacy”,
“Literacy Learning”, “Reading”, and “Online Exercises” as shown in Figure
6.5.

This is achieved by analysing requests from search-engines that have

been logged. Note that some searches listed Literacytools for unrelated words
such as “fruit” and “cake”, which appear in exercises.

HI
HI
HI
H
■
HI

literacy
adult
exercises
cake
fruit
tools
niake
to
H hou
garties
P Other

m

The wedges are plotted by the nuniber of requests.

Figure 6.5: Words used in search-engines to Jind Literacytools

Browser Report: Using the details in the log regarding browsers, this report
lists the type and version of the user’s browser. Literacytools was designed
for Internet Explorer 3 and later versions, thus only IE browsers are mentioned
in the report. Note however that it is possible to configure a browser to “lie”
about its name therefore the browser ID may not be accurate.

Operating System Report: Literacytools was designed for the Windows OS,
and thus Windows account for over 99% of the requests.

Status Code Report: This lists the HTTP status codes of all requests. A
successful request for example has a status code of 200, a had request is 400,
partial content is 206 and document not found is 404. The vast majority of
request to Literacytools were successful.
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•

File Size Report: The log files store the size of all files requested and
therefore the report lists the number of files accessed by size, for example the
number of files requested between 101 bytes and 1 kB.

•

File Type Report; This report lists the most commonly accessed files by file
extension, for example .gif (graphic), .swf (Shockwave Flash) and .pdf (Adobe
Portable Document Format), as shown in Figure 6.6.
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[GIF graphics]
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The wedges are plotted by the amount of traffic.

Figure 6.6: Chart showing file access by file extension.

•

Directory Report: This report lists the directories from which files were
requested, for example /images/, /clipart/, /files/.

•

Request Report: Lists the files requested sorted by the number of requests.

It is important to understand that a request does not mean a visitor, or a “hit”; a visitor
is likely to make many requests. The distinct hosts served statistic may give a closer
estimation of the number of visitors, but a host may be a server that is used by many
users, for example an Internet Service Provider (ISP).

It is in fact impossible to

accurately state how many users visited Literacytools, or any website. Many websites
use “cookies” to track the number visitors, however these may also give inaccurate
statistics because some visitors may not accept cookies, or may not use the same
cookie for each request.
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6.6 Conclusion
Evaluation was an important step in the Liieracytools development proeess to ensure
that the site remains relevant and usable to literacy learners and delivers a high quality
learning experience.

It also allowed NALA content developers to make decisions

about the future direction of the site, such as identifying areas that need change or
improvement.

This chapter described a usability evaluation of LitercicylooLs, performed using
Website Analysis and Measurement Inventory (WAMMI), a questionnaire-based
usability evaluation tool. Details of a pilot evaluation perfomied prior to WAMMI
were described first to give a better insight of the current position of Literacytools.
The findings of the WAMMI evaluation revealed a very high user satisfaction rate.
Learners enjoyed the new experience of interactive online learning and found the
exercises and games challenging and enjoyable to use. I’he main troublesome areas
identified were visibility and controllability, but these were easily rectified.
Additional exercises were added to the site to accommodate regular users.

Other evaluations described in this chapter included an accessibility evaluation and a
Liieracytools web-server log analysis.

The accessibility evaluation was important

because Literacytools was developed to reach more learners than one-to-one tutoring,
such as independent learners in their own homes.

The web-server log analysis

provided useful information regarding the day-to-day usage of Literacytools,
including times when the site was most/least used, commonly accessed pages and the
Internet address of users.

This information is useful for administration and

maintenance reasons.

Finally, the evaluation of Literacytools is never complete for as long as the site
remains online. The content will need to stay relevant and adjust to the requirements
and changing attitudes of literacy learners. Literacytools must also endeavour to keep
up with changing technologies and pedagogy practices.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

The aim of this research was to develop an evolutionary prototype utilising speech
technology to gather the requirements of literacy learners and to examine the
feasibility of speech interfaces.

Areas of research undertaken to complete the

prototype included:

•

Literacy, incoiporating literacy tutoring and current national/intemational
literacy statistics.

•

Theories of adult learning.

•

E-Learning, including E-Learning requirements and standards.

•

Accessibility practices for websites, including speech and graphical interface
design for literacy learning.

•

Speech technologies - mainly text-to-speech (TTS) and speech recognition
(SR).

•

Extensible Mark-up languages (XML).

These prototypes lead to the development of a literacy e-Learning application,
www.hteracytools.ie, which was evaluated in terms of both accessibility and usability.
The main findings of this work are summarised by the following:

•

The speech feature was popular and learners indicated that it was usually
helpful in navigating the site.

•

Client side speech solution uses up to 17 times less bandwidth than server side
solution.

•

XML and XSL technologies allow processing to occur on client, making
solution more scalable.

•

Concatenative speech technology is intelligible although can sound “robotic”.
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MS Agent API provides good speech functionality and is royalty free.
Adhere to accessibility guideline such as W3C recommendation.
Allow users to control speech synthesis.
Limit the amount of scrolling needed by users.
Motivate users through the use of adult learning theories.
Literacy games are popular among users and are a good way of attracting
learners.
•

Users found that site had good educational value.

Initial research focused on speech technologies, especially text-to-speech (TTS),
whereby text is automatically spoken aloud using a TTS engine. It was discovered
that best results in terms of intelligibility and naturalness were obtained by
concatenative synthesis, achieved by joining high quality pre-recorded human speech
units (mainly diphones) from a database.

Other potential synthesis methods

investigated were articulatory synthesis, which attempts to model the biomechanics of
human speech such as the glottis and vocal track, and formant synthesis, which
utilises the frequencies of the glottal and vocal tract waveform to create digitised
speech from scratch.

These latter synthesis methods, however, have drawbacks;

articulatory and fonnant synthesis produees unnatural sounding speech while formant
TTS engines in addition can take years to develop.

The initial speech prototyj'ie used the Microsoft Speech API (SAPl), which includes a
concatenative TTS engine. SAPl is a server-side approach to TTS, meaning that all
speech audio is generated on the server and then transferred to the client as required.
The advantage of this in the prototype was that no additional speech components were
required on the client machine, all that was necessary was an Internet browser and
audio capabilities (sound card). The prototype revealed however that this approach
had drawbacks for users with nan'ow-band Internet connections (such as modems).
The site was too slow because of audio data traffic; at times the speech audio would
play several seconds after its respective text was displayed. A solution to this was to
completely remove server-to-client audio data by transferring the speech components
to the client machine. The Lernout & Hauspie/Scansoft TruVoice TTS engine was
used, a concatenative synthesiser part of the Microsoft Agent API. These enabled a
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faster and more interactive learning experience, with greater control over the speech
output. An automatic installation process, which included TTS instruction, was used
to transfer the Agent components to the client.

Preliminary assessment indicated

greater acceptance among learners and tutors with this approach compared to the
server-side alternative.

The learning content of both the client and server-side websites was described using
XML, a data description language. An XML-based e-Learning standard was used,
IMS Question and Test Interoperability (QTI), to describe the worksheet style
exercises used in the site.

Extensible Stylesheet Language (XSL) was used in the

final version to display the XML data on the learner’s browser. An XML parser was
required to parse the XML files prior to the transformation.

One of the main

advantages of using XSL was that the transformation could be performed faster on the
client machine with the parser installed. XSL is a W3C recommendation and thus has
cross-platform support.
On completion, the research findings and client-side prototype were used by third
party developers to implement Literacytools, an e-Learning application for literacy
learners. An evaluation was perfonned, covering 9 learning centres nationwide (69
learners), to discover the usability and accessibility of Litenicytools. The usability
evaluation was conducted using Website Analysis and Measurement Inventory
(WAMMI), a questionnaire-based tool for evaluating various usability factors of a
website. The evaluation process involved visiting 9 different learning centres across
Ireland. The participants (69 in all) were learners of different ages from urban and
rural locations.

Once the data was gathered, the Human Factors Research Group

(HFRG) at University College Cork analysed the data to generate usability statistics.
Literacytools performed very well in the evaluation and users appeared to be very
satisfied with it. Some areas proved troublesome for learners, however all of these
could be easily rectified. Other evaluations performed on Litenicytools included an
accessibility evaluation and web-server log analysis. The former tested the site for
conformance with W3C accessibility guidelines while the latter analysed the logs
generated by the web-server to improve the administration and maintenance of
Litenicytools. Applying the feedback and outcomes of the evaluation resulted in
Literacytools becoming an accessible and effective literacy learning resource.
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This research has current real-world usage because Litenicytools fomis an integral
part of the cuiTent NALA website.

Research in 1997 found that there are about

500,000 adults in the Irish Republic who are functionally illiterate, yet only 20,000 (or
4%) of these are currently in basic literacy tuition. Literacytools is now accessible to
independent learners in their own homes as well as one-to-one and group sessions in
adult learning centres with a tutor present.

Though computer science can increase access to literacy learning content and allow a
more interactive learning experience, it alone cannot solve the literacy problem. It is
an interdisciplinary problem, requiring input from areas such as psychology,
communications, pedagogy and sociology. The social effect of the literacy problem
should not be underestimated. The ability to read and write is a necessity for the vast
majority of jobs in Ireland, an economic nation relying heavily on high skilled
industry. This often forces those who cannot read or write to claim social welfare,
indicating the economic effects of low literacy levels. On the positive side, adult
learning theories suggest that learners are motivated and willing to learn, and often a
very minimal vocabulary is all that is required to enter the workforce at a basic level.
Entering a literacy programme can restore a learner’s self-esteem, and provide the
skills necessary to enter the workforce.

Literacy is also an important factor in

ensuring good health and access to health care.

While not an absolute necessity,

maintaining good health today requires reading the nutritional values on food, reading
articles on what foods to avoid, and what food to feed inlants and growing children.
Access to healthcare necessitates reading appointment notices, clinic opening-hours
and public transport timetables.

Future Work

This research applied speech and Internet technologies to address the literacy problem
in Ireland (to a partial extent - these will not solve the problem). Such technologies
however can also be applied to other domains, that of the blind and visually impaired
for example. Whereas only 4% of people with poor literacy in Ireland have access to
basic tuition, in the UK, for example, only 2% of the blind and visually impaired can
understand Braille.
resource.

The common denominator here is the under-utilisation of a

In the case of Braille, the question is whether to encourage the use of
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Braille, or shift to a different mechanism, such as speech output, or perhaps enable the
learning of Braille using speech instruction.

While literacy learners can benefit from text-to-speech, the deaf and hearing impaired
benefit from speech-to-text.

Speech-to-text involves speech recognition (SR); SR

technology was also examined (to a lesser extent than TTS) in this research. The
reason why it is a future work is because currently SR is not fully accurate, and a
speaker dependant system nonnally requires to be trained to the learner’s voice, a
process requiring given text to be read aloud which is a barrier for literacy learners.
As speech-recognition matures, it may become feasible for literacy learning
application, including Litercicytools.

T he use of TTS is not without its own barriers, one being the quality of the speech
output generated by the TTS engine.

With Litercicytools however, the current

TruVoice TTS engine can be changed with another higher quality compliant engine
without any changes in code. The same is true if the language of the engine was to be
changed. Microsoft is committed to the Agent set of technologies and has published
books about the use of Agent, and set up a public Internet newsgroup at
news:microsoft.public.niscigent, thus ensuring the longevity of Agent software. Agent
can also be used to develop stand-alone applications, which can then be distributed on
CD.

To this end, there is work ongoing at Cork Institute of Technology to implement a
version

Litercicytools on CD for distribution to literacy learners. This will benefit

learners and learning centres that have computers but no Internet connection. It will
also enable the use of large files that would take too long to download on the Internet.
The level of interaction is being increased by adding multimedia presentations such as
videos (including clips from the Read Write Now TV series), and improving the
existing Litercicytools speech interface. The Litercicytools website was launched on
April 2004, and therefore significant public opinion has not yet been received.
Constant evaluation will be necessary to analyse the acceptance, utilisation and
learning content of Litercicytools so that it remains a relevant and efficient learning
resource.
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9 Appendices

Appendix 1: Worksheet Questions
Read the piece on alcohol again and answer true or false to these questions.
Alcohol is a drug.
^ True r False

Check Answer

Alcohol is not harmful in small amounts.
r True r False

Check Answer

Women can drink more than men.
True
False

check Answer

Figure AI. I Sample True/False Questions

Look at the words below and choose the right one to fill in the missing words in the
following sentences.
Kilogrammes . Metres . Degrees . Grammes , Kilometres
A person’s weight is measured in

Check Answer

Oven temperature is measured in

Check Answer

Long distances are measured in

I

Check Answer

Figure AJ.2. Sample FIB Questions
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What is the capital of Ireland?

»'* Dublin
London
r Paris
r Madrid
^ None of the above

l^'ignre A 1.3. Textual Multiple-Choice Question

Use your nnouse to identify the windscreen

Figure A 1.4. Hot-spot rendering

Arrange these objects in ascending order of size.

□
Figure A 1.5. Sorting/Ordering Objects

/ /

How many days are in the month of August?

What is 11

X

9?

r 19
r 91
f? 99
^ 2

Figure A 1.6. Numerical Questions

Use your mouse to drag the numbers on the left to their match on the right

3

One

Two

Three

7

Four

Five
Figure AJ .7. Drag and Drop Question
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Fill in the blanks using the words provided.

them

bed

what

bread

lived

There was an old woman who I

in a shoe

She had so many children she didn't know

to do

She gave them some broth without any
Then whipped (

all soundly

And put them to I

Figure A 1.8. A Simple Cloze Test
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Appendix 2: Pedagogical Theories
Behaviourism
Behaviourism focuses on objectively observable behaviour and does not attempt to
understand mental processing. Behaviourists believe that mental processing cannot
be objectively observed or measured thus is not a focus of behaviourism. The learner
is viewed as adapting to the environment by responding to stimuli such as punishment
and reinforcement, also known as conditioning. A good example of this is grading by
teachers. A good grade tells that the student is doing well and a poor grade tells the
student to try harder. Learning is a passive process of acquiring new behaviour. The
role of the teacher is to define the instruction and control the environment in which
the instruction is thought.

An acceptable behaviour is defined and the teacher

accesses the learners’ progress and knowledge levels according this defined
behaviour.

Behaviourism views knowledge as absolute, and existing only outside the mind of the
learner.

This means knowledge is instilled from an external source rather than

induced from within the learners mind.

For this reason the application of

behaviourism is suited to training such as fight simulators. Instruction is learned in a
controlled environment and the knowledge is clear and unambiguous. It is then, for
example, more reassuring as a passenger in an aircraft that the pilot is working on
given information that is not open to interpretation such as the correct altitude and the
pre-arranged flight path. Teachers, especially in third level institutions, often practice
the behavioural approach to designing courses whereby the learners are encouraged to
reproduce at exam time exactly what the lecturer taught.

Instructional designers who apply the behavioural theory seek the correct reply from
learners to the appropriate stimulus. Instruction is programmed and objectives are
specified as reflected in the learning environment. This is relevant to the application
developed as part of this research. The content (instruction) is presented textually on
a web page and followed by a question on the same page. The answer is then verified
and a response is outputted.

The learning environment is specially tailored for
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literacy learners with worksheet style questions derived from face-to-face literacy
worksheets.

The theory of behaviourism does have its critics, who point out the limitations about
disregarding the activities of the mind. For example a well-known experiment by
Edward Tolman involved rats in a maze [142]. It appeared that rats had a cognitive
map of the maze because the rats were able to find their destination even after
different starting points and seemed to predict paths that led to failure. Furthemiore,
how a young child learns runs contrary to behaviourist theories because they model
new behaviour without reinforcement such as new language patterns [143]. As a
result of these observations a new theory, cognitivism, began to emerge which
focused on the mind of the learner and departed from the behaviour observation
approach to learning. This would appear to resonate better with adult learning.

C ognitivism
Cognitive psychologists believe that learning occurs when the learner processes
inforniatiou. Like behaviourism, behaviour is observed. This behaviour however,
unlike behaviourism, is studied as an indicator of what the learner is thinking. The
learner processes information, stores information in memory and retrieves information
from memory. Learning occurs by repeating this process, and knowledge is viewed
as symbolic representations in the mind of the learner. The process of learning is
compared to a computer, which is an input/output machine that processes and stores
information for later retrieval.

This link is not surprising as the cognitive theory

began to emerge in 1950s and 1960s, which was a time of significant development in
computing.

The teacher manages and structures the information input process by

providing mental models for the learner to follow, similar to the model the rats
developed of the maze.

Cognitive learning commonly use mental models or schemas (structured frameworks
or plans) to describe concepts that are difficult to explain, much in the same way the
computer model may be used to describe the basics of cognitivism [144].

This

abstraction allows concepts to be generalised and schemas may be altered to better
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describe a concept. New or vague knowledge can be easier to understand and retain
by relating it to a clearly understood real world schema.

Anderson, Spiro, and Anderson conducted an experiment to show that schemas can
help learners recall knowledge [144].

Two passages of text were written; one

describing dining at a restaurant and the other described shopping at a supermarket.
The restaurant context was thought to be more structured, starting with the appetiser,
then on to the main course thus retaining a natural order. The supermarket text did
not have natural structure to it. The experiment participants read one of the passages,
assigned randomly, and were then asked to recall food items, food order and character
names. The results showed that the readers of the restaurant passage recalled more
about the passage than the readers of the shopping passage as the shopping passage
did not have a natural structure to it. This suggests that the structured presentation of
knowledge is an important consideration when developing a course.

Instructional designers should present information in a logical and structured way so
that the learners may learn and recall the information. Designers may also structure
the content to encourage learners to make connections to previously learned material.
The literacy e-Learning application did not apply any fundamental cognitive theories
during the design phase. The information is structured into categories but not with
cognitive theory in mind.

Cognitivism and behaviourism have some similarities such as learning objectives are
clearly stated and behaviour is observed. Both theories view knowledge as a given
entity from an external source. Another prominent learning theory, constructivism,
disputes this view of knowledge stating knowledge is actually “constructed” in the
mind of the learner and does not exist outside the mind [145], and takes an approach
similar to adult learning theories.

Constructivism
Constructivism is based on the theory that people

''construct” their own

interpretation of what they see, an assumption echoed in andragogy.

As a

consequence, the learner can solve challenging problems in ambiguous situations
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based on prior knowledge. Learning is a change in the learners’ interpretation of a
concept constructed from experience and previous knowledge.

Knowledge is an

entity constructed in the mind of the learner through a process of interpretation (the
learning process). This being the case, knowledge is not transferred from one person
to another.

This is because knowledge is reinterpreted rather than transferred.

Learners thus create their own learning.

The role of the teacher remains very

important to keep each learner on track and attempt to synchronise what is being
taught and what the learner is interpreting. The teacher in effect manages the leamerdefmed environment. Teachers should “seek and value their learners’ point of view’’
[146]. This is achieved by having students working individually or in small groups
from time to time, and seek the various opinions on relevant problems from each
learner. This is similar to how adult literacy schemes operate, including one-to-one
and group tutoring.

Two principles central to constructivism are scaffolding and collaborative learning
[147]. Scaffolding is the process of learning by building on existing knowledge and is
used when the problem is particularly vague or difficult to learn or when learning
“within an ill-structured problem space’’ [148]. Collaborative learning, or working in
a group, allows the learner to express an interpretation of a concept and compare or
justify it to the interpretation of others. The teacher is of course an important member
of the group who could “guide a learner to reach his or her potential level of
intellectual development’’ [147]. This suggests that theories of constructivism are
particularly relevant to design of distance learning courses where collaboration with
the teacher and other peers is an important aspect of the learning process.
Collaboration is also one key principle of adult learning because, though the tutor
plays an important role, in an adult learning environment “each person has something
to teach and to learn from the other” [148].

Instruction designers of interactive courses may consider applying constructivist
theories to the learning content.

Constructivist learning environments encourage

reflection, real-world scenarios, problem solving and debate. The learning content of
the literacy application may in some ways be seen to take a constructivist stance since
the interface is learner-oriented, poses relevant and well-structured questions and
encourages the learner to build on prior knowledge to solve problems.
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There are situations where constructivism may not be the theory to apply when
creating and delivering instruction. Military training, for example, teaches strict rules
and procedures and cannot encourage learners to develop their own interpretations of
given instruction for discipline and safety reasons. This also may apply to disciplines
such as medicine, aviation and other safety critical learning courses.
Table 1 below provides a general comparison of each of the pedagogical learning
theories and how each views the learner, learning, knowledge and the role of the
teacher.
Constructivism'

1 ,|ii:

~

Definiiion

Behaviourism focuses
on objectively
observable behaviour
and does not attempt to
understand mental
processing.

Cognitix'ism studies
how mental
processes affect
learning.

People develop their
own interpretation
of w'hat they see.

Learner

Adapts to the
environment by
responding to stimuli.

Processes and stores
information in
memory and
retrieves
information from
memory.

Learners thus create
their own learning
by interpreting
information.

Learning

A passive process of
acquiring new
behaviour.

Occurs by repeating
the memory
input/output
process.

A change in the
learners’
interpretation of
concepts constructed
from experience and
previous knowledge

Knowledge

Absolute and exists
only outside the mind.

Symbolic
representations in
the mind of the
learner.

Knowledge is
interpreted rather
than transferred
from person to
person.

Teacher

Define the instruction
and control the
environment in which
the instruction is
thought.

Manages and
structures the
information input
process.

The teacher
manages the learnerdefined
environment.
____________________________________________

Table A2.1: A comparison of Behaviourism, Cognitivism and Constructivism.
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Appendix 3: Checklist tor Web Accessibility
Page Tested: http://www. 1 iteracyloo 1 s.ie/honie.cfm
Minimum accessibility requirements (Priority 1)
Following priority 1 will make it possible for all groups to use the site. For some
groups, this is the basic requirement to enable them to access the infomiation.
1.1 Provide a text equivalent for every non-text element
WAI Checkpoint 1.1

Yes iNo
.....^..

iN/A

1.2 Ensure that information does not rely on colour
perception WAI Checkpoint 2.1

Yes

:N/A

1.3 Avoid causing the screen to llicker WAI checkpoint 7.1

'No

isJq

1.4 Provide an auditory description of the visual
information in multimedia presentations WAI checkpoint
1.3

Yes

.•..c.

1.5 For multimedia, ensure that timing of alternative
descriptions is synchronised with the presentation W AI
checkpoint 1.4

Yes

:No Tm/A

1.6 Use the clearest and simplest language appropriate
WAI checkpoint 14.1

Yes

1.7 Identify language changes in text WAI checkpoint 4.1

y^g

No

N/A

_ _ I_ _ _
!No

I

'N/A

N/A
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............................................‘............. '"

1.8 Ensure that equivalents for dynamic content are
updated when the dynamic content changes WAI
checkpoint 6.2

Yes

No :N/A
...........

1.9 For data tables, identify row and column headers WAI
checkpoint 5.1

y^g
■

|]\[o

iN/A
..j

fMn

Im/a

1.10 For complex data tables, use mark-up to associate

'
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data cells and header cells WAI checkpoint 5.2

1.11 Add titles to frames WAI checkpoint 12.

Yes

'No

In/A

1.12 Ensure that documents can be read without style
sheets WAI checkpoint 6.1

Yes

^No

N/A

1.13 Provide text links to emulate server-side image maps
WAI Checkpoint 1.2

Yes

No

N/A

1.14 Use client-side image maps rather than server-side
image maps where possible WAI checkpoint 9.1

yes

No

N/A

1.15 Ensure that scripts and applets that provide the only Yes
source of important functionality are directly accessible or
compatible with assistive technologies WAI checkpoint 8.1

No

N/A

1.16 Ensure that pages are usable without support for
scripts, applets, or other programmatic objects WAI
Checkpoint 6.3

Yes

I No

N/A

1.17 If you cannot make a page accessible, provide an
equivalent accessible page WAI checkpoint 11.4

Yes

No

N/A

w;

Additional accessibility requirements (Priority 2)
Following priority 2 will remove significant barriers for one or more groups.
2.1 Ensure that images have sufficient contrast for people
with colour deficient vision WAI checkpoint 2.2

yes

No

N/A

2.2 Avoid causing content to blink WAI checkpoint 7.2

yes

No

N/A

2.3 Avoid movement in content WAI checkpoint 7.3

Yes
" ^

:No

N/A
'.....

Nq

iN/A

2.4 Ensure that dynamic content is accessible or provide an ygg
alternative presentation or page WAI checkpoint 6.5

^
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2.4 Ensure that dynamic content is accessible or provide an Yes
No
alternative presentation or page WAI checkpoint 6.5
"
.—----

IN/A

2.5 Use style sheets to control layout and presentation W.Al yes
Checkpoint 3.3
«

N/A

No

2.6 Use relative rather than absolute units WAI Checkpoint Yes
No
3.4
>--------- -—j

N/A

2.7 Use header elements to convey structure WAI
checkpoint 3.5

Yes

N/A

2.8 Break up large blocks of information where
appropriate WAI checkpoint 12.3

Yes

No

!N/A

2.9 Ensure that information laid out using tables make
Yes
sense when linearised, or provide an alternative equivalent
WAI checkpoint 5.3

No

N/A

yes

No

^N/A

2.11 Describe the purpose of frames and how they relate to Yes
each other if it is not obvious by their titles alone WAI
.
checkpoint 12.2
^

No

N/A
---- ^------

2.12 Clearly identify the target of each link WAI checkpoint yes

No

N/A

2.10 Do not use structural mark-up to format information
laid out using tables WAI checkpoint 5.4

13.1

‘

‘

No

v/

^

V

i

2.13 Provide information about pages and sites in metadata Yes
No
WAI checkpoint 13.2
^---------""

N/A
-----

2.14 Provide information about the general layout of a site Yes
No
WAI checkpoint 13.3
y ^

N/A

2.15 Use navigation mechanisms consistently WAI
checkpoint 13.4

-N/A

Yes

No

2.16 Associate labels explicitly with their controls WAI
checkpoint 12.4

Yes

No

^N/A

2.17 Properly position the labels of form controls WAI
checkpoint 10.2

Yes

No

|n/a

,

WAI checkpoint 9.2

i
1

---------

Yes

No

[n/A
i

Yes

No

N6A

Yes

No
W/

iN/A

Yes

No

■ N/A

;
;

9.3

and applets WAI checkpoint 6.4

checkpoint 8.1

1

2.22 When an appropriate markup language exists, use
markup rather than images to convey information WAI
Checkpoint 3.1

Yes

No

Tn/a

2.23 Create documents that validate to published formal
grammars WAI Checkpoint 3.2

Yes
^ >/

No

N/A

Yes

No

"n/A

Yes

No

:N/A

Yes

No

3 N/A

tags WAI checkpoint 3.6

:

^

formatting WAI checkpoint 3.7

the latest supported versions WAI checkpoint 11.1

i

...

checkpoint 11.2

Yes

1
1

I.................„J

No
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2.28 Do not periodically auto-refresh pages WAl checkpoint Yes

No

N/A

2.29 Do not use mark-up to redirect pages automatically

No

N/A

No

N/A

WAI checkpoint 7.5

Yes
^

2.30 Do not generate pop-ups or other windows and do not Yes
change the current window without informing the user
WAl checkpoint 10.1

Additional accessibility requirements (Priority 3)
Follow'ing priority 3 will improve access for one or more groups.

3.1 Ensure that text and background have sufficient contrast Yes
for people with colour deficient vision WAl Checkpoint 2.2

No

N/A

3.2 Provide text links to emulate client-side image maps WAl Yes No

N/A

Checkpoint 1.5
•^7

3.3 Expand the first occurrence of any abbreviation or
acronym WAl Checkpoint 4.2

Yes No

3.4 Identify the primary language of the document text WAl
Checkpoint 4.3

Yes

No N/A
^
^7

3.5 Place distinguishing information at the beginning of
headings, paragraphs, lists, etc. WAl Checkpoint 13.8

Yes

No

N/A

3.6 Supplement text with graphic or auditory presentations
where they will facilitate comprehension WAl Checkpoint

Yes

No

N/A

Yes

No

N/A

14.2
3.7 Provide summaries for tables WAl checkpoint 5.5

3.8 Provide abbreviations for table header labels WAl

N/A

In/AI

checkpoint 5.6
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3.8 Provide abbreviations for table header labels WAl
checkpoint 5.6

:Yes

I No

3.9 Identify groups of related links and provide a way to
bypass them WAI checkpoint 13.6

Yes

[n 0 .N/A ‘

3.10 Provide a linear alternative for parallel, word-wrapped
columns of text WAI checkpoint 10.3

Yes

3.11 Create a logical tab order through links, form controls.
and objects WAI Checkpoint 9.4

Yes

3.12 Provide keyboard shortcuts to important links, form
controls, and groups of form controls WAI Checkpoint 9.5

Yes No N/A
:------ ]
3

3.13 Separate adjacent links with non-link, printable
characters surrounded by spaces WAI Checkpoint 10.5

Yes !No

iN/A

3.14 Provide navigation bars WAI Checkpoint 13.5

Yes! No

N/A

No |N/A
1

a

N/A^

i

No
■"

N/A

\f'....................
3.15 If search functions are provided, enable different types
of searches for different skill levels and preferences WAI
Checkpoint 13.7

Yes No

N/A

3.16 Provide information about documents comprising
multiple pages WAI Checkpoint 13.9

Yes

^No

iN/A

3.17 Provide a means to skip over multi-line ASCII art WAI
checkpoint 13.10

Yes

No

N/A

3.18 Create a style of presentation that is consistent across
pages WAI Checkpoint 14.3

Yes |No

3.19 Include default text in form text boxes WAI checkpoint
10.4

Yes No
N/A
....... ......... ....

/

/
N/A
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3.20 Provide information to enable users to receive
documents according to their preferences WAl Checkpoint
11.3

Yes

No

'N/A
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Appendix 4: Bobby Report for Sample Literacytools Page
Bobby generated report for http://www'.literacytools.ie/home.cfm

About this report
This page does not yet meet the requirements for Bobby AAA Approved status. To be
Bobby AAA Approved, a page must pass all of the Priority 1,2 and 3 accessibility
checkpoints established in W3C Web Content Accessibility Guidelines 1.0. For more
information on the report, please read "How to Read the Bobby Report".
Priority 1 Accessibility
Priority 1 User Checks
User checks are triggered by something specific on the page; however, you need to
determine manually whether they apply and, if applicable, whether your page meets the
requirements. Bobby A Approval requires that all user checks pass. Even if your page does
conform to these guidelines they appear in the report. Please review' these 7 item(s):
1 • If you can't make a paue accessible, construct an alternate accessible version.
2. Provide alternative content for each SC^RIP f that conveys important information or
functionality.
3. If style sheets are iiznored or unsupported, are patzes still readable and usable?
4. If you use color to convey information, make sure the information is also
represented another wav. (35 instances)
Lines 28,29,30,32,34,41,44,60,61,68,84, 89,94,99, 104, 109, 114, 119, 124,
129, 142, 149, 183, 187, 191, 195, 206,228
5. If this is a data table (not used for layout only), identify headers for the table rows
and columns. (5 instances)
Lines 28,81, 181,226, 24
6. If an image conveys important information beyond w'hat is in its alternative text,
provide an extended description. (15 instances)
Lines 29, 30, 32, 41, 44, 60, 61, 142, 149, 183, 187, 191, 195, 206
7. If a table has two or more rows or columns that ser\ e as headers, use structural
markup to identify their hierarclw and relationship. (I I instances)
Lines 37, 28, 81, 140, 154, 181, 177, 75, 226, 24, 20
The following 2 item(s) are not triggered by any specific feature on your page, but are still
important for accessibility and are required for Bobby A Approved status.
8. Identify any chan^es in the document's lamzuage.
9. Use the simplest and most straightforward language that is possible.
Priority 2 Accessibility
This page does not meet the requirements for Bobby AA Approved status. Below is a list
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of 2 Priority 2 accessibility eiTor(s) found:
1. Use relative sizing and positioning: (% values) rather than absolute (pixels). (31
instances)
Lines 24, 26, 28, 29, 30, 32, 34, 59, 68, 77, 89, 99, 109, 119, 129, 142, 183, 187,
191, 195,224, 228, 233
2. Make sure event handlers do not require use of a mouse. (I instance)
Line 206
Priority 2 User Checks
User checks are triggered by something specific on the page; however, you need to
determine manually whether they apply and, if applicable, whether your page meets the
requirements. Bobby AA Approval requires that all user checks pass. Even if your page
does conform to these guidelines they appear in the report. Please review these 6 item(s);
1. Avoid use of obsolete laimuaue features if possible. (2 instances)
Lines 149,206
2. If programmatic objects create pop-up windows or change the active window, make
sure that the user is aware this is happenimj. (2 instances)
Lines 13,170
3. Add a descriptive title to links when needed.
4. Check that the foreground and background colors contrast sufficiently with each
other. (26 instances)
Lines 15,28, 29,30,32,34,41,44, 60,61,68, 84, 89, 94, 99, 104, 109, 114, 119,
124, 129, 142, 149, 183, 187, 191, 195, 206, 228
5. Mark up any quotations with the Q and BLOCKQUOTE elements.
6. Do not create a blinking: effect with animated u:if images. (20 instances)
Lines 29,30,41,44, 84, 89,94,99, 104, 109, 114, 119, 124, 129, 142, 183, 187,
191,195, 206
The following 7 item(s) are not triggered by any specific feature on your page, but are still
important for aecessibility and are required for Bobby AA Approved status.
7. Make sure that all link phrases make sense when read out of context.
8. Is there a site map or table of contents, a description of the general layout of the
site, the access features used, and how to use them?
9. Make sure your document validates to formal published grammars.
10. Group related elements when possible.
11. is there a clear, consistent naviization structure?
12. Use the latest teehnolo^y specification available whenever possible.
13. Where it's possible to mark up content (for example mathematical equations)
instead of usimt images, use a markup lanmiage (such as MathML).
Priority 3 Accessibility
This page does not meet the requirements for Bobby AAA Approved status. Below is a list
of 2 Priority 3 accessibility error(s) found:
1. Provide a summai'v for tables. (11 instances)
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Lines 37, 28, 81, 140, 154, 181, 177, 75, 226, 24, 20
2. Identify the language of the text. (1 instance)
Line 4
Priority 3 User Cheeks
User checks are triggered by something specific on the page; however, you need to
determine manually whether they apply and, if applicable, whether your page meets the
requirements. Bobby AAA Approval requires that all user checks pass. Even if your page
does conform to these guidelines they appear in the report. Please review these 5 item(s):
1. If this document is part of a collection, provide metadata that identifies this
document's location in the collection.
2. If this is a data table (not used for layout only), provide a caption. (11 instances)
Lines 37, 28, 81, 140, 154, 181, 177, 75, 226, 24, 20
3. Consider specifvin»: a loaical tab order amoma form controls, links and objects.
4. Use the ABBR and ACRONYM elements to denote and expand any abbreviations
and acronyms that are present.
5. Consider adding keyboard shortcuts to frequently used links.
The following 5 item(s) are not triggered by any specific feature on your page, but are still
important for accessibility and are required for Bobby AAA Approved status.
6. Is there distinauishina: information at the beainniim of headings, parauraphs, lists,
etc.?
7. If there is a search feature, are there different types of searches for different skill
levels and preferences?
8. Are there navigation bars for easy access to the navigation structure?
9. Do you allow users to customize their experience of the web paa:e?
10. Is there a consistent style of presentation between paRes?
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Appendix 5: Web Server Statistics for Literacytools
Program started at Mon-22-Mar-2004 15:42.
Analysed requests from Wed-03-Sep-2003 01:44 to Mon-08-Mar-2004 23:00 (187.89
days).

General Summary

This report contains overall statistics.
Successful requests: 344,384
.ANerage successful requests per day: 1,832
I.ogfile lines without status code: 630
Successful requests for pages: 4,006
.Average successful requests for pages per day: 21
Failed requests: 2,727
Redirected requests: 35
Distinct files requested: 635
Distinct hosts served: 4,092
Corrupt logfile lines: 6
Data transferred: 2.68 gigabytes
Average data transferred per day: 14.60 megabytes

Monthly Report

This report lists the activity in each month.
Each unit (-.) represents 25 requests for pages or part thereof.
month

reqs

pages

2003
2003
2003
2003

43924
63234
61729
27735

167
881
911
385

Jan 2004
Feb 2004
Mar 2004

65358
62221
20183

974
569
119

Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec

Busiest month: Jan 2004 (974 requests for pages).

Daily Summary

This report lists the total activity for each clay of the week, summed over all the weeks
in the report.
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Each unit (*i») represents 20 requests for pages or part thereof.
day

reqs

pages

Sun
Mon
Tue
Wed
Thu
Fri
Sat

20343
64826
70664
62863
67991
40012
17685

282
807
712
616
809
518
262

Hourly Summary

y'/i/s report lists the total aetivity for eaeli hour of the day, summed over all the days
in the report.

Each unit (-.) represents
represents
hour

reqs

0
1

4661
2 7 68
2784
2795
2966
2313
1641
2153
4766
17198
28472
32406
30203
26617
25658
28754
20742
15955
17377
16797
18340
16547
12990
9481

2
3

4
5
6

7
8
9
10
11
12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

10 requests for pages or part thereof.

pages:
55
48
19
12
45
26

;
:
:
:
:
:

4 :
7
25
190
403
431
189
284
332
289
179
182
136
206
239
238
367
100

:
;
:

:
:
;
:

:
:
:
:
:

:
:
:
:
:
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Organisation Report
This report lists the organisations of the eoinpiiters whieh recpiestecl files.
>■

Listing the top 20 organisations by the number of requests, sorted by the number of
requests.
reqs :

%bytes:

organisation

93292 :
26149:
20216 :
17721 :
15947 :
9491 :
8710 :
7526 :
6360 :
5117 ;
5092 :
4452 :
4451 :
3483 :
3426 :
3111 :
3028 :
2682 :
2651 :
2536 :
98943 :

25.33%:
6.62%:
3.94%:
4.21%:
5.27% :
3.41%:
2.85% :
3 . 23%:
1.55% :
2.33% :
2.10% :
1.35%:
0.54%:
1.63%:
1.21%:
1.07% :
1.44%:
0.38%:
0.63%:
0.61% :
30.28%:

159.134
194.125
157.190
213.94
193 . 120
62 . 77
193 .203
217 . 159
194.165
212.219
82
195.218
66.190
62.254
195.7
81.136
193 . 1
208.236
213.202
153.107
[not listed:

1,062 organisations]

Search Word Report

This report lists which words people used in search engines to find the site.

11 literacy
H adult
exercises
cake
B fruit
w tools
niake
to
■ how
games
m Other

s

The uedges are plotted by the number of requests.
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Listing the top 30 query words by the number of requests, sorted by the number of
requests.
reqs :

search term

513
335
198
175
156
154
134
131
116
96
88
86
84
83
68
63
62
50
46
40
40
38
36
35
34
34
31
31
30
27
1097

literacy
adult
exercises
cake
fruit
tools
make
to
how
games
cooking
words
WWW.literacytools.ie
a
cache;omnhyy mgmgj:w
printable
ie
ireland
for
speak
computer
literacytools.ie
online
exercise
nala
and
reading
of
map
WWW.literacytools
[not listed: 262 sea

:
:
:
:
:
;
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
;
;
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
;
:
:
:

Browser Report
This report lists the browsers used by visitors.

Mozilla/4»0
Mozilla/4,0
Mozilla/4,0
Mozilla/4,0
Mozi11a/4,0
Mozilla/4,0
Mozi11a/4,0
Mozilla/4,0
Mozilla/4,0
Mozilla/4,0
Other

(compatible;
(compatible;
(compatible;
(compatible;
(compatible;
(compatible;
(compatible;
(compatible;
(compatible;
(compatible;

MSIE 6,0; Windows NT 5,1)
MSIE 6,0; Windows NT 5,0)
MSIE 6,0; Windows 98)
,,, 5,0; Windows 98; DigExt)
MSIE 5,01; Windows 98)
MSIE 5,01; Windows NT 5,0)
,,, Windows 98; Win 9x 4,90)
MSIE 5,5; Windows 98)
MSIE 5,5; Windows NT 5,0)
,,,T 5,0; ,NET CLR 1,0,3705)

The uedges are plotted by the number of requests,
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Listing the top 40 browsers by the number of requests, sorted by the number of
requests.
reqs: browser
64921 Mozi1la/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Windows NT 5.1)
40600 Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Windows NT 5.0)
28099 Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Windows 98)
27940 Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 5.0; Windows 98; DigExt)
18973 Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 5.01; Windows 98)
16951 Mozi11a/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 5.01; Windows NT 5.0)
9506 Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 5.5; Windows 98; Win 9x 4.90)
8623 Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 5.5; Windows 98)
6545 Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 5.5; Windows NT 5.0)
6389 Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Windows NT 5.0; .NET CLR
1.0.3705)
6141 Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Windows NT 5.1; .NET CLR
1 . 1.4322)
5672 Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Windows NT 5.1; .NET CLR
1.0.3705)
4213 Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 5.5; Windows 95)
3868 Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Windows 98; Win 9x 4.90)
3771 Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Windows NT 5.0; .NET CLR
1.1.4322)
2886 Mozilla/3.01 (compatible •)
2594 Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 5.5; Windows NT 4.0)
2008 Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Windows NT 5.1;
FunWebProducts)
2005 Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 5.01; Windows 98;
eircom/june2000)
1911 Mozi1la/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Windows NT 4.0)
1846 Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Windows 98; Ireland OnLine)
1726 Googlebot/2. 1 ( http://www.googlebot.com/bot.html)
1650 Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Windows NT 5.1;
eircom/june2000)
1508 Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Windows 98; Win 9x 4.90;
UTVI)
1484 Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Windows NT 5.1; DigExt)
1469 Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 4.01; Windows 98)
1319 Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 5.0; Mac PowerPC)
1294 Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 5.0; Windows 98; DigExt;
FunWebProducts)
1277 Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 5.01; Windows 98;
FunWebProducts)
1154 Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Windows NT 5.1; .NET CLR
1.1.4322; .NET CLR 1.0.3705)
1067 Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 4.01; Windows 95)
987 Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 5.0; Windows 95; DigExt)
984 Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 5.5; Windows 98; Win 9x 4.90;
eircom/june2000)
982 Mozi1la/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Windows NT 5.1; Q312461)
949 Mozi1 la/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 5.01, Windows 95)
913 Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Windows NT 5.1; .NET CLR
1.0.3705; .NET CLR 1.1.4322)
865 Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; MSN 2.5; Windows 98)
791 Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.0; en-US; rv: 1.3a)
Gecko/20021207 Phoenix/0.5
754 Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Windows NT 5.0;
FunWebProducts-MyWay)
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709: Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Windows 98; FunWebProducts!
56986: [not listed: 755 browsers]

Operating System Report
This report lists the operating systems used by visitors.

Listing operating systems, sorted by the number of requests for pages.
no .

reqs

pages

1.

329810
96754
108043
87882
19670
9575
7689
187
10
4078
7133
354
3 54
12
2943

3964
1318
1279
724
331
276
36
0
0
22
19
1
1
0
0

2
3
4
5
6

OS
Windows
Windows XP
Windows 98
Windows 2000
Windows ME
Windows 95
Windows NT
Unknown Windows
Windows CE
Macintosh
OS unknown
Unix
Linux
WebTV
Known robots

Status Code Report
This report lists the HTTP status codes oj all requests.

N
if 'tv

S
■
m
®

200 OK
206 Partial content
304 Not Modified since last retrieval
Other

The wedges are plotted by the nuniber of requests.

Listing status codes, sorted numerically.

200

reqs
220532
7205
35
116647
2
10
2426
8
1
280

sta
status
code
200
206
302
304
400
403
404
405
406
500

File Size Report

This report lists the sizes offiles.

m
m
m

0
lOlB- IkB
IkB- lOkB
lOk.B-lOOkB
Other

The wedges are plotted by the number of request;

size :

reqs

%bytes

0 :
IBlOB ;
IIB- lOOB :
lOlBIkB :
IkB- lOkB ;
lOkB - lOOkB:
OOkB1MB :
1MB- 10MB :

6822
0
1462
148806
158727
25577
2335
655

0.01%
1.24%
20.82%
22.21%
20.73%
35.00%
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File Type Report

This report lists the extensions offiles.

H

♦ swf
,cab
♦ cfm
♦ pdf
*Js

«jP9

[Cold Fusion]
[Adobe Portable Ilocuirient Fornat]
[GIF graphics]
[JavaScript code]
[JPEG graphics]

Lj Other

The wedges are plotted by the amount of traffic.

Listing extensions with at least 0.1% of the traffic, sorted by the amount of traffic.
reqs :

%bytes

extension

1362 :
1307 :
94862 :
mil:
160273 :
10448 :
46015 :
13663 :
5343 :

31.07%
18.05%
17.94%
15.69%
8.75%
4.06%
3.32%
0.95%
0.17%

. swf
. cab
. cf m
[Cold Fusion]
-pdf
[Adobe Portable Document
.gif
[GIF graphics]
. js
[JavaScript code]
[JPEG graphics]
■ jpg
. css
[Cascading Style Sheets]
[not listed: 10 extensions]

Directory Report

This report lists the directories from which files were requested. (The figures for each
directory include all of its subdirectories.)
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H /flash/
■ /install/
H

[root directory]

* /files/
■ /images/

m

/lib/

M Other

The wedges are plotted by the amount of traffic.

Listing directories with at least 0.01% of the traffic, sorted by the amount of traffic.
reqs :

%bytes

directory

2572 :
6060 :
57001:
11085 :
198362 :
35516 :
1159 :
11333 :
6635 :
7266 :
3509 ;
1206 :
1041 :
487 :
729 :
26 :
380 :
17 ;

31.12%
18.18%
16.26%
15.64%
11.39%
3 .25%
0.83%
0.81%
0.63%
0.57%
0.41%
0.37%
0.31%
0.09%
0.05%
0.05%
0.02%

/flash/
/install/
[root directory]
/files/
/images/
/lib/
/crossword bin/
/css/
/siteadmin/
/pages/
/hangman_bin/
/wordsearch bin/
/cliparts/
/anagram bin/
/oldsitebackup03sep03/
/pdfs/
/ new/
[not listed: 2 directories]

Request Report
This report lists the files on the site.
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M /Iib/1iteracytools.cfm

B /index.cfrn
B /css/rna i nsty 1 e. css
W /images/1ayQut/3.jpg
B /images/layout/logo♦jpg
S /images/layout/l.gif
/ i rnages/1 ayout/5. j pg
* /images/inala.gif
B /images/layout/bgl.gif
/images/pageimages/buttons/backroundbutton.gif
,iJ Other
The wedges are plotted by the number of requests.

Listing files with at least 20 requests, sorted by the number of requests.
reqs :

%bytes:

last

time

file

26914:
8/Mar/04 23 : 00
/lib/literacytools.cfm
0.56% :
21497:
8/Mar/04 23 : 00
/index.cfm
6.69%:
8/Mar/04 22 : 51
/css/mainstyle.css
11298:
0.81%:
8969 :
0.74%:
8/Mar/04 22 : 51
/images/layout/3.jpg
8952 :
8/Mar/04 22:51
0.75%:
/images/layout/logo.jpg
8921 :
8/Mar/04 22 : 51
0.55% :
/images/layout/I.gif
8 814 :
8/Mar/04 22 : 51
/images/layout/5.jpg
0.26% :
8780 :
0.24%:
8/Mar/04 2 2:51
/images/inala.gif
8776 :
8/Mar/04 22 : 51
/images/layout/bgl.gif
0.15% :
8/Mar/04 22 : 51
8706 :
0.24%:
/images/pageimages/buttons/backroundbutton.gif
8699 :
8/Mar/04 22 : 51
/images/layout/bg2.gif
0.16% :
8653 :
0.34% :
8/Mar/04 22 : 51
/images/layout/4.jpg
8517 :
0.15% :
8/Mar/04 22 : 51
/images/layout/bg3.gif
7994 :
0.27% :
8/Mar/04 22 : 52
/images/pageimages/buttons/homeroundbutton.gif
6087:
0.52%:
8/Mar/04 22:52
/pages/actions/viewpdffile.cfm
5958:
2.05%:
8/Mar/04 22:51
/home.cfm
5867:
0.20%:
8 /Mar/04 22:51
/images/pageimage s/buttons/soundroundbutton.gif
5472 :
0.11% :
8 /Mar/04 22:51: /images/1x1.gif
0.17% :
8 /Mar/04 22:52:
5079 :
/ image s/pageimage s/buttons/blankbutton.gif
5024 :
1.26%:
8 /Mar/04 22:52: /printexercises.cfm
4729 :
0.13%:
8 /Mar/04 22:51:
/image s/pageimage s/newwindowbullet.gif
4584 :
0.10%:
8 /Mar/04 22:52: /1ib/acrobat_detect.js
3970 :
0.14%:
8 /Mar/04 22:51:
/ image s/pageimage s/buttons/homeroundbutton_off.gif
3961 :
1.21%:
8 /Mar/04 22:52
/viewprintablecategory.cfm
3883 :
0.08% :
8 /Mar/04 22:51
/images/layout/icons/green.gif
3 8 81:
0.31%:
8 /Mar/04 22:51
/image s/pageimage s/buttons/bigprintableround.gif
3866 :
0.15%:
8 /Mar/04 22:51:
/image s/pageimage s/buttons/newsroundbutton.gif
3830 :
0.31%:
8 /Mar/04 22:51:
/ image s/pageimage s/buttons/bigonlineround.gif
3785 :
0.26% :
8 /Mar/04 22:51:
/ image s/pageimage s/buttons/biggamesround.gif
3739 :
0.23% :
8 /Mar/04 22:51:
/image s/pageimage s/buttons/bigtutorsround.gif
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3574
0.74%
8/Mar/04 15:58
/viewgame.cfm
8/Mar/04 22:21
3540
2.55%
/lib/overlib.j s
3499
0.16%
8/Mar/04 22:45
images/pageimages/buttons/newi
3464
0.24%
8/Mar/04 22:45
/images/splash/circlelogo.gif
8/Mar/04 22:45
/images/splash/1iteracytools.gif
3461
0.84%
8/Mar/04 22:45
3455
0.16%
images/pageimages/buttons/reti
8/Mar/04 22:45
/images/splash/peopleslicel.gif
3419
0.23%
/images/splash/peopleslice2.gif
8/Mar/04 22:45
3409
1.66%
/images/layout/ndp_logo-sm.gif
8/Mar/04 22:46
3 3 64
0.22%
8/Mar/04 22:46
/images/layout/eufundlogo.jpg
3303
0.50%
3087
/images/splash/mainbg.gif
8/Mar/04 22:46
0.08%
8/Mar/04 22:43
/welcome.cfm
2835
0.73%
/onlineexercisesstep2.cfm
2827
8/Mar/04 23:00
1.02%
/printexercisesgroup.cfm
8/Mar/04 22:52
2706
0.58%
8/Mar/04 22:43
2309
0.10%
images/pageimages/literacytoolsiink.jpg
2271
8/Mar/04 22:06
/viewgamecategory.cfm
0.50%
8/Mar/04 21:37
1734
/onlineexercises.cfm
0.38%
/images/icons/zoomin.gif
1689
0.04%
24/Oct/03 14:37
/images/icons/zoomout.gif
1674
0.04%
24/Oct/03 14:37
8/Mar/04 21:22
/tutorresources.cfm
1484
0.30%
8/Mar/04 21:22
0.44%
14 6 9
/viewtutorresourcesprintablecategory.cfm
8/Mar/ 04 22 : 20 : /games.cfm
1374 :
0 36% :
1271 :
8/Mar/ 04 21 : 24 :
0 03% :
/image 3/pageimages/but tons/ soundroundbuttonof f.gif
1214 ; 29 58% :
8/Mar/ 04 22 : 18 : /flash/tour.swf
7/Mar/ 04 13 : 47 : /install/checkchar.html
114 5:
0 02% :
8/Mar/ 04 22 :49 :
1086 :
0 04% :
/images/pageimages/buttons/aboutexercise.gif
1025

0 05%

8/Mar/ 04 22 44

/flash/sitetour.htm

/install/getchar.html
7/Mar/ 04 13 47
940
0 01%
/images/gameicons/hangman.gif
927
8/Mar/ 04 22 21
0 05%
/images/gameicons/wordsearch.gif
8/Mar/ 04 22 21
919
0 04%
/images/gameiconsZerossword.gif
918
8/Mar/ 04 22 21
0 04%
/images/gameicons/anagram.gif
917
8/Mar/ 04 22 21
0 04%
6/Mar/ 04 13 17
/install/genie.cab
905
12 32%
/images/layout/correct.gif
902
0 03%
8/Mar/ 04 21 40
/images/icon.j pg
877
8/Mar/ 04 21 37
0 02%
/install/pleasewait.wma
840
0 05%
7/Mar/ 04 13 47
/images/layout/wrong.gif
814
8/Mar/ 04 21 40
0 03%
/images/testtypeicons/spelling.jpg
8/Mar/ 04 21 27
699
0 03%
697
8/Mar/ 04 21 27
/images/testtypeicons/reading.jpg
0 03%
/images/typeiconback.gif
697
8/Mar/ 04 21 27
0 02%
/images/testtypeicons/numeracy.jpg
695
8/Mar/ 04 21 27
0 03%
647
8/Mar/ 04 21 43
/images/dragdrop.gif
0 02%
/files/pdfs/my+young+days.pdf
8/Mar/ 04 17 11
638
0 21%
7/Mar/ 04 13 47
/install/nalastyle.css
622
0 02%
/files/pdfs/memoriesofschool.pdf
608
8/Mar/ 04 22 16
0 88%
/siteadmin/index.cfm
6 03
0 04%
2/Mar/ 04 12 40
/pages/noacrobat.cfm
551
0 03%
8/Mar/ 04 22 52
/files/pdfs/confidence+ski11s.pdf
8/Mar/ 04 18 59
526
0 84%
/images/pageimages/computer.j pg
507
8/Mar/ 04 21 37
0 09%
/install/successfull.cfm
500
7/Mar/ 04 13 47
0 01%
2/Mar/ 04 11 15
478
0 07%
/siteadmin/dccom/components/udi/editrecord.cfm
478:
0.04%:
8/Mar/04 21:43: /lib/dragdrop.js
472:
0.04%:
2/Mar/04 11:15:
/siteadmin/dccom/components/udi/j s_editrecord_dyn.cfm
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424
8/Mar/04 22 52
/images/aa.gif
0 03%
413
0 33%
8/Mar/04 15 50
/wordsearch_bin/wordsearch.j s
408
/pages/savezoomfactor.cfm
24/Oct/03 10 11
8/Mar/04 17 10
/files/pdfs/puck+fair.pdf
405
0 24%
7/Mar/04 04 34
/hangman_bin/hangman.j s
405
0 15%
400
0 76%
7/Mar/04 18 52
/crossword_bin/crossword.j s
397
8/Mar/04 15 50
/wordsearch_bin/wordsearch.css
0 03%
396
0 01%
8/Mar/04 15 50
/wordsearch_bin/hint.gif
390
0 01%
7/Mar/04 04 34
/hangman_bin/hangman.css
389
7/Mar/04 04 34
/hangman_bin/img/hangman_3.gif
0 04%
389
7/Mar/04 04 34
/hangman_bin/img/hangman_4.gif
0 04%
388
0 03%
7/Mar/04 04 34
/hangman_bin/img/hangman_0.gif
7/Mar/04 04 34
/hangman_bin/img/hangman_l.gif
388
0 03%
7/Mar/04 04 34
/hangman_bin/img/hangman_2.gif
388
0 03%
386
7/Mar/04 04 34
/hangman_bin/img/hangman_6.gif
0 04%
7/Mar/04 04 34
386
/hangman_bin/img/hangman_5.gif
0 04%
8/Mar/04 22 15
/files/pdfs/looking + for + a +j ob.pdf
383
0 28%
7/Mar/04 04 34
/crossword_bin/crossword.css
380
0 06%
7/Mar/04 04 34
379
0 01%
/crossword_bin/hint.gif
370
0 67%
8/Mar/04 17 12
/files/pdfs/language+skills.pdf
364
8/Mar/04 21 53
/images/pageimages/tv.gif
0 03%
8/Mar/04 21 40
350
0 02%
/images/pageimages/buttons/moreexercisesroundbutton.gif
350:
0.02%:
8/Mar/04 21:40:
/images/pageimages/buttons/printreportroundbutton.gif
7/Mar/04 13 : 47
/Install/checktts.html
348 :
0.01%:
346 :
0.51% :
8/Mar/04 22 : 18
/files/pdfs/what+kind+of+hobbie.pdf
344 :
8/Mar/04 17 : 10
/files/pdfs/runaway.pdf
0.22%:
342 :
0.02%:
8/Mar/04 21:40
/images/pageimages/buttons/tryagainroundbutton.gif
316
8/Mar/04 21 21
/files/pdfs/a+travellers+story.pdf
0 40%
303
7/Mar/04 04 34
/cliparts/trophy.jpg
0 10%
/files/pdfs/application+form.pdf
302
8/Mar/04 22 10
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